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INTRODUCTION

In what follows, I will show that today there are two
classes in this country, this society, and two-classes
only. One dominates the other in every aspect of
their lives. This dominated class is the working
class. It will therefore be shown that the real enemy
of working class people —- the enemy that keeps them
suppressed —— is not Capitalism, not the State, not
the never-defined ‘Ruling Class‘, but this dominating
class, the middle class. It will be shown that this
class of people can only remain dominant while we let
them; that we cannot start to free ourselves and move
towards ‘the good life‘ until many more of us fully
recognize this enemy.

Those of you who already know this may think it not
necessary to read any further. But I suggest it could
still be worthwhile to do so since you may come across
anJexplanation, argument, or angle, that perhaps you
hadn't considered before.

However, I shall explain how this fact —— of who our
true enemy is —— has been concealed, and how they try
to keep it concealed.

From this, the criticism may well arise that I use
the term ‘middle class‘ too often. I do so quite
deliberately, mainly because all-—- from the highly-
influential institutions of schools, the media, the
churches, political parties, trade union leaderships,
etc,, through to almost every so-called left-wing
group, whether trotskyist, libertarian socialist, or
anarchist -— are involved in concealing this fact.

."

Some explanations and arguments are also repeated -
this too is deliberate for broadly the same reasons.
There are also references to political groups and
organizations that some of you may either never have
heard of, or have already dismissed as useless to us.
Try not to get too pissed off with this. I've ref-
erred to them, sometimes simply to underline an argu-
ment, sometimes to help dispel illusions about them
that may still be held by some working class activisum

The word ‘emancipation‘ is used quite often and some
may feel that it is a bit dated. Here again, it is
used for a specific reason, namely, because it was
mostly used with reference to slavery —— to describe
the act of setting free from slavery and oppression.
These have been the conditions of working class peo-
ple from their beginning, and continue to be today.

Some of the things explained, you may already know
about ——-for example, the sham of ‘democracy’, of
the Labour Party, and so on —— but some readers may
not. Either way, I think it is useful to describe
and expose again the truth about such things, situat-
ions, and conditions, in one place and in this part-
icular context.

Although a number of features of society are touched
upon, the areas examined in more detail are restricted
to six:

Class definition
The Uprisings (so-called Riots) of 1981 and 1984-B5
The role of the Labour Party
Education
The Media —— using Television as the example
Africa -“ particularly the real causes of famine

It will be noted, perhaps with some annoyance, that
a subject not included is that of ‘male dominance and

the subjugation and oppression of females‘. (1Wn-term
‘females‘ is used rather than ‘women’, (n) because
we've said ‘male’ dominance, (b) because the term
‘women‘ excludes female children —— who obviously
must not be excluded from such discussion.) This sub-
ject has not been dealt with here since n pamph|ei/
book on it is in preparation and will be published as
soon as possible.

However, the impression should not be got that this
subject is any the less important. On the contrary,
it is of the greatest importance and must be most
seriously examined. For although its solution is
obviously paramount to the emancipation of working
class women —— i.e. some 50% of the working class,
few of whom appear to be involved in trying to do
anything about it —— it is also paramount to the
emancipation of the working class as a whole. Yet
fewer still of working class males see its solution
as crucial.

What little discussion and writing there is on this
question (most of which, incidentally, has been in
the last few years) has been done almost solely by
middle class women who are concerned only with the
oppression of middle class women —- in fact, mostly
only with their lack of ‘equal opportunity‘ among
their class. Hence, the question of class has heen,
not surprisingly, deliberately ignored by them.

There are other subjects which have been given little
or no attention, such as the role of the TUC and the
trade unions. The reason is that the one aim here —~
to explain and stress why it is so vitally urgent for
us to recognize who the true enemy is of all working
class people —— has reached a greater length than
originally anticipated, and the discussion of these
last-mentioned subjects would not necessarily make
this recognition any the clearer, but would obviously
make the whole piece much longer still. So the line
had to be drawn somewhere.

Our failure to recognize our true enemy is the reason
why today we are no nearer to our ‘emancipation’ -
to freeing ourselves —— than ever we were. This then
—— the recognition, the identification, the awareness,
the knowing of precisely what and who the enemy is
that keeps us suppressed and stands in the way of our
emancipation —— is the crucial, imperative and essent-
ial prerequisite to ridding ourselves of that enemy.

Throughout.what follows, the stress will be on the
fact that working class people alone can free them-
selves. Four things are initially required: auareness,
confidence, reason, and courage. Awareness that it
is the middle class who dominate and imprison us;
confidence that, provided no reliance is put on any
person or section of the middle class, on any of their
political parties, or on any oi‘ their attitudes and
ideas, we can free ourselves; that it is reasonable
to fight to do so; and to have courage to affirm,
proclaim, and act upon what reason shows to be true
and necessary.

I am working class. I left school at the age of 14
with no ‘qualifications’, and have never attempted
since to gain any. This —— despite the possible
influences of my past political activity —— I believe
enables me to_explain more clearly, in a less jargon-
ized and ‘intellectualized‘ way, what reason shows to
be true. '
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‘THE EMANCIPATION OF THE WORKING CLASS

IS THE TASK OF THE WORKING CLASS THEMSELVES’

This statement has been quoted many times over the years. but look back over,
say, only the last thirty years, and we see that despite all the activity of
all those claiming to be concerned with achieving this ‘emancipation‘, despite
the millions of words written in hundreds of differently titled magazines,
papers, pamphlets, books, the millions of leaflets distributed, the thousands
of strikes, campaigns, and demonstnations, indeed despite all the suffering,
we the working class, are no nearer ‘emancipation‘, to freedom, than ever wei -.

were. . ‘

Why? WHY? The question still gnaws at the minds of some —— revolutionary
libertarian socialists, anarchists, council communists, or whatever they call
themselves —— who, to give them the benefit of any doubt, genuinely want and
believe they are working for such a goal. It is a question which causes them
frustration, disillusionment, despair, and a number of them eventually to give
up. Some, whose brains have been gnawed away, join the Labour Party.

Is there perhaps something wrong with the statement itself? Has it been so
often trotted out that it has become a platitude —— a proverb maybe.... too " _
many rolling stitches gather no broth? It first appeared in the introduction
to the Rules of the Working - "“”""*”” “T” “
Men's International Associa- ‘A ;Hu+:q%
tion (sometimes referred to jg, t ~~r‘",p5£;, ‘§j§$fi§§
as The First Internat ional , _ ' y , "1
though it was never officiafly
called this) which Karl Marx ‘ * ,
wrote in 1864. At first, it i"* ‘"91 ’ yj"*i 3 J
would appear to be in total if I éihb

' higidicontradiction to Marx's strong i P R O S I 0 go E
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not the case. The 'liberal'
middle class interpreted the
statement as meaning that the AT A PUBLIC MEETING HELD AT 8'1‘. MARTIN'S
working class‘ should) do things HALL LONG ACRE iounou.
for themselves. They snatcmai ' ' ~
at this interpretation not
only because it fitted in ---
nicely with the arrogance of '
their false praise for the
idea of ‘self-help‘, but 8150
because it enabled them to
relieve the sometimes nagging
feelings of guilt about their 1
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Class War, which
call ‘one of the t
is equally
fusing qp

holier-than-thou attitude of their class to working class people.

And let's not forget that Marx himself was middle class ——-a comment the sig-
nificance of which should later become even more apparent, as well as the
answer to whether the statement is flawed. ’ '  '9 —- ' ' ' '?

So by whom and/or what are we oppressed
and exploited —— who and/or what is
stopping us from gaining"emancipation"?
It's obvious that whoever or whatever.it
is must be our enemies. It ought to be
obvious too that, if we are going to
defeat them, we need to know exactly
who they are. who then, according to
the ‘better revolutionaries‘, are these
enemies? Their answer is the same as
the Trotskyists, the International Marx-
ists, the Communist Party —— in fact,
the.Left in general: they are the State,
Capitalism, and The Ruling Class. Their
papers, magazines, pamphlets, books,
are cluttered with these terms to des-
cribe the enemies of the working class
Take, for example, Nil at —- wh1¢h
some might say is Qne
papers. In three
of issue
lished Q5

6*’
No.7 pub-

Q9 these terms
Q00 peared3'7

‘ times. In an

Party, ‘capitalist/
capitalism‘ to describe

appeared 7 times, ‘the state‘ 7 times,
and 'P"1i"S class‘ 4 times; in another
on South Africa, ‘capitalism’ was used
5 times, and ‘the state‘ 3 times. In
issue No.9 of June 1986, they really let
their\hair down —— ‘capitalism/capitalist‘
appeared as the enemy 51 times, ‘ruling
class/bosses‘ 8 times, ‘the state‘ 7 times,

working class
§§3 people. They too

QQQ9 ‘use the term ‘ruling
.1 % class‘ throughout each

l‘K p ‘ their ‘Aims and Principles‘ the

issue Of the paper; and in
as; the first six Short points of

.'t9Pm appears 5 times. Yet nowhere
‘"_a"Y issue Of the paper is there a def-
inition of who ‘the ruling class‘ are,
ather than silly babyish references to
‘the rich‘ and ‘rich scumba s‘ all

of the better
Short articles

November '85

article on the Labour

' the enemy was used 6 times,
and the ruling class‘ 4 times. In one
on Fascism and Anti-Fascism, ‘capitalism‘

some might also
better papersfl

guilty of con-

I

nemie ‘P ‘
‘rich‘ as such, but that does not
make them any the less our enemies.

Several other terms are used that
also cause confusion —— if nothing
worse. For example,calling poliee
'pigs‘. There's nothing wrong
with pigs; pigs are alright; they
are neither our enemies nor agents
of our enemies, whereas the police
age our enemies because they are
the agents of our enemies. Other
examples are the liberal use of
the terms ‘Anarchism‘ and ‘Anar-
chist‘.‘ Don't they know that,
like ‘Socialism’, there is no
single body of ideas, no single
system of theories, called ‘Anar-
chism‘? Like ‘Socialism‘, the
word has no clear specific meanhn;
other than perhaps ‘an absence of
standard forms of government‘.

Does Class Var‘s ‘Aims and Prin-
ciples‘ sum up their definition
of Anarchism? Only a year ago,
one of the points in this ‘A andl"
stated that heterosexism (i.e.
sexual relations between people of
opposite sex) was ‘an integraltnui
of Capitalism....‘ that ‘the work-
ing class struggle for a free soc-
iety must incorporate the fight
against heterosexism.‘ Statements
quite so stupid and ridiculous as
this are difficult to find, even
among middle class anarchists. So
what brand of Anarchism does Class
War belong to? When are they going
to bore the arses off us with their
theories and definitions of what it
means?

Now you may not think that these
groups and their papers are of
particular importance, but they do
illustrate the point -—— and anoth-
er is that middle class people are
involved with them, a fact that at
least would account for some of
their muddled thinking. They may
not intend to confuse or delude
working class people about who the
Peal Qflemy is. Why the do so -. _ | Yincluding the possibility thatlnkhfle

h 1 3_ °VeP class people among them and the
9 P a¢e- Many of our enemies are not readers of their papers may get

some psychological comfort from the
formula -—- s hou-ld become cleara' later.
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The State. C&p1t&l1SITl

‘The State‘ and ‘Capitalism‘ are not
enemies as such; they are the means,
the instruments, through which we are
‘ruled‘; they are, if you like, the
weapons of our enemies; they are the
agencies of the true enemy, ‘the rul-
ing class‘. Uhen we.are bound with
chains, it's not the chains that are
our enemy, it's the people who put
them on and do all they can to keep
them on.

‘The State‘ —— which includes the
judiciary (judges, magistrates, courts,
etc), the police, the armed forces,
parliament, the church, prisons, even
social workers —— was built up, and is
continuously being sustained and
strengthened, by‘the ruling class‘ to
run society in their way, and to main-
tain order in it, their kind and form
of ‘order‘ —— an ‘order‘ guaranteeing,
they hope, that they remain ‘the rul-
ing class‘.
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‘Capitalism’ is an economic system,
the development of which really began
with the beginning of the so-called
Industrial Revolution and the rise of
a dominating middle class. They em-
braced this system because it particu-
larly suited and benefitted them —— a
system that ensured (as it continues
to do today) a divided society in
which one class (a minority) dominates
the other (a majority). This dominat-
ing minority, then, is a ‘ruling class‘.
How this domination works, how it is
expressed, how, to their own advantage,

2 ~ ‘

people of this class influence, condit-
ion, brainwash, pressurize, and control
the majority, should also become
clearer later.

Yet, as already said, the Left always
stress that ‘Capitalism‘ is the enemy
of the dominated class. They always
refer to it as if having a life, dyn-
amic, and motivation all of its own,
and almost unconnected with humans -
indeed, as if it were some kind of
animal. There are many hundreds of
examples; but just to demonstrate,
let's take one from the writings of
somebody who once had a good reputat-
ion, at least among those calling
themselves ‘libertarian socialists‘,
Cornelius Castoriadis —— who used to
call himself Paul Cardan. In his
book ‘Modern Capitalism and Revolut-
ion‘, published by a group called
Solidarity, he says (p.72)! "CB"
Capitalism succeed in so organizing
itself that it evolves without con-
flicts or crises? .... Although Cap-
italism is infinitely more aware of
the problems confronting it and has
many more means at its disposal than
a century ago, its policies are inad-
equate whenever they have to cope with
the social reality of today."

‘Capitalism’ does ngt organize itself.
_l£ is Q22 infinitely more aware of the
problems confronting it. A ‘ruling
class‘ organizes it, and they may well
be more aware of the problems confront-
ing them .... Castoriadis‘s book
abounds with statements attempting to
persuade us to see an abstract --an
economic system-—— as the devil incar-
nate whom we should religiously waste
our energy trying to destroy. But, as
has been said, he is far from alone in
this. The energy put into the examin-
ation of their bogeman, capitalism, by
lefty intellectuals is probably far
greater than that released by the ex-
plosions of a dozen nuclear bombs -
and where has it got us? If they'd
put the same energy into trying t‘o dis-
cover who ‘the ruling class‘ are,
would they have come up with the right
answer?

./' /-I
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So Who Are
'The Ruling Class‘?

So what about the mysterious third The refusal (and they cannot be excused
member of this unholy trinity? Who with the word ‘inability‘) by those call-
are ‘the ruling class‘? Now wouldn't ing themselves libertarian socialists,
you think that, for working class anarchists, or whatever, to see the
people, the answer to this question is udddle class as the real enemy of the
absolutely crucial? For, as was a working class, is the main cause of the
pointed out earlier, if you don't know '}mflitical swamp‘ many of them, for years. ‘
who your enemies are, how the hell can have complained of being in — a swamp
you set out to defeat them? that still persists today.

There have been a few rather half- Maybe, since many of thmhave been to
hearted attempts over the years to university, or have Ind some sort of
answer the question. The Solidarity' further education, they've read Marx and-
group -- perhaps, during its time, the Engels and this has assisted them in
most reasonable of the so-called ‘lil»- remaining blinkered —-in deceiving them-
ertarian revolutionary socialists‘ -—- selves. For example, there is an often-
had the odd go. One such that comes iquoted statement taken from the Communist
to mind was an article in their magaz-»IManifesto (1848) which was originally
ine ‘Solidarity -— For Social Revolution“ written by these two in German, and which
Of August/September 19791 entitled "In, is generally translated as follows:
Search Of The Ruling Class". It was.an "The ruling ideas of each age have ever
agonized (and agonizing!) intellectual been the ideas of its ruling class."
squirm desperately concerned with try- The word translated into ‘ru1ing‘ is the
ing to find out who among the ‘top German word ‘herrschend‘ (i.e. ‘die
ranks‘ of the middle class made the herrschenden Ideen‘ and ‘herrschende
most important decisions about how soc- Klasse‘), whereas a better translation
iety is run, so as to nominate them as for ‘herrschend‘ in this context is the
‘the ruling class‘. No wonder,_then, word ‘dominant‘——-and the dominant class
that the ‘search’ failed —— as did all today is, of course, the middle class.
the other attempts.

Their thrashing around failed because
they see-— or rather, try to see —-the
ruling class as a class separate from
the middle class, instead of the truth
that they are one and the same.

The Solidarity group, incidentally, tried
another tack. They came up with the
ansurd theory, adopted from the afore-
meflioned Paul Cardan‘s book ‘Modern
Capitalism and Revolution‘ (see p.93,
section 8), that the division in society
is between "a class which decides and a
class which merely executes" —-that the
class divisions in modern society are
more and more divisiqns between order-
givers and order-takers. This, if noth-
ing worse, is a pretty desperate attempt
to mislocate the class division. Not
surprising, then, that contained within
Cardan‘s conclusions is also the ‘theory‘
'- a ‘theory‘, for that matter, to which
the whole‘revolutionary‘ Left are still
glued —— that there can be no ‘victorious
revolution‘ without a ‘union‘ between
working class and middle class activists.
{see same book, p.94, section 12)
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At another point in the Communist Man-
ifesto, Marx says that it is only the S -
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proletariat (the working class) who " ‘
are "a really revolutionary class" and |
they "stand face to face with the ”
bourgeoisie today". But Engels def-
ined this enemy of the working class
in a footnote: "By bourgeoisie is meant
the class of modern capitalists, owners
of the means of social production, and .
employers of wage labour." ~iii==fi*““L

Wx?

So the ‘good‘ middle class revolution- Engms
ary socialists, anarchists, and others
of similar species, seize on this def-
inition like ravenous vultures on a
carcass in the desert, for they feel
it enables them to exclude themselves
from the working class's enemy.

Manifesto nearly 140 years ago ——

wealthy agent in England for his .

N O T E

(a) The term ‘middle class‘ best describes the class I am concerned
with despite the fact that it is no longer in the middle as it
once was, i.e. between workers and peasants on the one side, and
the nobility (aristocracy) on the other. It took over from the
nobility who later ceased to exist as a class.

(b) I also occasionally use the term ‘bourgeoisie’ for middle class.
Dictionary definitions range from ‘members of the middle class‘
(Chambers), to ‘the middle class as distinguished from the work-
ing class‘ (Cassells). The term originally referred to artisans
and craftsmen who lived in medieval French towns. Up to the late
18th century, it was a propertied but relatively unprivileged
class, often of urban merchants and tradesmen.

(c) Those members of the middle class who make the major decisions
' about how society is run ——— including judges, ministers, heads

of police and armed forces, of transport and communications sys-
tems, and others like those who decide what, how, when, and where
things are produced, all of whom depend for their power on being
of the dominant class and on having the full approval, support,
and encouragement of the vast majority of their class --these
1 call either the ‘top ranks‘ or the ‘élite‘ of the middle class.
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But let's bear in mind that —— apart
from the fact that Karl Marx and his
disciple Friedrich Engels wrote the

Engels was himself middle class, and a

father's big textile business in Germany
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WHAT ABOUT THE

SOCIOLOGISTS?

Those who profess to study class, scieh
ntifically and systematically, who
search for patterns of behaviour among
people living in organized social groups,
call themselves ‘sociologists‘. Now we
don't need to give a monkey's for what
bourgeois sociologists think, but for
what it's worth, they generally all agree
that, in this society, there is no third
class separate from the working class
and the_middle class, which could be
called ‘the ruling class‘.

However, let's remember that ‘sociol-
ogists' play an important part assisting
their class in remaining the dominant
one. In this they certainly do get it
wrong sometimes; but if they got it
wrong all the time, working class people

6 7

I

i.

Through this ‘social science research‘
nonsense. they have come up with many
‘academic' theories of what class is
and what sort of people are in the
classes, indeed almost as many as there
are ‘sociologists‘ who get books pub-
lished on the subject —— buokg which
in most cases, started out as theses
for degree exams. They have predueed
hundreds of tables and graphs showing
statistical results of surveys curried
out to discover, for example, what cer-
tain people doing certain jobs say in
answer to certain questions. They are
keen to divide everybody —— the wholc
°f Society —— into ‘strata‘, i.e. into
sections of people whom they put under
headings such as:

1

Owners of Companies
Chairmen of companies
Directors of companies
higher managerial, professional, admin-
istrative
Lower " u H ,

would be that much more difficult to Skilled ' S“P°'”iB°'Y- a"d lower non-
control. Regardless of whether or not man ual

k‘Sociology‘ was at one time a purely S i%1ed_manual i
theoretical System’ it is today a prac_ Semi-skilled manual
tical tool used in social and industrial unskilled manual
control —— from middle class governmenus Pensioners
through to multi-national industrial Remalnder

. _ t _ g _ .__ ‘
fizggzslezf ageals i ‘°°1_:§ed 1" a Great to mention but a few; and even these

Y $1 POM ml itary strategy are sometimes further divided. The
to housing, marketing to industrial rel- ‘unemployed' are generall omitted
t‘ d r - I Ya ions, an rom education through to altogether. So here before eommentin

1 ' gpolicing. further on the ‘sociologists‘, let's

’Sociologists' are the advisers to their look at unemployment and P°V°P‘Y-
class; they seek to discover the danger
points -— the signs when working class
people's actions and attitudes look to
be becoming dangerous to the stability
of their class's dominant position. .
This they do despite the few of them
who think they don't, who try to delude
11"’-'"18@1VeS (and us!) _into believing that
they are engaged in what they like to
call ‘social science research‘.
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THE CREATION (IF ‘NEEDS’, UNEMPLOYMENT
0.-. LUW PAY, AND ovnnv.1 ‘ S P P 3

(i.e. when unemployment was around 2%%)
in the so-called developed countries, '
the rat-race of ‘consumption for con-
sumption‘s sake‘ had got well under way.
Basic needs (apart from things like
housing) had generally been satisfied,
and large numbers of people had been
manipulated into believing that acquir-
ing this or that commodity would bring
them a step nearer to an eventually
attainable heaven —— the proverbial
carrots dangled out of reach in front
of the donkeys; the standard-of-living
hierarchy where there's always another
standard to go after higher than the
one you've got.

Then, in the 1960s, despite ‘full empL-
oyment‘ showing signs of coming to an
end, those concerned with the accd%lat-
ion of profits decided that, if they
were to continue enriching themselves,
there would have to be more and newer
carrots, dangled more vigorously, and
made to look bigger, juicier, and eyen
more desirable. In other words, they
would have to concentrate even more on
producing goods which people didn't
need, and on 'improving‘ the techniques
of manipulation —— that is, training
and conditioning people to think they
really gig need such products, that sat-
isfaction and happiness depended even
more on acquiring them. So more muscle'
had to he put into the large bureaucrat-
ic-organizations they use for this ——
market research, advertising, etc.

Much of market research is concerned
with finding out, not what people really
want and need, but how many can be
lured into buying a particular product
which they don't need, through ‘sophis-
ticated‘ and ‘clever‘ advertising on TV
and radio, in newspapers and magazines,
etc. It's even done, though perhaps
more subtly, through so-called TV enter-
tainment (such as shabby soap operas
like ‘Dallas‘, ‘Dynasty‘, Executive
Stress‘, and so on) where ‘successful'
middle class people are seen to have
the things which the advertisers are‘
pressurizing us all to get.
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'fhe range of ‘commodities’ has no limit;
for example, hundreds of millions are
spent on Slfiflliu" techniques IA) push pol-
itical parties and individuals represen-
ting them. A candidate for prime-minis-

WORKER tor‘, or for president in the USA, is
sold (particularly at election time)

A I like a brand of whiter-than-white wash-

5 Ml ‘ ing powder. The range runs from houses,E Sl<_lLLED
WORKER

 

rnrs, holidays, through video-recorders
and micro-wave ovens, to thousands of
smaller products.

For instance, an ‘immacu1ately—groomed
housewife‘ is shown in a spacious, well-
appointed kitchen using Brand X to clean
the sink. This, in addition to pushing
Brand X, puts heavy psychological press-
ure on women to become similarly ‘groom-
ed', a pressure that undermines the

don't want to or for various reasons
can t, thus making them feel inadequate
and incompetent; and it happens often
without them being aware that such ‘com-
mercials‘ are responsible for it --
‘commercials‘, it must be born in mind,
which are devised, planned, written, and
directed almost exclusively by middle
class males.

self-confidence of those who either D _& \
1 '1-~

I ‘1ITl

Or take a more ‘simple’ example, deodor-
ants —— itself a multi-million pound
industry. These are portrayed as a pos-
itive and normal desire to achieve what
they call personal hygiene —— something
in which only the deliberately anti-
social refuse to participate. This‘des-
irable‘ commodity is then split up into
sub-sections —— oral, under-arm, genital,
feet —— each of which is treated as a
separate marketing area, within each of
which people can be ‘educated' to make
choices: roll-on, stick, or aerosol,
each of various shapes, sises, and
fragrances.‘ No doubt soon there‘ll be
something to make all farts silent with
smells like lavender, pine, spring-flow-
ered meadows....

CREATED'NEEDS'—CHVCREDYT

In the last few years, it has been made
easier still for people to get even more
things they don't actually need —- on
credit. In fact, there has been an
unprecedented 'boom‘ in what they call
‘consumer spending on credit‘; and it's
increasing at what a few middle class
economists call a truly frightening rate.
One such, agonizing about it on a BBC TV
documentary ‘House of Cards‘ earlier
this year, said that for a lot of people
easy credit "becomes a nightmare -
people lose their homes, their marriages,
even their will to live."

This handful of economists say they are
deeply worried about the dangers of ‘the
consumer boom on credit because it's
being piled on like a blanket, conceal-
ing Britain's continued long-running
decline in so many other major import-
ant fields —— and it's now out of cun-
trol.‘ Regardless of whether this is
so, 'control' is an element in the whole
business. -More lubrication was added to
the wheels of this ‘boom on credit‘ with
the introduction of plastic credit cards.
But this is not the only reason for
them.

Those of us getting ‘benefit’ —— a large
section of the working class —— receive
it in cash every couple of weeks, and we
have a little hit of control over what
we do with it, like for instance in
whether or not to pay the rent, gas, and
electric bills. Already, some of us -
council tenants —— no longer have the
‘choice‘ of whether to pay the rent, for
this is deducted and paid to the local
authority without us getting even a
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sniff of it. But there are new propos-
als in the pipeline which would be yet
another attack on such small ‘freedoms‘
of that large section. They~are propos-
ing to issue cards of some sort —— one
each for the gas and electricity boards
—— for the payment of their bills. So
it's well on the cards that the time is
not that far away when we won't get any
cash at all, we'll just get sent plastic
cards -— including one for the landlord,
one for Tescoe‘s, one for.... ~Perhaps
then we'll have to somehow increase the
number of ‘jobs done on the side‘ --
they can't issue plastic cards to pay us
for them. But perhaps, before then,
we'll take over the gas and electricity
boards, and British Telecom, and the
radio and TV networks, and the coal-
mines, and Tescoe‘s, and . . . . . . . ..

‘Full employment‘ is gone and will never
return —— at least for as long as the
present kind of society lasts. Yet the
pressures on everybody to consume con-
tinue and increase. How then is all
this affecting the people who, in the
1980s, can't even satisfy their basic
needs —— those who are on or below the
poverty line? .c
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Today, there are around 5 million people
actually unemployed, and the trend is
still upward. The official government
figure is fiddled to keep it around SQ
million. There have to date (March ‘ETI
been 18 'readjustments‘ in the methods
of calculating the figure since 1979,
all but one of which had the effect of
lowering, though only on paper, this
official figure. Apart from the fact
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that the mnny thousands of people cg“-
Hod into the numerous government dQcep_
l|uns l'srhemes' they call them in the
booklet ‘Action For Jobs‘) are still
really unemployed, they are nevertheless
excluded from the official figures.
Among the devices in the lfith of these
calculated frauds (made known at the
end of Uctber 1UB6l are, for example,
the exclusion from the unemplnymant
figures of those who have their 'benefiU
stopped for not taking a job paying
below poverty-line wages, and/or those
who refuse to travel long distances to

“"¢" " J"b -' and they'll no doubt find
other ways to lower the figure a bit
more just in time for the electing,

Many uf the 5 million people agtually
unemployed have dependants. Even by
putting a low average of 1% dependants
for each person unemployed, it still
amounts to 12§ million people living on
or around a poverty-line income due to
this reason alone.

Another cause of povertv is low wageg
The Low Pay Unit (9, Upper Berkeley 5t.,
L°"u"". bl) estimates that there are
8'“ million People working for an income
which, after deductions (tax, national
l"““r""¢9. travel to workplace, etc )
amounts to the official poverty [ine Q,
below it.‘
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liven if —— ',, ‘“ ‘he “ass of PBUPIB on lowmay "- we take a low average this t.
of only one dependant for eaéh 10 1?;

. “‘Pa1person (and such a ‘low average. is

taken becaufiel amonfi this number f ‘aillion, there are 3.9 million wofk 3.6
‘ho a _ _ _ F ers
somenle Bzri tlmei and 60% of all are

ouluw themloif?n'pf?ple living on oricia povert '
to this cause y llne due
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OVER HALF THE POPULATION

HJPOVERTY!

:::m;:*: ::'"*": ~f
ber on low Zen adtsi added to the num-
shows that zvgrah lthclr dependnqtsi
this country-—- 2;.£ mlllffisupzgplz or

. _ a
ET:s:“i£ ::i°:l1y of them working

line conditionsvlng in or bélow novelty-
the third mwin 1 And that ls Eiiiggigfi

‘ ‘ause °f POVBFIJ. old age.£:::;r..::: ;';::*""§ "I -era. ._ iivinrgfirtfie as old-age pension-
and heutin sh E ‘out BUff1C1Eflt food
tare Condisionflfl his. in miserably aus-
very luagt to ha: Lfllthey ought at the

heating i This e a(?quate.f0od and-‘ "lU"P 18 n situation wemust hate the dominant class for —— a

Qtler Pollen and depraved acthxs.
A . - - . _wirzht all lhflflt millions of impoverished

ing “labs PEOPIE are subjected to
‘he 1"1@"H@ PPBHBUFEH involved in the
creation of ‘needs’. They too are cOn_
tinpally pressed to believe that to buyl
bUY- buy! will make life so much better.
T"llll'lH.' [H-'u|Ile that what thev really
need is something that 15 impoasible to
get, causes various psychological prob-
1' . ‘ r ',, .tmn IUI thtm. A ltw may for a time be
flblp to overcome these problems by kid_
ding themselves —— ‘I will be able to
buy X when I get a Jab‘: or |__._ when
I ‘i"‘ “" l"**"""'H' in wm-zen‘. But most
will not,

It l“ lh" rlr"1 limo in historv that
1 -such a situation has Exigted Are these

-r————-———--_______________;millions of people alw '..
point become intolerable? Hill they
then do something about ito If so

1 , . ‘fgatz When? How? binding the answers
_ 93° questions are problems for the

dominant class themselves They are
problems that are already being thought
about add "13"" b°i"S made to deal with
_- partlcularly by the Home Office and
top management in the police,

worsening and E??? 9 in Britain is
Home point in tn not get better. At

likely to be FuCed“e¥t re“ Years We or?
considerable - E .with an upheaval of, Pl"PUItions, and of revol-
utionary potential for working class
people‘ wlll "“°"Kh UT us know at that
time who our real enemies are?

[*""_'-""'-— *1-I---_-— --'—__l__ ._,_, _

._______________________________ \
A poverty-|j|,,. inc,’ -
from Supplementnpy Egnéfiiassupzd py tge gsvernment to be that
as an 1n¢Umv Hh,Ch .,ranB1;teB'9_ fw ‘a! nit defines low pay
!°f‘lC‘“l' P°V"F1Y line and beloln UTSH Eqqllaleét or Lhla
million 15 dvrivod from “Bing orzg _ led :1t b f1SUre Of 8.5
incidentally, al ti ' C1? a a on earnlngs (“hi¢h1 L
on low pay in idzheadlh lverdtpé Yeats‘ the number or people
ative flkure‘ due t hg an lb’ what lhey call‘ 8 'c°“5°rV'
did not return c Y t E fact that one 1“ five emP1°YBPs (20%)om: - -ment through theirluspzitgufiftipngirfs askedlfor by the Severn- .

L‘ Q 0 ‘ " '
VeY' *“ and it is certain that mosfp llmhgt allwo%al:ing30§ur-
did not return the quest‘ * ' 15 ' v.ionaires for the obvious reason that
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IHIERARCHY —— AN ESSENTIAL METHOD OF CONTROL t I

lhierarchy is itself an absurd monstrocity. lt creates divisions, Q
f ' = le as well as smugness, conceit, 1

3f'"

£9
. ] I \Somologists and 'S0cia|ists‘

t ack to tr ‘sociologists’.lhal In ge b ie
fhnl they divide people into ‘strata’
In not surprising when you recognize
thnl every activity —- including ‘educ-
nlluHul', commercial, industrial, pol- _
ltlrnl, religious, ‘artistic’, and of
course that in every part of the State
and the media - is subject to this
kind of division: hierarchical divis-
ion. So everywhere we have a hier-
archy —— a graded, ranked, pyramid-
like structure. It's like a suit of
playing cards where every card between
top and bottom is superior to those
below it, and an inferior of those »
above it.

antogonisms, and enmity among pcop ,
. aggression, arse-licking, and many other sordid things; and the by-
[product of all this is that it creates enormous wastage of resources

l be defended by the middle class, and they
i4v‘4444_-Ir

land energy. lt can on y
can only justify it as a method of control.

The hierarchical way of organizing fragments and divides us working
‘class people. No wonder, then, that every possible means is used to

ressurize and persuade us that it is the only way. It is in factp .

the only way of organizing to ensure the dominance of the middle
lass over the working class. Indeed, every society in history thatc

had a dominant minority had a hierarchical structure throughout.

‘Some appear to have begun to see through the hierarchy device, e.g.
the women's support groups of the miners‘ strike. But there's not

» uch evidence that any significant number have, and this is one of,m
‘the major problems involved in ‘the emancipation of the working classk

*r'£
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--qThus, we see ‘management' divided into _
chairmen, vice-chairmen, directors,
assistant directors, managers, under-
managers...._ right through to ‘unskill-
ed workers‘ being divided into head-
foremen, foremcn, under-foremen, and so
on. This dividing into grades (‘strataU .
fogs over the absolute fact of the true
class divisions in this society. l

"" _-“__But the so-called revolutionary left ———
whether libertarian socialists, council
communists, anarchists...., or trotsky-
ist groups like the Socialist Workers‘
Party, Workers‘ Revolutionary Party,
Militant Tendency, Workers‘ Power ——— '
are also guilty of obscuring the issue. 1
Read any of their publications and you l
will generally find that, according to
them, the middle class are virtually
innocent bystanders in the class struggle
which is solely between ‘the ruling
class‘ and the working class; and of
course, the same applies to the others
of the left such as the Communist Party
and the Labour Party. They give the
impression that they know exactly who
the working class are, but who ‘the
ruling class‘ are seems to be an insol-
uble problem for them.

What was said_earlier must be stressed,
namely, that on the rare occasions when
they do attempt a description tbnalysis‘
they'd call it), they at best simply
describe the ‘top ranks‘ of the middle
class hierarchy, as if they were a class
on their own. It suits middle class
'revolutionaries' —— just as it suits
the middle class liberals —— to get us
to believe what they try so hard to
deceive themselves about: that these
‘top ranks‘ Egg ‘the ruling class‘:
‘top ranks‘ over whom they and the rest
of the middle class have no control;
‘top ranks‘, an ‘élite‘, whose ideas -
cultural, social, economic, etc. —— are
different from those of the rest of the
middle class. For if we can be persuaded
to believe this, we will not see them ——
and the rest of their class as our enemy.

Their definition of the working class is
also flawed, and for fairly similar rea-
sons, for they include in it large sect-
ions of the middle class, such as schooL-
teachers, social workers, welfare
officers, etc.
So they don't know who the working class
are, and they don't know who ‘the ruling
class‘ are.‘ No wonder their attempts at
implementing their theories have at no '
time brought us nearer to ‘emancipation . I

(‘see p.10)
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It must also again be stressed that one
of the main reasons for the failure of
the so-called revolutionary left --a
failure which in turn has created con-
fusion and apathy among working class
political activists, and consequently

' among working class people in general--
is that the majority of those who run
these organizations are themselves middh:

‘ class, the anarchists included. (Peter
T' Alexeivitch Rropotkin, one of their main
in mentors, was a member of the nobility:
3 Mikhail Alexandrovich Bakunin, another,
4 was middle class.)

We can understand the predicament of
those among them who genuinely do want
to change the power relationships bet-
ween the classes, as opposed to those

‘among them who want to retain some sort
‘of power —— through their political _
party or whatever -— for themselves.
Their predicament arises from their in-
ability to overcome their feelings of
guilt that they belong to the dominant
class —— the class whose wellbeing dep-
ends on the suppression and exploitation
of the working class.

Try as they might, they can't get out
of it, they can't become working class.
I have seen many times the pathetic
and ridiculous antics some of them will
get up to (in dress, speech, behaviour)
so as to try to feel like and/or be
taken for ‘working class‘; Some, for
example, will move into run-down work-
ing class areas and live on a low in-
come. Yet never can they experience
what it is to be working class because,
in almost all cases, they can always
get out of it, even if only because -
as with several I've known —— there's
always rich daddy and/or mummy to help.
In any case, virtually all their other
relatives, all their friends from home,
school, and university, are middle
class, and are always there to help by
giving them a loan, finding a job, or

,even just a ‘good reference‘, whenever
,necessary —- so they've always got a
. nice sdft pillow to fall back on.

Whereas the working class as a whole
‘ have no such ‘pil1ow‘; they just can't

escape.
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|Working Class Or Middle Class?
I‘A survey carried out by ‘socio1ogists‘ a few years a' 5 ' '
= Class Structure Tavistock Publicat o ) h go (Be? oclal Analyuls of, themselves H 1 t f i ns , s owed that working class people

re n .I j 0 so con used. It found that 93% of workers in this country

I

I
D

i

(97% i" 5"edeh3?) believe we live in a class-divided society BOW of wl
the division as between working class and middle class» (swedisd workefim Haw
a more 'stratified‘ division.) In reply to the question of whieh class flea"
belong to, workers here were clear: around 80% said working class, ineludfh:
the f l * ‘d '1 ' - I vas wOfi:i:é°c€:;s.) ewer er POOP’ class. (In Sweden, about 40% saw themselves

The '5°ei°1°8i5t8' didn't say which workers were surv d h th -
carried out, nor the reasons for asking such questiongye ho: fie de :hhvt{r\:”w
the '5°ei°1°Sists' know what is required of them. They are pla ihi thw' If
they are keeping tabs on the situation, keeping their shitty fihgegs ohlihlolei
pulse, testing to see how effectively the psychological conditioning (see below)
15 fu"et1°h1h8- iperhhpe the figures suggest that it's functioning OK inéhuxkn?)
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there can be no clear-cut line between working class and middle class A few
people do move from one class to another; this ‘area’ is what the sociologists
refer to as ‘the blurring of class lines‘. And it this small number of peo le
in the ‘blurred area‘ whom many of the-middle class Left (including the nregol
utionaries') Often point to in their deqieration to show that the middle class
are not the main enemy of the working class. It is nevertheless 3 fact that
the Very fe" Verkihg elaee Pe°P1e Whb Bbmehow get themselves into middle class
jobs ——-for example, who become teachers, computer-programmers, welfare officers
supermarket-managers, and such like —— almost always still behave like working ’
class people; that is» they don't mix socially with middle class people.-

However: it eught $0 be Obvious that —— inevitably in a class-divided society -

Perhaps you've come across the person —— usually middle class —— who points to
someone and, with a note of triumph, says: ‘Ah! but what about her/him? whet
class is s/he?‘ The important thing here is that we are not at all concerned
with the odd blurry individual whose class it may not be easy to be sure about
It is quite easy to see the great majority of the middle class for what they'are.
Yet some working class people do seem to have a problem in deciding who is work-

class and who is middle class. Well, perhaps they ought to ask themselves
they have such a problem. However, there are some guides that may help them

a person is classified as unemployed, and has been for some time, it's a .
Pretty safe bet that B/he is working class. But of course that may not helprwith
P@°P1e classified as ‘housewives‘; nor do ‘housewives’ come into what maybe the
next best guide, occupation. It's generally clear what class TV-studio-cleaners I
age as pompared with those who make, present, and perform in, the programmes; or I

ose wio mine the coal and those who manage the industr I ' f - .
indication of class in many cases, but there are some where ihfigge eioze iern t' L
teachers, the vast majority of whom are middle class, have a smaller income than I
:£?e0:°€h1:8 bless people in other occupations. There are of course other indi-

i s. e uca ion, background, parents, life-style, the way they speak, accent...

hdIrm rat?5

(H

Anyway, if you've still got the problem; if the ‘conditioning‘ to see class either
as irrelevant or unimportant has still got its grip on you well donut worr about
it. It may clear up eventually and get better —— then, ifiyoo wqnt to youill be

. . . _ _ ‘ ‘ 1able to join with our class in the struggle against our main enemy, the middle
class. The point made earlier can't be over-emphasized: we are concerned with
the middle class as a whole, not nearly so much with whether a particular indiv- I
idual person is middle class or not. That question only arises when a working I
class group, devoted solely to the ‘emancipation’ of our class is being formed

g 1-

a question which is returned to at the end of this book. And if, at the time of
such a formation, the class of somebody who wants to join can't be decided, you
could reasonably give her/him the benefit of the doubt, that is call her/him

. _ . . 9working class —— at least until it should ever become obvious that this is not

11

PSYCHOLOGICAL N
Thu problems facing us are of such

CO TROL <jf'
another can only function so long as

magnitude that some politically act- _the dominated class accepts its posit-
ive working class people become scep-
tical about ever being able to solve
them and turn despairingly to the
originators of many of the problems:
‘revolutionary parties‘, ‘vanguards‘,
and ‘leaders’. They seem to become
blinded to the fact that these have
only, can only, will only, sustain
qpd perpetuate the present ‘leaders
and led‘ situation.

To others, the degree of control which
the middle class has over working
class people appears now to be so com-
plete that they abandon belief of ever
being able to break it; hence, some
seek to modify it, i.e. having aband-
oned fundamental (revolutionary)
change, they go for reforms within the
system, for example, through the Lab-
our Party.

The Labour Party, despite its apparent
links with the working class, is a
middle class party, and has played a
very important role in strengthening
this control, continues to sustain it,
and underpins the middle class's
psychological control. Further on,
the Labour Party and its role is des-
cribed in more detail, but here we'll
look briefly at this particular kind
of control.

The necessity of psychological control
flows from the obvious fact that a
society in which one class dominates

‘CONCENTRATION CAMPS

Concentration camps are large areas set aside for the dentention without
trial of anybody who the ‘authorities‘ decide poses some kind of threat to
them and their class, and/or whom they can use as scapegoats to blame for,
and distract attention from, the general harshness of their regime -— as

‘was more the case with the Nazis+ as far as the Jews were concerned. They
IHEF8 first established by a British middle class government during the

South African (Boer) wars of 1880-B1 and 1899-1902, and since by various
‘other regimes. Today, the H Blocks system of imprisonment set up in

ion camp.
+An abreviation for the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei:

ion. If substantial numbers of work-
ing class people were to begin to see
the true role of, say, the police (a
good indication of the degree of class
consciousness); were to begin to see
more clearly that it is middle class
people who dominate their lives; if
they were to begin radically critici-
zing the nature and reasons for the
existence of hierarchy —— in produc-
tion, education, leisure, and in the
various other areas where it ensures
control —— then, the middle class
could not remain dominant for long.
If their domination is to continue,
it is necessary that the working class
not only accept their situation ——
believe that it is as it should be, or
at least that there is no other way-—-
but also that they eventually lose
even whatever awareness they have of
being a dominated class. If this
psychological conditioning could be
substantially achieved, the division
of society into two opposing classes
would become legitimate in the minds
of the dominated, a fact of life, and
they would no longer see it as some-
thing imposed on them. They would
then —— as some already do —— reject
as ‘wishful thinking‘ the very idea
of emancipation.

A number of working class people who
appeared to be aware of the division
were asked: ‘Do you think it's right

Ihorthern Ireland by the British government also qualifies as a concentrat-

."|
i

that a certain class of people should
be better off, that they should decide
what is produced in the factories, how
schools are run, what you see on TV,
hear on the radio, read in the news-
papers.... should have so much say in
the running of society?‘ Some replied
on the following lines: ‘It's just the
way things are.‘ ‘That's how it's
always been.‘ ‘They're used to runn-
ing things.‘ ‘they're more intelli-
gent.‘ ‘They know best,‘ This is
one way in which working class people
try to rationalize —- try to defend
their subordinate position.

In fact, subordinate does not describe
their position adequately, for it
means: to be in a position that is
under others, that is inferior in rank
importance, and power. This —— while
true of the working class's position-—
conceals the fact that the middle clas
has also always sought to subjugate
them, that is, to bring them into a
state of permanent submission, to en-
slave Lhem. And although this has by
no means been completely achieved, the
middle class still keep trying,'for
they still believe that the ‘good
order‘ of society cannot be properly
maintained unless s substantial number
of the working class are submissive
and act in a subordinate capacity --
a theory, incidentally, basic to fas-
cism which, in Germany, resulted in
the concentration camps‘ and the horr-
ific systematic murder of six million
people. '
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Auldiwitl: tho lihilllf motto on Ihl qltll of
tho duth factory mun: "work maku free".

National Socialist German workers Party —- the fascist party.

THE 'DEIVIOCRATIC‘ SHAIVI
but, say the middle class, our 'democ- As has been said elsewhere, the main. are thrown to the unemployed’ and so
F?tlC wag of life. triumphed over all political pflftlflfl in this country ——'. on_ But they are wholly united in
twat. emocracy , they say, ensures Conservative, Laboui, Social Democratuu their Opposition to any action which
against fascism. Does it? You won't Liberal —— are middle class parties. they think might be concerned with
have to look far around the world ‘ So it's no accident that all but a |the emancipation of the working class
since and in the 19803 to see fascist handful of Members of Parliament are by the working class themselves‘ alone
regimes: and they're generally propped middle class. The illusion —— the For such action threatens their dzaffij

big or small the crumbs should be that

up by one of the Western ‘democratic' lie! —— of ‘free democratic elections‘ an, position and the better life they
governments! The majority of middle is one of the important ways that enam hmlieve they and their children have
class people, particularly those in bles them to remain the dominant class. from it
the ‘top ranks‘ and in the ‘leading‘ The squabbles between these parties '
positions of their societies, contin- are never about whether their class
“ally mouth off about their ldemocraqw should be the guminang “he, hug are set aside whenever and wherever their
and the crucial need to defend it ——— always about how beet to eflfiure that Pewer 15 ““ 0? they ‘eel 1‘ te he ““

' ' ' seriously threatened Though in South

But even the facade of ‘democracy‘ is

u ‘democracy which, just a short while it remains so. -
ago, they claimed to be defending when . . . Africa. for example. the ‘democratic’The vast majority of middle class sham applles only (and only ever has)they used such barbaric methods in
for example, Korea, Vietnam, Qhile, Sfiggiesuchr::mtE:eh;E°e_:es::L fizz" to ito the white middle class. The great
and today in Nicaragua as well as the 1 C S. .- mflierity Of the Population» the blflek1

Uothu regime in South Africa. And . , :::;e3E0:g:;e:e0€tri:Tlnfiehhlthzyttoo Souhe Arrieehflv ere eubaugated by B

so, then get rid of them.

 _g“

there is no limit to the way they dis- h V d. , L th' 1 fe5¢1et“11ke tyranny: 3 Ththleee and
tort language to justify actions that 3 at ::é5reeT?: stam0?g ,em8e ye: d_ inhuman regime that Whule qhiekly eel‘
are the opposite even of the false a on Inga 1 E eéciers pay' 8 u - flP$e Vithbht the Buppert Of other mid-, , , ents grants, where airports/nuclear- . .democracy they are forever telling over BL t.o"B sh “Id be built nuclear dle $133595 °f the V°P1d1 Particularly

P 3 1 ° ' the British - a situation that willus they believe in. _ .» waste dumped, nuclear disarmament, how‘ be dealt with in more detail later.
1

' ._A



what is democracy‘? i 1 E *
Like the words ‘socialism’ and ‘anarch-
ism’, the word ‘democracy’ is another
which gets bandied around without ever
being clearly defined by those who use
it. There are people who seem to think
that, although not knowing precisely
what it means, it is nevertheless some-
thing, some condition, that is really
useful and valuable to have. Well,
this vagueness is useful and valuable—~
to the dominant class! They use ‘dem-
ocracy’ as a kind of cover-up for the
true situation. They use it to descr-
ibe and justify a system of government
which ensures the continuation of then‘
dominant ruling position.

An often heard and quoted definition
of ’democrncy‘is that which has falsely
been attributed as originating from
Abraham Lincoln: ‘Government of the
people, by the people, for the peopled
Speaking at Gettysburg in 1863 —- where,
in a battle of the American Civil Var,
23,000 troops of the ‘North’ and 28,000
of the ‘South’ had been killed -
Lincoln said: "We here resolve that
these dead shall not have died in vain
.... and that government of the people,
by the people, for the people, shall
not perish from the earth."

But another American, Daniel Uebster-—-
one-time Secretary of State —— had sahi
something very similar 33 years earlier
(1830); and 1700 years before that,
Tacitus, the Roman historian, said it.
Or go back a few hundred years B.C. and
the Greeks were saying something very
much the same. In fact, the word
‘democracy’ comes from two Greek words:
‘demos’ meaning ‘people’, and ’krateo‘
meaning ‘rule’. The Greeks first used
a form of government which they called
‘democracy’ in their small ‘city-statm?

12 13
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the richest people, those who actually
held political, military, and religious
power. These were the ‘people’ who
‘ruled‘; and all of them were men!
Women were totally excluded. So were --JZfii;if* ””_t
the slaves. Yet both Roman and Greek: ;T‘ _"““;l**~' i ‘
‘civilizations’ were based on the '1 ffghx —:-:.. _ ‘ ;
thousands of slaves who did all the § ;F) A, . T‘
productive work —- all the hard graft. "s ’

so who ARE "rm-; Pi-:oPi.i:'? t ’
lt is surely obvious that ‘government , '  ,.
of the people, by the people, for the ,‘¢-xiii?‘-L I .
people’ is, in a class-divided society, .- \“q’(‘§--....._____
totally impossible unless —— unless ) H\_ \
‘the people’ are the dominant class.

II-Ii-_--_-_
-_.,,,_ -'- .__. I _
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So that's one reason why, today, mid- K f;\‘7;"'.'-‘
dle class governments Justify their "<\
actions by saying that they were ‘dem- _ ‘um Q,,\_ L
ocratically‘ elected, implying that a Q * 5' "
majority of the electorate (’elector- = s
ate‘ meaning all those entitled to é
vote every 4‘ or 5 years) actually voted L
for them. Yet this present government
was voted for by only a minority of the
electorate —— and that's despite all
their fiddling with constituency bound-
aries so as to get them more votes, all
the millions of pounds spent on elect-
ioneering, and all the heavy TV/radio/
press propaganda.

~!

It's surely obvious too that ‘democra-
tic’ general elections are nothing ’
more than the times when we are given ‘s" II

the ‘choice’ of being governed by the %%§:fi§%\‘
middle class, the middle class, or the ' T
middle class. V rg i
hut there's no ‘democratic’ cover-up
in many other things —- in management
in industry for example. Here, the
managers themselves simply appoint any I

i several hundred years B.C. where, lg
‘ theory, every citizen could take part
“ in decision making. But £2 reality,

all the important decisions were made
; by the privileged ‘noble’ class, i.e.

workers don't get any choice at all
new members of the management, and the ‘*§Q /'CF >».§/Li

3., -v
about what sort of middle class person
is to manage them —— and, of course,
they are not allowed to take part in ‘av
any way that matters in the manage- '__

,_ " ment, ' a decisions. Al‘ ..- , f jinx <'(;i‘,,3___~_,
I7’ "I'I_'I'i "I-1| ilflw i _ $1-if i-.— L
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whose law and order?
Here in Britain, even the screen of
‘democracy’ is becoming threadbare in
JlflCU8, and we are more often getting
glimpses of what lies behind it. We
got some in 1984-85 during the miners’
strike when, for example, the ruthless
ind mostly unprovoked violence of the
police shocked even a few middle class
liberals; also when they stopped min-
ers in Kent from leaving their area
and, under threat of arrest, made them
40 back home. ‘It's a free country‘-—-
provided you do as you're told.

To keep their ‘democratic way of lifefl
they are continually having to increase
the powers of the police -— even licmnm
to kill. ln recent years we have seen
several people, including Jimmy Kelly,
:,iddle Towers, and Barry Presser, killed
while in police custody. All this is
happening despite whimpering squeaks of
protest from middle class liberals like
those in the National Council for Civil
Liberties. Where they really stand was
made clear by their General Secretary,
Patricia Hewitt,'in July 1981 when, in

reference to the ‘riots’, she said:
"It is appalling that our police offic-
ers should now be facing petrol bombs."

We are moving towards a point where
they will believe that their ‘democracy’
might no longer ensure for certain
their dominant position —— they will
then dispense with it. Since the beg-
inning of the 70s, there has been an
obvious transition towards a much more
authoritarian society —— and it will
continue to get tougher. Its gradual-
ness here is due to the continuing res
istance —— despite all the defeats ——
of British working class people.
Though in some countries, where the
resistance is weaker and the working
class more divided, the dominant classes
may well find it necessary and easier
to impose a more open form of fascist
totalitarianism.

As was indicated earlier, the middle
class believe that ‘a good and orderly
society’ depends on them remaining the
dominant class —— hence the reason why
‘law and order’ is at or near the top

of their agenda whatever the political
party. It is, of course, their kind
of law and their kind of order, for it
is they alone who make the laws.

when they talk of ‘law and order‘,
they don't so much mean the laws gov-
erning, say, the sale of food and drink
or the control of traffic; they mean
more the laws which deal, for example,
with the various kinds of ‘theft’, for
these ‘crimes’ affect their class a
great deal more than they do working
class people. But their main concern
is laws which deal with anything they
believe is, or could be, a threat to
their class's dominant position. Some
such laws, made centuries ago, they
have retained, e.g. laws made to deal
with the Peasants’ Revolt in 1381 are
still used today when it suits them;

laws, like the one to stop you going to _--——~v:a:=___
help your mates on strike —— so-called
‘secondary picketing'.

jobs hierarchy a bit. She is now Neil Kinnock’s press secretary, and is still getting it ‘right’. In a
letter published by 'The Sun’ on 6 March 198?, she attacked-‘the loony Labour Left‘ for supporting gays
and lesbians (one of the‘better things they've done), adding that, if not stopped, it would coat Labour the election.

dles and thefts.

‘YORKSHIRE MINERS GOIAG PO

THORESHY WERE STOPPED AT A

RUUNDAHUUT JUST OFF THE

MUTORHAY. 'l‘Hl-LY LOCKED

THEMSELVES Ih AND REFUSED

TO WIND DOhh THEIR hlNUOhS

.... THE POLICE, HIELUING

CROHBARS, SMASHED THEIR

HAY INTO THE CARS AND

URAGGEU THE PICKHTS OUT.’

—— DAILY MIRROR,
L 23 March 1984

I ‘V   .......  1 _ ____c _ A

. using ‘inside information’-—— inform- and in recent years we have seen the
ation which is supposed to be ‘top middle class ‘authorities’ use more

MIDDLE secret’ -—- and that investigations are obvious and organized violence —- that
CLASS under way. But lfl THC?-1 I10 all-1°" ‘I115 against workers in the coal-mining
CRIME been taken Then there's been all the industry being one of the more vicious

‘furore’ about take over frauds —— e. examples. - d Ilhnne screaming about ‘law and or er‘ massive mu1t1_m11l10n_p0undflddleg I 1984 B5 terrlf stru '16 was
are not bothered about the middle class ,top, middle class people In flrms llke I1 - 1 5 1C Eh. . put up by the mayority of men, women,
lhsfl °f m1111°“9 °f pounds every year Guinness But still nobody's in nick. d hlldren n the mlnln Lummunltles
in the Stock Exchange, Lloydfl. and the for any of these ¢p1meg an C 1 5k h. h t date amounts to b1111aB_ despite being manipulated into it at
ban s w ic 0or pu;nd8___ none of it recovered It’s no accident that well over 90% Of the wrong time by the union leadership
I t b d k 5 not even the pol those in prisons are working class despite allowing this leadership basic-‘nc , no o y now —— -

h Att people Most are inside for 'thBfl l‘ ally to determine the methods and stra
$cfi;r;Te S0;:Cn:E2;'i:rstOien ,:£2::h one sort or another, though the amounts egy of the fight thus contributing to
IE """"
C C , ‘ti filled other-14m“; in relation to middle class grand-SL816 their eventual defeat, and despite the' ‘t rime as i s c
,ltyth t - astrOnom;ca1 Ye; theftfl lfl the Clty 31°99» are mlnute '_' fact that the police exposed themselvestia e amoun is

t 1 a ara-militar force —~ like thostlow often do ou hear or read about it even 1" to 3 as P Yi I 1 __. in other more obvious police-states
let alone about anybody belng caught’, whose clear 0bJective was to violently

ml‘ Tht‘I‘@ W88 B lit-T-19 muted Sqlleflk Bbuut crush all effective resistance in the
it on BBC-TV’s Panorama programme o mlnlng (;Q|;|-|mun1L1e3
4 Nuvemfier 1?§5 H?ege,§t_Ya:,B:gddEhat But to paraphrase the much-used words gut at leabt equa11y Important iecent
Since t e PO ICIC1? C Q1 ?(] d It er Of Rlfihflrd Lovelace 'bt0flE "8115 a1°"e examples of their more open use of+ ' ' rime in n s -
a"ytT1ng éb:?§ Hihy nt no do not a prison make, hor iron bars a Organlzed vlolence were Been at' us tiie e overnme‘U y i ' ‘ _ 5 _ cage‘, for the working class throughout Urlqtol ln 1950 Brlxtuni Toxtgth, and
proposes that the flnagclers Shuuld lhfl Vflrld are 1mPF15°"9d Thel are the Handsworth in 1981 Handsworth again,
police ihem5e1ves'" Like tn? fiddle of T931 P°11t1¢51 PPIBQRQFB1 "Qt the and fottenham, in 198a And the i -the police themselves investlfiating Qolzhenltzlns the qakharovs the portance of these ,1nSurrect10nary
complaints aK§1“5‘ th°mSelv?B' this was bhcharanskvs, about whom the Western outbursts ' as some lefty 1nte11ectuals
a certain Petlpe for even bigger swin- middle classes shed crocodile tears preferred to call them‘ 18 tar greater

With Bufih 9XtFaV3Sa"t and hypocrltlcal than many of these intellectuals would
It was reported in the ‘News’ on 18 real And even though the aim (as has have Us belleve 50 let's look again
December 1936. that high-Tanking °1V11 DEER bald) 18 to KEEP VQFKIHS C1355 at events the importance of which the
servants [i.e. the government's own people in a state of permanent submiss- medla trled to d1m1n13h by calling
middle class staff) are themselves mak- 1°“ without the open use of force, this them ;1QL$‘
ing big profits on share-dealing by has by no means been completely BCh1G\t

r____;____________-_-~HH------—————————————————— — * * -——~-
1I ‘IMPRISONRD FOR PhAhUTS

On 20 November 1986, The West Briton and Royal Lornwall Gazette reported that
three working class ‘youths’ aged 17, 18, and 19, had each got four months -

‘ prisonment for "Joint charges of taking a Landrovei from Porthtowan without con-
sent; stealing pears from Liptons in Redruth, entering the Penventon Hotel t

; Redruth as trespassers and stealing an ashtray stealing a quantitv of nails
;i owned by Lark Construction Ltd " It wasn't said in Court how many or what sort

of nails, so perhaps they were the boss's toenails However. 11 Fab hfild 1"
i Court of one of the three that "his saving grace is that he is in full-time

, employment " Christ knows what sentence he'd have got if he'd been unemployed
 ~1-I-1-I-1- ’ 
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a h°Pe bellond the 5had,OW i enemies recognized

”"P1"s the ten days of July 1981 that
lhuok the world's middle classes,
'~... this sceptred isle.... this

Precious stone set in a silver sea....
‘his blessed plot, this earth,

this realm, this England....‘ (as we
*"Pe taught in school) was severely
lhaken by outbursts of anger — and

3°35 " from working class people that

hfld not been seen for many decades,

“"6 they engendered in many people

'" hvpe beyond the shadow of a dream.’

Pflrts of every major city in the land
were rocked and rolled-—— an well as
"OMB of the most unlikeliest of towns.
The media called these uprisings Hfiotsh
A riot is defined as ‘debauchery, loose
living, an outbreak of lawlessness,
Vanton behaviour,’ and so on; hence the
term ‘riot‘ has, they believe, not only
R more criminal implication, but also
shows the ‘respectable law-abiding‘
middle class's contempt for the infer-
ior working class.
The uprisings began in various parts of
L°"d0n, particularly Brixton, and quick-
‘! Bprooo to other big midland and nor-
thern cities such as Bristol, Birming-
hdmv Derby, Manchester, Sheffield,
Liverpool, and surprisingly, towns Bugh
35 Cirencester, Market Harborough,
Dunstables Harlow, as well as middle
class havens such as Knaresborough and
5°Uthport. The shocked middle class
Iflnipulators of the media, totally
fdkfln by surprise, at first gave these
lnsurrectionary outbursts‘ sensational

°°Vcrage —- rather as a reflex action -
Qfltil ordered by the government and pol-
ice to hit it on the head. Consequently,
the large number of places affected, and
the extent and character of the fury,
Vere not at any time reported. Though
at 8 later date, Chief Constable Oxford
19§ B kitten out of the bag when he
3316 that ‘few people realized just how
¢1°§e the police had been to completely
losing the battle of Liverpool.‘

The social and political importance of
the uprisings was played right down,
0"¢ way in which this was done was by
the continually repeated announcement
that the reason why they spread n11
°V9P the country at such lightening
:::ed was only because bored youngsters
had seen reports of Brixton on TV, and

ecided to have a bash too —— the
5°'¢a1led copy-cat effect.

This was merely nervous wishful-thinking,

igztlt T35 rarely ihc case. It's a fact
1 since some time in the 70s, young

EEEPIQ have been watching far less TV
been Fhey did during the years of it

_ °.1"8 a mass consumer item. Accord-
ggg to the Daily Telegraph, both the

and the commercial TV companies,
£79“ top management downwards, are
d¢9P1y worried about this ‘phenomenon’.
Qbvlflusly, these TV managers fear there
is something more dangerous than the
P°9B1bility of being made redundant.

The Peal reason is that young working
@1338 people have a much more efficient
Grapevine, around which news quickly
tr"Ve1s, than the 'authorities‘ want
openly to admit —— although some police
3P°kEsmen did concede that it was ‘very

1

effective‘. Incidentally, TV as a prop-
agenda machine is not as powerful and
effective in getting us to believe
their lies as they think. Nor does it

of a dream
who, referring to the middle class,
said: "They're terrified of the blacks
and whites rising together and storming
the suburbs. That's whore they ought

fluflted an ‘unemployed cockney skinhead‘

dominate our minds to the extent that
-many of the middle class theorists of
the Left think —— for their general
underestimation of us blinds them to
the fact that working class people gan
and do see through it, even if only at
the times when it's most important to
do so. (See reference later to the
BBC-TV‘s ‘Six 0’Clock News‘)

The majority of people who found joy in
their anger that week were young, yet
there were several cases where, when
the grandchildren had opened up the
J°i"tB1 the grandparents got in on the
free shopping. In Bristol, for example,
a paraplegic ‘senior citizen‘ was wheeled
into a supermarket so‘s he could liberana
a few things for himself.

In the English cities, young black panda
(mainly Afro-Caribbeans) played the prin-
cipal roles, but in the sense that they
opened up the gaps through which Asians
and whites followed and, in many cases,
joined them. In Derby, mainly white
young people who were ‘insurrecting‘ in
the smart city centre, were driven by
the police into the ghetto area of Norm-
anton Road and Peartree. No doubt the
aim of the police was to disrupt class
unity, but it didn't work, for the place
become a battlefield where most of the
blacks, whites, and Asians Joined
together to fight the police.

i
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RACE RIOTS?
\

Initially, party_politicians and the
media said the uprisings were racial
in character, but soon had to abandon
that line as the truth began to force
its way through the lies. Uprisings
in Scotland and Wales, though not on
the same scale as in England, were
hardly reported at all. Yet ‘riotous
assembly‘ in Glasgow made the usual
Saturday-night aggro seem like a Tory
Party conference in Bournmouth. Of
course, the original reason for supp-
ressing ‘riot‘ news from these two
countries was that, as many people
know, there are virtually no blacks
there —- a fact that immediately would
have thrown their ‘racial riots‘ lie
into doubt, at least

The press in Europe also initially
reported them-as.racial¢ only'to change pm;
their tune a couple days later. The is?
American press said the same in their
first reports. Then, led by the New
York Times, they actually emphasized
class as ‘the prime factor‘. Several
reports here confirmed this. For
example, on 10 July 1981, The Guardian

gto riot, in Finchley and Richmond."
so, in July 1981, much of the oooio and’
many politicians eventually had to
Openly admit that ‘the riots were basic
ally non-racial.‘

0 r
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Nevertheless, media reporting still
fflflilflued (stlll does) making racist
insinuations, like calling all black
people ‘immigrants’ though knowing that
almost all young blacks were born here,
and that in some districts, such as
Liverpool B, a fair-sized black commu-
nity has existed for over a hundred
years.

when they blamed racism among the work-
ing class as a cause-of the uprisings,
it was also a means of trying to con-
sole one another in the face of the ialist Worker, and Newsline respectivebq -
frightening reality of their class

Hans unemployment was also initially
handled around as a major reason for
the uprisings. But this too was played
down when it became known that large
numbers of children were involved. In
Manchester, for instance, an B-year-old
was arrested for setting fire to a
bicycle shop; and out of 67 arrested on
Park Road, Liverpool, 21 were ‘juveniles
between the ages B and 16.

The point was stressed by a Tory cabinet
minister, William Hhitelaw, who said:
"Many of the hooligans were aged between
10 and 11, even less, so there can be no

Hquestion of unemployment being the cause
The real point is that the kids knew -
even if some only intuitively —— that
there was no future for them in terms of
what used to be.

They knew (know!) too that the ‘advice’
of the so-called revolutionary left -
dominated as it is by white middle class
clever-dicks —— was (is!) nothing more
than a means of getting control over
them for their own ends. Despite their
anti-capitalist and anti-racist rhetoric,
these ‘revolutionary’ groups and parties
do not want to end the domination of
the middle class, do not want working
class people to emancipate themselves--
alone. They present no alternative to
how society basically is run. On the
contrary, their structure and organiz-
ation is a fairly accurate reflection
of it. For instance, at the time of
the uprisings, the International Marx-
ists, the Socialist Horkers‘ Party, the
Workers‘ Revolutionary Party, through
their papers Socialist Challenge, Soc-

condemned all looting as ‘unsocialist‘
"“t"r9- Thifi i8 only one of the reaggng and ‘acts of vandalism by gullible
why the middle class will continue to
incite and encourage racism among work-
ing class people. Some of the ways
they use are subtle, cunning, and dev-
i - th - . . -QUB. 0 EFB are open, diity, and crude» virtue like Roy Hattersley, Neil Kinnock
like those used by newspapers such as
the Sun, Mail, and Telegraph —— but 311

are Obscene‘ And it's a%1.part of their geois stage and screen, and the Workers‘

youthl‘ No wonder nobody knows what
‘socialist‘ means.

Hitler and his thugs called themselves
‘socialists’; paragons of middle class

and the rest, all say they are ‘social-
ists‘; Vanessa Redgrave, star of bour-

lflng-used strategy of ‘divide and rule‘. . , ,
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Revolutionary Party, says she s a soc-
ialist‘. In fact, there are so many
varieties of ‘socialists’ that the term
is quite meaningless —— worse than that,
for there's already too much confusion
without adding to it by joining in the
endless competition for ‘correct‘ def-
initions. L L _
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Media personnel are almost all middle
class ‘professionals’ who —— no matter
how 'liberal' a small minority may
sometimes appear to be —- know exactly
which side there bread’s buttered.
Many young people knew this too, with-
out having read a page of the reams of
theoretical articles and analyses ooz-
ing from the middle class left. There
were many cases where the ‘profession-
als‘ of TV and press had the shit
scared out of them —— some actually
coming under fire. In Urixton, for
example, photographers from the Daily
Star came under heavy attack, and ITN
film vans were burnt out. A journal-
ist from The Guardian (a paper as
strongle pro-middle-class domination
as any of the others, and often to be
found soaking up the guilty sweat under
the arm of your middle class liberal)
got a good belting in Toxteth.

Nevertheless, some people were less
aware of who their class enemy is and
allowed infiltration by media mercen-
aries, only later to regret it when
arrested after being identified from
photographs and/or film of the action
which media people had eagerly handed
over to the police. Mind you, the
police may not have needed such devoted
assistance, for they were, in any case,
taping TV newscasts on their own video-
recorders.

And many more young working class people
learnt —— in addition to those who
already knew —— that teachers are their
enemies. The Times stated that ‘in
Toxteth during the weekend riots, tea-
chers had reported children they had
seen, not only from their own schools
in Liverpool, but also those from
schools outside the city.‘ Another
case in point was that, following the
exceptionally furious uprisings in
October 1985 which centred in and around
the Broadwater Farm Estate in Tottenham,
teachers invited the police into their
classrooms to pick out children they
alleged were involved.

For some years now, and in all kinds of
ways, young working class people, both
black and white, have been getting
first-hand experience of who —— what
sort of people —— are their real enemies.
They've been getting it from violent
police harassment on the streets and in
their homes; from the domineering, self-

righteous attitudes and actions of local
authorities (including educational ‘
psychologists, social workers, welfare
officers, and the like), dole officers,
DHSS officials and their snoopers,x1ght
through to the middle class 'leaders‘
of the ethnic groups.

"w~-- --"‘=fir. ' 5‘:
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They've also had other kind of exper-
ience, like the slimy veneer of concern
shown by idiotic hypocrite among party
politicians and government ministers
who spent the odd half-hour talking to
people in the ‘trouble spots‘, ‘ascert-
aining the facts‘ —— facts which, even
if they were able to ‘ascertain’, they
wouldn't comprehend. An ex-housing
minister ‘ascertaining’ in Newcastle
almost freaked out a young low-paid
bus-driver when he asked, "But you do
own your own bus, don't you?"

Mind you, some of them know only too
well what the ‘facts’ are, and while
not exactly shitting themselves, are
putting on plastic knickers just in
case. How else can you account for
their paranoia in the way they put down
the miners in 1984-85? Yet the intens-
ity of feeling in the Handsworth and_
Tottenham uprisings of September/October
'85, showed that young working class
people —— and a significant number of
older ones —— were far from cowed by
the spectacle only a few months earlier,
of 10,000 police, some armed with weap-
ons a lot more violent than batons,
storming around the country in convoys,
and acting as a para-military force to
ferociously smash up the cars ofgminers‘
pickets and battering the totally
unarmed occupants, as well as their
many vicious attacks on miners at pit-
head gatherings, in their homes, and on
their streets.

POLICE CONTROL IN HANDSWORTH AND TOTTENHAM

Over 40% of the people in Handsworth are unemployed, and over half the young
people who've left school have never been employed. An attempt was made to
partly patch up the very run-down area by a grant which enabled the police
to be involved, particularly in the Lozells Road Project-—— a scheme which

* ~§ ' ' th ntrel Soon the olice were employing heavyincluded an expensive you ce , p
harassment tactics against the many ‘youths’ who didn't want to use the cen-
tre —— for these ‘youths’ knew that it was mainly a means for the police to
spy on them.
Despite the dilapidated state of the Broadwater Farm Estate in Tottenhem,
black people had made a bearable life for themselves and the white residents.
They'd built up, and were themselves efficiently running, a youth centre, s
play group, and a club for elderly people, black and white. All had been
planned so that it could not easily be invaded by the police. But, Just as

reason for over two days.

‘I.

with the Lozells Road Project, the police can't stomach it when black people
show that they can run things far better without police ‘help’, i.e. without
their approval and control. They'd invaded the estate many times in the prev-
ious few years —— in November 1982, a riot squad occupied it without good

NOTE: "A police cadet says that, of 26 recruits in his class, 19 had to have
National Front tattoos removed." Management Today, January 1986.

- .1.



THE ASIAN REVOLT
The ‘Revolt of Islam‘ may well still
he going on, but here among young
Asians, it's more the revolt against
lllum. These once submissive children
(the nrabic word 'lslam‘ means ‘sub-
minnion') are breaking away from the
stranglehold of the laws and practices
of Muslims, as well as from those of
lHndus and Sikhs. Most Asian commun-
ity ‘leaders‘ are store and restaurant
owners, landlords, supermarket managers,
etc., and it's an encouraging sign of
growing working class consciousness
that the appeals of these middle class
‘leaders’ to be peaceful and law-abid-
ing in the face of oppression, are
increasingly being ignored by young
Asians.

A substantial part of the reason for
this is that young blacks are being
influenced by young whites whose res-
pect for the bourgeois idea of family
is now at an all-time low. So the
instilled artificial racial barriers
are breaking down as young people are
seeing more clearly that they have much
more in common to unite about than
there is to be divided over. But the
struggle of young Asians is tougher,
for they have additionally to fight
against a much more reactionary family
set-up; and a less-subtly, much more
obviously, male-dominated ‘culture‘
than that of the whites, with its chap-
eroned girls, arranged marriages, wives
behind locked doors, and so on.

That they are nevertheless coming to
grips with the problems was even con-
firmed by that creepy 'liberal', Mr.
Raj Nayan -— a senior official of the
Council for Community Relations in
Leicester —— when he said: "I think
we're seeing an embryonic movement of
poor working class white kids teaming
up with similar black kids." (Daily
Telegraph, 15 July 1981).
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lt's also a harder struggle for young
Afro-Caribbeans, many of whose parents
have a puritanical Victorian attitude
and are very domineering. It is an
attitude imposed on them back in the
1800s by middle class hypocrits calling
themselves 'missionaries‘ who —— as in
Africa —— went out to the west Indies
with bible in one hand and gun in the
other. Part of an article in the
‘Jamaican Gleaner‘ summed it up: "The
facts about slavery and the obvious
“fife in which blacks were kept down are
Hell known. But what is not so gener-
ally appreciated is the way in which we‘
are colonized in our minds."

-i --~- - - ---—- L
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‘The facts about slavery‘ (and the
‘missionaries') are not as well
known here in this country as this
statement suggests, which is part
of the reason why the subjects have
been dealt with in much more detail
below in the section on Africa.

A fair-sized number of black parents
still preach, praise, and try to impose,

THE SILLY 'TIMES‘
Middle class children in the comfort of
middle class homes —— where generally
there is much more room, privacy, more
things to do, etc. —— have far fewer
and far less intolerable things to
rebel against, so n degree of ‘laxity’
among their parents in thought to be OK.
The Times, pushing this 'permissiveness‘
line, was naively frank about it. An

principleg about family, d13¢ip11n¢, article published during the uprisings
and morals which, over generations, (11 July 1981), entitled "why So Many
white working class parents here have Children Take To The Streets". summed
been pressured to comply with by middle
class governments, magistrates, judges,
clergy of all sorts, and other moral-

up the reasons like this: "Permissive-
ness in child rearing during the past
10 years or so, while perhaps all well

huck8,er8_ some of these parents did and good for the educated middle class
as they were told —— some still do.
But this particular method of psycho-
logical control has been breaking down
here since the disappearance of Victoria
and Empire. And this breakdown contin-.
ues despite would-be Victorian revival-'
ists like those in the Thatcher govern- _
ment and elsewhere, who think that it
used to work well for them, and ale
desperate today to get a tighter grip
on a working class which they fear may
now be on the road to rebellion.

BLACK CHILDREN REBELLING
So, regardless of the apparently still-
persisting legacy of 19th century col-
onialism among black parents, their
children —— influenced as they may well
he by whites —— are rebelling against it
Examples of this are their refusal to
stay at homo in the evenings, to go to
church, to lead a ‘Christian life‘ —-
namely, to do nothing to change your
lot, rely on a non-existent god, and
look forward to a non-existent heaven-—-
their refusal to obey orders forbidding
dreadlocks, orders forbidding teenage
sons and daughters from having friends
of the opposite sex, and so on. As a
result, many run away from home, and
some are thrown out by their parents
for their defiance and refusal to con-
form. (Perhaps it's an indication of
the ratio between black and white fam-
ily breakdowns that, during its first
year in the late 70s, a hostel for
homeless children at Ualtham Forest
catered for 64 black children and ll
white.) Thus, another middle class
whine, that the uprisings were really
due to lax, permissive working class
parents and the break-up of the family,
got it wrong again —— or was it just
wishful thinking? Maybe it was purpose-
full propaganda? Anyway, many family
break-ups are due to the very opposite
of ‘lax’ parents.

It has also been said that, due to mass
unemployment, ‘the family‘ is making a
come-hack ——— that one of the important
control-methods of the German fascists
in the 30s of strengthening ‘the family‘
by conditioning women to be almost
solely concerned with ‘Kinder, Kdche,
Kirche‘ (a Nazi slogan meaning Children,
Kitchen, Church), is now being achieved
here to some degree through unemployment
causing many more women to be house-
bound. But so are many more men, Q22
school-leavers. In fact, the pressures
of unemployment tie evervnne more to
the home, which then becomes as tense
and stressful as an over-crowded prison
cell. This is not restoring the family
unit, but straining it to breaking point
So the revival of the Happy Families
game hoped for by all the fascist-minded
members of the middle class, doesn't
seem to have much chance.

. it

in leafy suburbs, is counter-productive
for families of manual workers living
in inner-city housing estates."
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‘Permissiveness' in working class fam-
ilies the cause of the uprisings?
0r is this simply a lie the middle
class cuddle up to in an attempt to
comfort themselves? If it was written
by some idiot with a sociology degree,
then perhaps it would be understandable
why s/he has no fucking idea what's
going on between working class parents
—— still, in varying degrees, influenced
by bourgeois-imposed ideas about the
‘right‘ way to bring up children —-
and their totally pissed-off offspring.

But the middle class are not all as
daft as the Times article suggests.
If this situation appears at some point
to be a serious threat to the wellbeing
of their class, they will certainly try
to do something about it. Hut what?
They'll squabble about whether it's
best to attempt to batter working class
children into being more submissive, or
whether the craftier more cunning
approach of the 'liberal' sociologists
would do the trick. Either way, theyHw
got a big problem.

It would even cost far more than the
£18,000 millions spent each year on
worse than useless armaments (useless
to us that is, for without it their
whole economy would collapse) to over-
come the housing ‘problem’ alone --——— a
‘problem'which virtually only affects
working class people, millions of whom
are either completely homeless and/or
living in relatively atrocious condit-
ions —— never mind about the ‘problem’
of many thousands of frustrated young
people who see no future for themselves
in a crazy world where every day they
are bombarded with advertising propa-
ganda to buy, buy, buy, with no, no,
no money.
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THE HOUSING ’PROBLE|\/I‘ THEY WON‘T SOLVE

Today, there are many thouusands more
working class people homeless, and
thousands more living in squalid con-
ditions, than there were 22 years ago
(1965) when the King Hill Campaign in
Kent forced the plight of homeless
families many times onto TV-screens
and the front pages of almost every
national newspaper. Even 'Shelter‘,
the middle class do-gooding organiz-
ation, says that there are now 20
times more homeless than at that time.
The middle class refer to this mass
of human suffering as a ‘problem’.
They prefer this term to describe it
because a ‘problem’ is ‘a question
proposed for solution‘, in other words,
it holds out the hope of solution —-
that it £22 be solved. It can be!
But the middle class won't do it.

Sure, middle class ‘liberals‘ will
deplore the situation, call it a
‘scandal' and so on. But, as they
said in a BBC2 ‘Open Space‘ programme
on 9 October 1986, they "are powerless
to stem the rising tide of honelessnessfi‘
The programme drew attention to the
fact that, under an Act about housing,
local authorities are responsible for
finding some sort of accommodation for
homeless families in their areas, and
that many could only do so by paying
the cost of bed-and-breakfast in one
room of a hotel. This meant, they sank
that in "thousands of homeless families,
parents and children alike are suffer-
ing months, even years, in cramped,
unhealthy, and often dangerous, condit-
ions." One homeless woman who appeared
on the programme, said: "You're in
prison, and you don't know when your
time's up."
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Contemporary housing in Birmingham

I .7

BIG PROFITS OUT OP
HOMLESSNESS

London's inner-city councils alone will
this year pay out more than £40 million
to middle class hotel owners for these
hovel-like conditions, some of whom
actually admitted on the programme that
they were only in the business to make
a profit, so no-one could blame them.

Of course, local authorities Q52 ‘power-
less‘ to change this situation. If
you've ever had to go to them, you'll
know the sort of middle class wallys
who are being well paid for ‘dcaling‘
with the 'problem‘; you'll know that »
they're just like those at the DHSS;
you'll have felt the prying, arrogant,
bossy attitude of many of them, and
the pious, patronizing concern shown
by the few others. Q

There are several reasons why housing
for working class people is so appall-
ing. At the same time as heavy expen-
diture on things like armaments and
‘law and order‘ is increasing, heavy
cuts have been made in house-building
and maintenance. The working class
has always been under attack by the
middle class, but today it is more
obvious. Many aspects of it can be
seen, and housing in working class
areas throughout the country is one.
It can be seen particularly in the
decline, decay, and dereliction of the
inner-cities.

An official report on housing (5 March
1986) states that ‘85% of council hous-
ing is in a bad state of repair‘, and
that ‘it would cost £20,000 million to
put things right.‘

There are well'over a million people
'qualified' to spend a long time on
housing waiting-lists; and there are
many thousands of homeless people who
are not ‘qualified’. (Who, what sort
of people decide who is and who is not
‘qualified‘...? You've guessed it.)
Yet at the same time, there are well
over 100,000 good, fair-sized, habit-
able houses standing empty —— many of
them for years —— which would accommo-
date hundreds of thousands of homeless
people.

"In the inner London borough of Hackney,
15,000 families are on the housing
waiting list. In Liverpool, there are
22,000. In Manchester, the sum needed
for housing rehabilitation is £600
million. This is 3 times the amount
shared out (late 1985) among_§ll local
authorities in England from what they
got out of council house sales."
(Management Today, January 1986)

THE PURPOSE OF
COUNCIL HOUSE SALES

0

This is yet another reason for ‘the
housing crisis‘, as some of them like
to call it —— the heavy pressure app-
lied through the corrupt ‘buy-your-own-
council-house‘ campaign. And some
working class people have fallen for
it —— they wouldn't be members of a
dominated class if they hadn't.

Council house selling not only has the
obvious effect of making things worse
for poorer people by reducing the num-
ber of houses to let, but it also has
the less obvious political objectives.
For instance, working class people
with the halter of mortgage repayments
around their necks are less likely,
they think, to cause trouble (thropgh
strikes etc.) and will, they hope, see
themselves less as members of the dom-
inated class. Also, on council estates,
divisions are created between those who
are buying and those who can't ——— a
constant objective of the dominant class

Housing for working class people was
never good, and quite often very bad-—-
badly designed, badly built, and badly
maintained. All housing was/is des-
igned by middle class architects for
handsome remuneration, and built by
middle class owned firms for handsome
profits. And when faults appear, as
they often have in the ghastly boring
blocks of flats for example, when they
have gradually disintegrated or coll-
apsed, those responsible have not been
given the flaming necklace, or even
just a knee-capping —- they've simply
not been looked for.



THE REASONS FOR'Tli|E WELFARE STATE‘
F k ‘ ' 0 . i°' "a"! '°P 1B8 ¢1HBB Pearle thlnsa this fight-back - by still trading
are getting worse. No realistic econ- - 1 th -
omic pundit can predict a significant, szfziigozlasz piigilon that it was 3
reduction in numbers of people unem-
ployed. A couple years ago, the THE GENERAL STRIKE
Cambridge Econometrics Unit came up In 1925, the colliery owners announced
with an obviously tongue-in-cheek pre- their intention to drastically cut
diction that unemployment will only miners’ wages and lengthen their work-
begin to fall in the year 2000, but ing hours. 0f course, the miners made
couldn't even base this ‘optimism’ on it clear that they would fight against
any faintly credible assumption as to such action. The situation simmered on
how and
In fact
predict

working

why this might come about. until April 1926. On May 1st, to fqrce
‘realistic’ economists can only the miners into submission the Owncrs
a continuing increase. There shut down the mines —— in other wards

are, as was shown above, some 29 milliaithey locked '
class people living around or was pressed

below the ‘official’ poverty line. Strike. It
Their main ‘assistance’ —— through two iately over
Departments of the ‘Welfare State'- on strike.
comes from Unemployment Benefit, Supp- ing —— over
lementary Benefit, and the Health Ser- days later,
vice, which continue to be cut by the ders' cafled

the miners out. The TUC
into calling a General

2 million workers came out
The numbers were still grow-
4 million out —— when ten
on Hay 12th, the TUC ‘lea-
it off. Why? The answer is

Conservatives.’ Many of their class in simple. The middle class were shit
the other parties, especially Labour, scared.
see the da
why they think these cuts are dangerous

ngers of this. The reason _
A strong revolutionary mood was by then

goes back to the reason why such ’wel- clearly developing among working C1355

¢1a53 party of the time __ the Liberal ,diction that, over the years, has man-
Party under the leaderghi of Herbert \ ifest itself as B dilemma Of the LabourP .
H9"?! Aflqulth. first earl of Oxford leaders _“ 1" °th9r "°FdB» h°V $0 keep
and Asquith —— as a ‘concession’ to I the Party's true nature and role dis-
the working class. This was one of the .$UiB9d; h°V $0 KEEP alive an illusion.
f" f " d‘ f' " .irs .10 ica ions of how middle class Today‘ the dllemma seems to have been
Polit1cians.were thinking during a per-
iod of considerable and increasing
working class militancy, particularly
from miners» d0¢KBPB, seamen, and rail-
VflYI9H- (In 1908, there were about 400
Btrikefil in 1913, there were 1,500,
troops being used on several occasions
to suppress them.) This upsurge in
working class anger was due to bad and
worsening living conditions, and the
failure of the Labour Party to show
that it was either able or willing to
do anything about it.

WORLD WAR I
AND THE LABOUR ‘PATRIOTS’
Then came Horld Uar I, and this had
some effect in stemming the tide of
porkers’ hostility due mainly to press-
“TS Put on them by the aggressive nat-
1°"a1iB" "Y flag-waving leaders pf the
Labour Party and trade unions who
screamed for ‘patriotic co-operation
in the war-effort’. A particularly
“1cken1“$ example of where they really
stood was shown by the middle class
Arthur Henderson, the firgt Labour Mp
.0 be‘a government minister in various
var-time cabinets. As such, he put 311
his influence and energy into breaking
Htrlkefi. and into suppressing working
class opposition and resistance to the
introduction of conscription in 1915,

This ‘patriotism’ —— the last refuge
if scoundrels, as it was once politely
Called -f exposed their true class all-
cgiance in a situation where millions
“Y vflrkins class people suffered at
9°99. and who fflughl. were maimed and
killed in the most obscene conditions
abroad, all in defence of and on behalf
of the middle class.

The suffering of working class people
did not end with the war in 1918, for
rlass-war continued and intensified —-
13 it did throughout hurope, due in no
=m&1l way to the influence of the rev-
.lUL10n in Russia. But here in this
“"91?! it was the Labour Party which

again came to the rescue of the middle
class by containing and restricting
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partly resolved, for the disguise has
almost been dropped. who runs the
Lab°“P Party. and who is likely to ben-
efit most from it forming a government,
is clearer now to more working class
P¢°P19. B significant number of whom
Just don‘t vote at elections.
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P°°P1e. apd control of the strike was
quickly passing to them and out of the
hands of those who ran the TUC and the
Labour Party. Their ‘cover’ - as 3
party Of and {OF LIN! H(J|‘kiflg (11355 -.-

was again blown, for in May 1926 the
worklng Class suffered possibly its
worst defeat in history, n defeat which
could not have been brought about with-
out the decisive assistance of the
Labour Party.

It was wrong to call them ’traitors’,as
some did. They were not ‘traitors’.
They were not guilty of disloyalty, of
violating an allegiance to the working
class.’ Their main loyalty and alleg-
iance was to the middle clung, 50 it
"as simP1Y that, again, the middle-class-
run Labour Party had come to the aid of
the middle class, just as it did several
times throughout the years of the so-
called ‘depression’ that followed.

Pe3Pite all this, large numbers of work-
1"S ¢18SB people were still not fully
aware of the Labour Party's true nature‘

gggfieservices’ were set up in the first

The National Insurance Act of 1911 was ‘A political Party for the Wvrking Class
brought in by the most powerful middle l'““ “Y middle ¢lHBfl People is a contra- But ma"! still vote for the Labour

?aFtY -f even though some with increas-
ing cynicism and contempt —— and the
blame for the extent that the are stillYunaware of its true role can be placed
squarely on the Left, and particularly
on the various Trotskyist groupings.
They Btlll Join in the election decep-
tion with stupid slogans such as ‘Vote
Labour Without Illusions.‘ They still
rabbit on about making the Labour Party
‘again’ a party of the working class;
that all that's needed is a change of
leadership —— into a leadership like
those who lead their parties and
groups —— to make it ‘again’ something
it never was.
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However, middle class ‘leaders’, part- with so many millions of them unemployed
icularly politicians, were fully cons- (e.g. 13 million in the USA, near 4
cious of it. For example, in 1931, million in the UK, 6 million in Germany)
large cuts in working class living stan- there was the misery and torture of
dnrds were being proposed so as to help grinding poverty as middle class govern-
the middle class with their financial -ments ‘imposed’ on them ‘the necessary
problems —— e.g. unemployment benefit economies.‘
was to be reduced by 20%. from 30 shill-
ings to 24 shillings a week. A ‘polit- PREPARATIQN FQR WAR _
1081 CPISIBI CIEVGIOPBII causing King ____

ruthless Tory prime-minister during the
General Strike, and later an ardent
sympathizer of the fascist regimes in
Germany and Italy) and Sir Herbert
Samuel (Liberal leader, made a Viscount
in 1937) to Buckingham Palace for advkm»
By chance, Samuel arrived there fifflt
and got cracking on the ‘advice-giving’
straight away. He told the royal para-
site that "in view of the fact that the
necessary economies will prove most
unpalatable to the working class, it
will be to the general interest if they
can be imposed by a Labour government."
(Quoted from: Sir Harold Nicolson, ‘King
George The Fifth — His Life and Reign’,
Constable a cp 1952, p.461)
In the event, a National Government was
formed (26 August 1931). and several
Labour ‘stalwarts’ joined it. Ramsey
MacDonald — who had been prime-minister
in the former Labour government (1929),
and who had so embarrassed some of his
Labour Party colleagues by his undis-
guised obsession with the wealthy, the
aristocracy, and the Royals —— was made
prime minister. Labour's middle class
‘stalwart’, Philip Snowden, became
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and that
evening, MacDonald, with a self-satis-
fied look of joyful anticipation, said
to Snowden: "Tomorrow, every Duchess in
London will be wanting to kiss me."
And kiss the bastard they no doubt did,
for the squeeze on the working class
was tightened as the economies necessary
to the wellbeing of the middle class
were imposed.

George V to call Stanley Baldwin_(the AGAIN!

Economic recovery, greatly assisted by
rearmament —— i.e. preparation for war-—-
began in the USA and Europe in 1933 as
fascist parties in Italy and Germany
became more and more powerful. It shouhl
be noted that, at this time, the middle
classes in these countries made up
almost the entire membership of such
parties which were enthusiastically
supported by the owners and managements
of most industries, as well as by the
police and the armed forces. (see below:
‘Middle Class Fascism’)

-0

Then came World War II and, as before,
it was the working classes who suffered
most, so by the end in May 1945, there
was a real and strong revolutionary
mood among them throughout Europe.
This the middle class leaders had to
somehow dampen down, contain, and res-
train.

(How and why the working classes were
restrained during the months following
the end of the war, particularly by the
communist party government in the USSR
and those of its dependent countries in
Eastern Europe, but also by the gover-
ments in the Vest, is described more
fully in the book ‘Hungary 56’, chapters
entitled ‘East-West Agreement’ and
‘Liberation?’ —— some copies of the US
edition still available in this countryJ

LABOUR TO THE RESCUE——
AGAIN!

“W

rights, went by the board. The Labour
government, which had introduced a
‘wage freeze‘ in 1948, dealt harshly
with working class resistance. After
declaring ‘states of emergency’ under
the Emergency Powers Act of 1920, they
sent in troops to break up numerous
strikes, and scores of militant strikers
were imprisoned -—-— for these ‘socialists
had kept intact clause 1305 of an Act of
Parliament, agreed by Churchill and
Attlee in 1940, which made all strikes
illegal; an Act that was still in force
when the Tories took over in 1951.

A 'WELFARE STATE‘ IS
ONLY NECESSARY IN A
CLASS-DIVIDED SOCIETY

It was in this atmosphere of working
class resistance that a more comprehen-
sive health and social security system
was set up. Based on a report by Lord
Beveridge‘ in 1942, it was now embraced
and acted upon by the Labour government.

‘BEVERIDGE — A LEADING ENEMY
Hilliam Henry Beveridge (1879-19631; l
chief civil servant involved in the I
social legislation of Lloyd George's L
government; Director of Labour Exch- _
anges 1906-1916; Director of the

‘London School of Economics until 1937“
1 then became Master of University I
iCollege Oxford; Chairman of the Comm-E
ittee on Social Insurance which in [

‘1942 issued the report mentioned
iabove and which, incidentally,
strongly advocated that an unemployed.
person must take any job which the 1
authorities decided s/he could do, or,
lose State assistance. He became a i
Liberal MP for Berwick-upon-Tweed in ;
1944, lost his seat in the 1945 elec-Q
tion, but was made a ‘Lord’ by the -
Labour government in 1946.

Beveridge’s ideas did not emerge fromHere in Britain, it was the Labour Party _
- - b ' do- oodism as some wouldthat was able to do the frestraining’. Pure °“r5e°13 5

d for them becausehave us believe, but were based on theThis was ma e more easy _
- - reasonable (for them) conclusion that(as has been said) working class people

still basically believed the lie fost-
ered by one of the dominant class's most

sometime in the near future, when the war
was over, large sections of an angry and
d‘ tl d k'n class would be fur-important allies, the middle class Left, 135r“n_ S “°r 1 5

b 1 - list: art ther stirred up by having to suffer wfiflethat La our was a socia p y
concerned with their wellbeing.

On the wave of working class hunger for

the middle class clawed in the main
‘benefits’ of a massive recontruction
programs. It was concluded therefore

Ramsey MacDonald — Socialist

The US middle class, who had done so
well out of the carnage of world War I
thus enabling their economy to boom,
panicked in October 1929 when the boom
began to falter, and rushed to sell
their shares. This caused the so-called
Hall Street Crash, and the near-collapse
of their economic system, Capitalism.

. The Crash had an equally disasterous
effect on the economies of the middle
classes in many other countries of the
world, particularly Europe. In the
years of ‘depression’ that followed, it
was, as already pointed out, again the
working classes who suffered most.

f""dam°nta1 ¢ha"8°1 Lab°"P Gained 3 that sops would have to be given to
landfilide Vi¢t°rY in tn? 8999731 919°?“ appease the working class and undermine
1°" Of July 1945» and Clemfiflt Attlffiv their militancy. Also, a ‘better’ heahh
""h° rm‘ the P1"9\'i°"3 fi-V9 $9311 had been service would have the added advantage,
5h°"i"$ hifl C1355 1°Y31tY 35 d°P"‘Y t° they thought, of ensuring that healthier
ChUP¢hi111 b9¢am9 PPim°'mi"i5t°r- people would be better able to do the. , .

‘programme of austerity’ was nothing stru°t1°“"
more than a set of measures designed to

It was not long, however, before sect-help re-establish profitable accumulat- ions of this ‘welfare State‘ began to be
ion. Among these measures was the _ d _1 t d tard S, t "Hersh, (1 e whittle away, unti o ay even greabringing un er a e o p . . _ h 1 d‘__
nationalization) of industries that cuts are belfls made and ot ers p anne‘

f l in Social Security as laidwere ‘failing’, such as coal, steel, °r examp 8’ _ _
down in the Fowler Report. A significanttransport, gas, and electricity. For , d d t

many workers in these industries, things number °f the ‘la *9 cl?!’ __ an no
- h f st-minded among them-—got worse. Private owners (richly com- °“1-Y " e "‘°re “sci

pensated!) may have gone, but the same feel that thr°u5h the a5°ncy of a Tory
t the are now in a strongbosses remained and often became more 3°v§rP“°“ * Y _ _

position to do this at a time when theruthless. _ _
working class —— with five million of

This national reconstruction of the than ungmployed, near1y njng gjlljop on
C1aBB'8 GCOIIOIIIIC system, capit- yery 13“ pay‘ and the moat -i1it,Q[]t

B118". B551" meant fF"BtPflti°"» P°*eT*Y1 section, the miners, defeated —— are
and misery for many working class people. denioralized, and apparently unable to
The Labour Party's promises, and several put up any effective resistance, let
of the working class's hard-fought-for along thrgatgn gttgck,
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Almost every middle class person, in

police with more ‘sophisticated’ equip-
ment, and using more para-military tac-
tics, is too optimistic. Far better,
they think, to keep to a formula which

d I _ up to now has worked. Part of that
“one egree' ears worklqg claés potent‘ formula is in a Social Security system
ill to put an end to their dominant which allows a minimum standard ofposition. They glimpsed this ‘awful

existence below which, they have calcu-
ponibilityi in 1981/19B4_85 through the lated it would be reasonable to ex ect
anggr an: 8e1€€?rga?iz::g ?bilit¥ SE the people to rebel in sufficient numbegsmining c mmuni ies in e ace o e . . . .t.
tremendous odds against them, as well as (Joined by’ Bay'.the Tani": figmffizl lag)
through the fury shown in the uprisings. as 0 pose a.8er1ou8 r?a

whole of their ‘democratic society’ and,but it's the deeper-thinking elements . , .t.
among them who do not go along with the ?0n§equent1y' to thelr class 8 posl 10“
Tory-type analysis that now is the time in it.
to settle the hash of the working class The miners‘ strike and the uprisings
once and for all. were indications of ‘the awful possib-
Thes 1 t I tn .dd1 1 __ of ility‘. Could they be the only indic-_ e e emen s o e mi e c ass _ ,
whom perhaps the largest number are to atlons they're ilkfily to get without It
be found in the Labour Party —— see such actually happen1ng'
an approach to the ‘problem’ as a short- A
sighted tactical mistake which underes-
¢imat95 V°Tki"S C1355 5tF9"Bth1 9"dUF- This ‘formula’, designed partly to sus-
ance, resiience, and ability to bounce tain the dominance of our enemy the
back. These ‘deeper-thinkers’ have not- middle class, does of course suggest
iced that working class people have that we ought not to be fighting to
been ground down many times before only preserve, defend, and/or to improve it.
each time to recover; if mistakes are But this is not quite the dilemma fac-
made now, they argue, who knows what the ing us that it at first appears. For

'--———"--—-— (( >) (( >> (O) (< ))

EDUCATION?
Brainwashing is described as "a technhmm-part of the brainwashing process‘ the
of coercive persuasion used to alter a
person's basic beliefs and attitudes
without her/his consent. Such technique
involves attempts to render a person's
beliefs so ‘useless’ that ‘new’ ones are
more easily substituted; at the same
time, specific procedures (such as phys-
ical abuse and isolation) are designed
to make the subject dependent on those
doing the brainwashing and, consequenthp
receptive to their ideas."

Through the middle class's media, we
used to hear a lot about how they dep-
lured such brainwashing techniques which
they generally said were being used by
Russian and other regimes in the East.
Thuiwe saw that agencies of the British
middle class were using similar tech-
niques (e.g. White Noise) in Northern
Ireland, and were eventually found
guilty of it at the International Court
of Justice in the Hague —— since when,
the media's kept its gob shut on the
subject.

Hut brainwashing of the working class--
in a form closely related to the des-
cription given nbove, though the tech-
niques are often more subtle and soph-
isticated -— has been going on generat-
ion after generation, mainly through
the state schools. As far as young
children are concerned, however, the
techniques are less about ‘altering a
person's basic beliefs‘, for some may
be too young to have any strongly held
ones. Hut they are about implanting
beliefs and attifudes designed to lead
them to accept that the ‘best’ things
done in the world have only been done
by people of dominant classes —— whether
ancient Greeks, Romans, Royalty, Nobil-
ity, or the middle class —— and that
today the middle class are ‘superior’
as is their way of running society.

most important part, is done by teachers
through the Education System. It's a
system staffed almost solely by middle
class people; a system in which a sect-
ion of them decide how working class
pupils are to be disciplined and kept
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we must bear in mind that the Labour
Party. dfiflflite its ‘deeper-thinking’
elements, has shown itself in the past
to be quite prepared to cut into the
‘Welfare State‘, has done so, and for
reasons not unsimllar to those of the
Tories. It is therefore a perfectly
valid and progressive activity for
working class people to fight against
anything that attempts to make things
worse for them, e.g. the cuts in unem-
ployment and supplementary benefits.
For one thing it can, and sometimes
does, force the enemy to keep changing
strategy which, apart from making it
more difficult for them, often exposes
and weakens their tactics.

But among those campaigning to stop
such cuts, there are some who are supp-
orting teachers‘ campaigns for more
pay etc. Yet teachers make things
worse for the working class. Helping
them means helping those involved in
conditioning, indoctrinating, disciplin-
ing, and getting children to accept
that the middle class are entitled to
dominate us, are entitled to the best
this society has to offer, are entitled
to rule, because they are ‘superior’ —-
it means helping them, in effect, to
get more pay for brainwashing our
children!

 

in line; a system in which they decide
on the curriculam —— what subjects, how
they are to be taught, and how much "
time is given to each; and it is they
who decide how ‘assessments, tests, and
exams‘ are to be devised and carried
out, the object of which is the acquis-
ition of particular generalized standards.
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The tendency today is clearly for even
stricter control in their aim to keep
working.class children_unaware of their
position as a dominated class. The
‘new’ proposals put out in the name of
Keith Joseph and, later, Kenneth Baker,
would appear to put the emphasis on
what they call ‘a record of achievement‘
whereby a child is followed through her/
his schooling (and no doubt beyond!) by
a ‘record’ showing every bit of inform-
ation, every element, every detail —-
even details which at the time may be
thought to be trivial —— of the child's
activities from the age of five. This
‘record of achievement‘ device, which
they say would be more useful to empl-
oyers than exam results, makes the rot-
ten exam system look quite liberal. It
is also part of ‘the tendency towards
fascism in education‘ which is discussed
below.

A 'liberal' critic of the education sys-
tem has recently lamented that "educat-
ion is no longer concerned to be an
extension and complement to the volun-
tary acquisition of knowledge through
learning." Others have had similar
moans. The point is that compulsory
mass education never has been concerned
to be that. Such whining wimps seem to
know what's going on, buiapparently have
no idea why. Hiddleiclass ‘education-
alists’ have constructed an education
system which curbs, and in far too many
cases kills, a child's natural ability rqwjflf
and eagerness to learn. They have
sought, with some degree od success, to
construct a system that actively dis-
courages working class people from
thinking, other than very superficially,
about how and why society is run the
way it is —— a system that in no way
could lead them to conclusions about
their position in society that would
motivate a desire to effectively chall-
enge the dominance of the middle class.

On the contrary, the education system
is intended to lead them in the oppos-
ite direction ~— into obedience, into
deference and respect for their middle
class ‘superiors’, into accepting their
lot, into accepting that it's ‘natural’
for the middle class to be the dominant
class, that it's ‘right‘ that they
should run the political parties, the
government, all industries, the police,
the courts, the prisons, the schools....

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY?

‘Ah! Hut there is equal opportunity,’
they'll whine. You'll even hear idiots
of the Left say that's what they're
striving for. You'll also hear ‘equal
opportunity’ put forward as a goal by
people you thought would know better.
‘Equal opportunity’ for what? Success?
Hhat is ‘success’? ‘Success’ in this
society is, basically, making more
money than most other people. It’s
ludicrous pointing to ‘self-made‘ toady-
ing dingbats like Derek Jameson as a
working class ‘success’.

But by pushing the ‘equal opportunity‘
line they hope to fog over the issue of
class. It is a false proposition, an
impossibility for a dominated class —-
just another of the middle class's
much-propagated lies. If one of two
people in prison is chained hand and
foot to a wall, you don't give them
both ‘equal opportunity‘ to escape by
opening the prison gates.

. lg‘ .- . . ___ ' .._______________siM

Yet although there are a considerable
number of working class people who are
unaware of what's going on, are unaware
that they are members of a dominated
class, there is a substantial number
who are aware of it. This is a further
indication that the middle class, des-
pite all the facilities at their dis-
posal, are not almighty, but are defin-
itely vulnerable and can be defeated.
That they know this, is why they put so
much effort into trying to prevent
working class consciousness. ‘Education’
is a very important weapon to them in
this objective. (There are of course
others. For one, just look at how often
we hear all this crap about management
and managed having a “common interest‘,
that ‘co-operation‘ is the way forward,
and so on.)
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A FEARFUL SYSTEM
In most families, the job of moulding
children to conform and obey ‘authority’
(i.e. that of the parents) is already
well under way when, at five years old,
they are compelled by law to attend
school. For, during this five years,
many parents have been instilling in
their children, middle class views and
attitudes that have been systematically
implanted in themselves over the years
through their parents, school, the media,
and various other means. Then these
children are taken over by the teachers
in the state schools.
A few of them may have started what
they love to call ‘their careers‘ with
the good intention of teaching children
the truth about society, of giving them
hope, perhaps bringing them joy —— like
Ursula, the heroine of D.H. Lawrence's
novel, ‘The Rainbow‘. She becomes a
teacher (chapter 13) at the Brinsley
Street School where "she would realize
her dream of being the beloved teacher
bringing light and joy to her children."
But to her horror, she soon discovers
"the task of compelling the children
into one disciplined, mechanical set,
reducing the whole set to an automatic
state of obedience and attention, and
then of commanding their acceptance of
various pieces of knowledge."

Gradually, she becomes like the tyran-
ical and hated headmaster, Hr. Harby:
".... she seized her cane and slashed
the boy who was insolent to her, over
head and ears and hands. And at length,
they were afraid of her, she had them
in order.... She who shrank from the
thought of physical suffering in any
form, had been forced to fight and beat
with a cane and rouse all her instincts
to hurt. And afterwards she had been
forced.to endure the sound of their
blubbering and desolation, when she had
broken them to order."‘

I M I W” '1'}?

WI).

‘WHY QUOTE LAWRENCE?
Lawrence was a coal-miner's son who
got out of the pits and somehow got
into Nottingham University, follow- =
ing which he took up a ‘career"as
a teacher. ‘The Rainbow’ got heav-
ily attacked because it was anti- ’
war (BU I) at a time when aggress-
ive macho patriotism was at its

I height —— it also led to police
S prosecution for ‘obscenity’. He
’ eventually ran off to live with a

T married woman of the German aris-
1 tocracy (von Richthofen), and they
, later got married. He was ill with
I tuberculosis for most of his life, h

F
I

and died from it at the age of 45. l
| Lawrence can be rightly despised L

for the fact that, quite early on
in his life, it became clear that ‘
he was a screwed-up hater of women; '
and for the fact that (probably
from the time he went to univer-
ity) he was a toady of the middle
class and their squalid ‘values’.
But what is quoted above from his
novel, about how the education
system brought any fidealistic' h
middle class teachers to heel, is
nonetheless true. !

-1
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We can truthfully add that this Ursula
was then faced with the choice facing
any ‘liberal-minded‘ teacher: either
suppress and forget all good and altru-
istic intentions, or get out of the
industry. ‘The Rainbow’ was published
in 1914; today, fewer if any, go into
the business with such illusions, for
the techniques of modern Teacher Train-
ing Collegea soon put paid to such
‘silly notions‘. Even if any did some-
how manage to get through still believ-
ing that schools should be run in a
totally different way, a way that would
bring ‘light and joy’ to working class
children, a way that would expose more
positively to them how they are an opp-
ressed class, how that situation could
be changed, and also then attempted to
put this belief into practice, they
would soon find themselves facing the
frantic fury of the ‘educational auth-
orities‘. These ’educationists‘ would
charge them with crimes they themselves
have always been guilty of, like ‘rape
of innocent children's minds‘ and so on,
and such teachers would be out on their
arses before you could say ‘Secretary
of State for Education and Science‘.

For some time now, education in state
schools has been a pre-packaged commod-
ity forcibly-fed to young consumers
through a nationalized system of dis-
tribution, and where ‘achievement’ is
measured by the degree to which the
young consumers swallow, digest, and
regurgitate the package. It is a sys-
tem based on fear. The degree to which
the teacher is not feared by the child-
ren, is the degree to which the children
are feared by the teacher —— or pot
another way, if the teacher doesn't fear
the children, then the children fear
the teacher, and vice versa.

Fear is the only thing thatmakes child-
ren call the teacher ‘sir/miss‘, sit
still, stand up when speaking or being
spoken to by the teacher, not talk after
the bell goes, do homework.... It's out
of fear that they remain silent in the
face of verbal attacks-—- the belittling
sarcasm and ridicule they're subjected
to when they've been unable to do some-
thing just how the teacher wanted. All
this is intended to instil and reinforce
in the minds of these future adults, the
‘superiority’ of the teacher, hence the
‘superiority’ of the middle class.
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lamenting this fact. Are they really The Industry Manufacturing

the dominant class‘ (though obviously itcan and does Spread to the dominated Middle class children are not only fav-
oured by teachers in the more strictly

class), and which expresses itself in avariety of ways It can be detected in educational sense, but also in other
“ ways, in behaviour for example. when athe hierarchy of ‘education’: the gov- , . . .

ernment minister, the local council, the teacher § middle class llttle darllngsare ‘acting in a disorderly manner’,
board of governors, the headmaster, ass-

that naive and ignorant?

OF Education is an inst_itution which is
essentially middle class, so these

The tendency towards fascism in today's ‘intellectuals’ ought therefore to be
society is rvf1@¢ted in Schooling. and able to see without too much effort
vice versa -— for fascism is not just that middle class children are favoured
1.l'lB pfllllllfiiil (.lOCI.l“lflE Of SOME 012116!‘ within gghoglg —— 3chgQ1g'in yhigh

cuuntry.IuH:a Product Of C1388-divided middle class ‘values’ are transmitted
society. Fascism is first and foremost to middle C1333 childrgn p1u3 3 few
3 ¢hr°"i¢d11Y disturbed dmdiiflflal 600- working class children whom teachers
dition which is endemic and rooted in d@¢1de are ‘brighter’.

The 'E1ite
There is obviously nothing neutral about
the expensive private schools, and no _
attempt whatever is made to disguise the
fact. 0n the contrary, children in these
swanky educational factories are clearly
led to see themselves us ‘superior’ to
the rest, therefore entitled to a better
deal, to better Johs, entitled to respect
from, and be scoroful of, the working
class; they see themselves as entitled
to be arrogant, to boss others around,
to become ‘lenders’ and, in some cases,
to.eventually go into the ‘top ranks’
of their class —- as indeed do many
from the more notorious public schools,

' P ' Confers e l ’ r t‘ ‘i b 1the children themselves where ranks are , _ fl¢ . HIBFB p es ige s as su s an-ted like head refect refect mon_ working class children, they are picked tial as the fees_
érea p ' P ' out individually and denounced by name--itor, top of the class, bottom of the
class.... There is even a hierarchy of q9§?e iften “ith angering sarcasm and l.Sdy,F%n1Fdshg 5.ri icu e. " “

I

subjects, e.g. maths, engineering, +t))%Lo9e vuonkaa
5619006. HEB! the IOP. and ‘the flF1B' at Another reason, and one connected with
the bottom. It can be seen in the rules this favouring. id that middle C1888 C/ofr rai%ar$
and PBEUI-'=-‘-l-iddfi aimed at 'di5¢iP1id¢‘-" . teachers don't expect working class to -Bat gill’
add id ‘he dull fa¢9B and 5u11e" 9399 df children to be as ‘good‘ and ‘bright’ as 31,0“?-yvag;
ma"! ¢hi1dP9"- middle class ones. Experiments have 3

_,been carried out in recent years ‘prov-
we can see fascism in the svstem of pun

h ts __ n H etc __ and In the ing‘ that if a child is treated as infer-is men ca i g . ' _ d _ ' d. f: ‘ G
way kids are compelled to rigidly stand lor an 18 not expecte t0 per or“ as -' e- -.. ,;n-__-

- , bl , -n the meanin labs re1i,_ well as the favoured child, then (regand-in assem y : i g ‘ g _ , _ _ions ritual which still begins the day less of her/his particular ability) s/he
in manv schools, where thousands of viv- will perform and behave as expected '" namely, in an inferior way —— and, asacious children have been bullied and
caved into reciting .prayerB. which to has been stressed elsewhere, they try to

_ make working class people feel inferior
5,D1e_ to a god thev either donut throughout their lives. Of course,

in_ or fear, or hate __ and children who more generally get the most
' shitty end of the stick are those who

fucking boring hymn_ are black, working class, and female.

them are ridiculous and/or incomprehen

believe
then to have to chant some mournful,

r-—-*"-——*“—————-—-"———"-—-—— -—" -"- ———~————————————————-——————————~—1
1 'FASClSM —— A MIDDLE CLASS DISEASE .
lln Italy, membership of the Fascist Party grew from a few ff?!
ghundred in 1919 to over 250,000 in 1921. Virtually all were
imiddlc class and included industrialists, landowners, and

to take power.
The fascists’ rise to power in Germany and Spain —— though
at slightly different times and in different ways -—-was -
also due primarily to the full support and innate fascism

;of most sections of the middle classes in these countries; for there are no ,
[depths of inhumanity to which they will not sink to safeguard their dominant i
{ position when they believe it is threatened by the increasing frustration, ,

anger and militancy of working class people. |

The reasons are the same for the strength of the fascists at this period in
icountries as apparently diverse as Hungary, France, Finland, and Norway. ‘

niddle class children are such that they
have far fewer and tar less intolerable
things to rebel against than most work-
ing class children. This is also part
of the reason why they appear to do much
‘better’ at school —— pass more of the
exams set by the exclusively middle
class educationists. Yet we often hear
middle class ‘intellectuals’ —— ‘libert-
irian revolutionaries‘ among them --

J

‘the vast mayority of police and army officers. The reason
for this growth in membership was the middle class's fear

ithe increasing strength and militancy of the working class ,
O 7"}

111*III_§\-|;-III:

..~'.1-.-

.and the peasantry. It was due to this full backing of the
middle class that Mussolini (who had previously been a
school—teacher!l was able in 1922, after a threatened coup,

olini " l ,l\|ndH

be must continually bear in mind that
the situation could not be otherwise,

.5.‘ w . ' 'yyh Mlddle for if it were, we would not have a
Y Class Chlldren class-divided society. You can't have

- - a society dominated by the middle class
D0 Better in which the education system is neutral,

where the management of industry is
is already said, the home conditions of neutral, where the courts are neutral,

the police are neutra1.....

U I 1-".fi ,.-IE-no fir
‘I ' ‘ " -‘I e I \ u ' . ’-- ‘ ' 1I I i i o ' - . f fig‘ -Q

Can The 'Education‘ System
Be Improved ?

The answer to this question is an emph-
atic N0! without totally-fundamental
change in all aspects of this society-—-
change that for example would make one
element of education "an extension and
complement to the voluntary acquisition
of knowledge through learning" —— no
reformist tinkering by middle class
‘liberals’ could be an improvement, for
they will undertake nothing that might
lead to the elimination of their class's
power over the working class.

As things are, the majority of the mid-
dle class, including some of the few
‘liberals’, believe that even tougher
discipline is needed —— they want to
increase the fear level. They angrily
tell us that teachers are sometimes ass-
aulted by children; and there has been,
over the years, the odd report of such
in the press. Hut how many times do we
read of teachers’ physical attacks on
children? Yet this happens every day in
every school! And there is not only
physical violence; there is also assault
by various psychological means, some of
which have already been mentioned.

Clearly, the government believe that
cuts in education staff, facilities, EH5,
will ‘improve’ the financial situation
in their economic system as a whole;
for if spending on arms (to take perhaps
one of their most flagrantly insane pri-
orities) is to continue at £8,000|niUion
a year, cuts have to be made in other
areas as well as in ‘benefits’ to the
poor. In any case, with unemployment
remaining so high and probably increas-
ing, a cut-back in the ‘quality of pro-
duction’ at the education factories is
seen, at least by the Thatcherite section
of the middle class, simply as ‘realistic
economics’. lt also has the added bonus
of putting pressure on middle class par-
ents in particular to send their child-
ren to private schools.

is

I;umrnerhi1l—An Improvement ?

Despite all this, some silly ‘liberals’
point to the few private fee-paying
schools where there is considerably less
‘discipline’ Lhanuelsewhere, as a way of
improving the system. Probably the best
known of these is Summerhill, founded by
A.S. Neill over 60 years ago. True,
pupils here 22 have much more freedom
than in state schools; for example, they
can choose when and whether to go to a
lesson on a particular subject or not —-
though there is no choice about what
subyects are taught, which are virtually
the same as in other schools. And these
SUDJECIS and the methods of teaching
them are no less strongly coloured by
the notion of middle class superiority,
regardless of attempts to give it all a
'liberal' tint.

Summerhill is a school almost solely for
the children of middle class parents
able to pay the fees; so there is no
need to differentiate between middle
class and working class, no need to par-
ticularly favour the middle class kids
and expect them to be ‘better’ and
‘brighter’ than the working class ones.
The tiny minority of the latter who are
admitted to the school are no more than
a token —— like your token blacks in
films, TV, etc. They are tools used by
a certain few middle class ‘liberals’ to
ease their nagging feelings of guilt;
they are like orphans in one bloody
great middle class family —— yet they
are conditioned in much the same way as
in state schools. Although here —— isol-
ated, cut off from their working class
friends and surroundings ~— they more
easily get sucked into a sickly form of
bourgeois liberalism. And despite the
fight that some of them put up against
it, over the years, a few went on to
count among Neill’s ‘successes’.

These ‘successes’ were those he proudly
directed attention to (as do his followers
today) in defence of and in Justification
for his ‘free’ methods, namely, the high
percentage of Summerhill pupils who had
become ‘captains of industry’, army gen-
erals, heads of civil service depart-
ments, criminal court Judges, and so Ruth

Summerhill, and the other handful like it
are ‘educational mavericks’, ‘strays’,
schools that operate outside the main
system; and while they remain such a min-
ute minority, they can be tolerated, since
they pose no threat whatever to the
status quo. But there is not the faintest
chance of such methods being introduced H——————~————---—-—-—-----_-______
into the national education system while iSUNDAY SCHOOL — OF THEIR OWN FREE HILL!’
the middle class are in control; for they
devised it, they run it, and they know
(even if in some of the thicker among
them it's not much more than a sub-
conscious reaction) that the system as
it is plays an extremely important part
in maintaining their dominant position.

I
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Children Beginning
To Fight Back

There is, however, encouraging evidence
that children are beginning to fight
back, not only at the violence of the
education system, but also as they become
more aware of the futility of a system
geared partly to fit them into jobs that-
don't exist, followed by cons like those
in the government's ‘Action For Jobs’ .
There are more and more actions by
school-children which are either not
reported at all, or are played down by
the media._ There are many examples,-but
here are just a few.

Although the burning of schools by child-
ren is not that uncommon, very little
detail was given about the wave of
school-burning that went on in Tyneside
during the early 70s. 0n 23 February
1982, the Daily Telegraph briefly rep-
orted that at St. Saviours Church of
England School in Toxteth, Liverpool,
"pupils have wrecked class-rooms by fire
and vandalism, and turned fire-exting-
uishers on any teacher who dared to rem-
onstrate." As to why they should do
this, the Telegraph was dumbfounded.

"Children play truant all week, and i
then go back on Sundays —— of their ’
own free will —— to set fire to the ‘
schools. They're trying to tell teach-
ers something." i

Management Today, January 1986. ybeautyii long live vandalism;
, i !

_ _ _

we do know something about the many
children who actually took part in the
uprisings of 1981 and 1984-85. Yet
little is known about the children in
South Yorkshire, particularly in Don-
caster and Sheffield, who at the begin-
ning of 1985, went on strike and phys-
ically attacked their schools, first in
support of the miners, then in solid-
arity with their schoolmates who were
subsequently victimized. Here again,
other than the inevitable branding them
as ’vandals" by the local midd1e-class-
controlled press, little else was said.
Even bigger actions took place shortly
afterwards in places as far apart as
Bradford, Glasgow, and Southampton.
There were also many small-scale strikes
on issues such as the compulsory wearing
of uniforms.

l LONG LIVE VANDALISHI

,‘The Vandals were teutonic people-- I
isaid to be Asian Christians and hat- j
,ers of Roman Catholicism —— who dur-
iing the first 6 centuries A.D., h
roamed around Europe, particularly
around the Mediterranean (they cap— _
tured Rome for a time in 455), att-

“acking and destroying Catholic ‘
churches where many of the things of

ivalue and much of the so-called art
yof the time was kept.

,Hence, presumably, the dictionary
Fdefinition of a modern vandal is:

‘One who ignorantly destroys works ,
,of art and things of beauty.‘ lf
today's schools are ‘things of
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Attacks on schools throughout the coun-
try occur quite frequently. Even in the
political backwater of Cornwall, several
reports have leaked out in recent years
of schools being broken into, cases of
cups and trophies being smashed up, and
other things being set on fire —— but
nothing :55 nicked. Presumably, the
prisoners don‘ want anything that rem- .
inds them of the prison. (See front
page of ‘Evening Herald‘ —— yet not a
word of this appeared in their daily
paper, Western Morning News).

These rebellious activities are not con-
fined to the UK. They are occurring all
over Europe and, of course, in the USA
where it has been said the situation in
some parts is so ‘bad‘ that teachers have
to ‘teach’ from inside a cage-like struc-
ture. I have not been able to verify
whether there really are any such situat-
ions. However, a US paper, the National
Enquirer, reported on 29 July 1986:
‘Violence Raging Out of Control in Our

Some teachers argue that they are'work-
ing class‘ because they work and get
paid a ‘salary’ for it. A brief look
at the meaning of the word ‘work’ shows
that there are different kinds varying
from ‘easy work‘ to ‘hard work‘. (The
opposite of ‘work‘, in one definition,
is probably 'idleness', though there is
no ‘easy idleness‘ or ‘hard idleness‘,
except perhaps in the sense that some
enjoy idleness and some don't.)

even hate, and that you would not do if
you had the choice of getting paid the
same for not doing it, £2 'work‘. But
the opposite —— that is, an activity . i " . - 1
that You enjoy doinS. that Bives a sense Admlttedly‘ some moreidlberal teachers and disupil rug.
of pleasure, and/or satisfaction, and/or do’ fi‘:“‘ themselves in a bit °f a ‘Juan’ Y°“r C‘ J
achievement, something that you would dary f“ that they are b°‘h Victims °f
want to continue doing whether or not the middle class administrators‘ decis-
you got paid for it __ surely ought not ions, and also their agents in that
to be described by the same word. .w°rk._they always eventually carry them out.

Look at their campaign (1985- ) of
However, the vast majority of teachers 51ight1y-1e85ened ¢o_°peration - half-
Q2 in fact work, since most of them dis- day strikes and so ,,n_ one of the
like ¢hi1dP9" "“ BOW?‘ intensely *-'a"dl original major reasons for their action
°"1Y like t°a¢hi"S i"B°faP 38 it SiY¢5 "was their discontent at ‘worsening con-

ditions‘. But this was eventually wat-
ered down by channeling the campaign
mainly into a demand for far higher pay.
And what was one of their chief argu-
ments? It was that their demands must
be met so that they could get back to
‘normal working‘ with a higher morale

. and a more real feeling of being ‘pro-
fessionals', thus enabling them to

_ _ more efficiently enforce the sort of
Q9’ pupil-discipline that large sections
; of their class are howling for.

them a feeling of power, superiority,
and influence, that they would not
otherwise have; and into the bargain,
they are not at all low paid, and get
much longer holidays than most other
people. Even so, all this by no means
somehow makes them ‘working class‘.
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l‘On behalf of myself and all your
lteachers, I want to say how very
.hap... how sorry we are that you
?are leaving us, Bertram, and I
; want to wish you the very best of

luck in getting a job....‘

'$h_0Cl<ing lack of discipline" in US schools

I/iallenice.Raging Out of (antral in Our Scliools
Each month a staggering

1,000 teachers are injured by
students badly enough to re-
quire medical care, says a
topgovernment education of-
ficlal.

“The violence and lack of disci-
pline in our schools is shocking," de-
clared John Klenk, director of issues
analysis for the U.S.' Department of
Education.

In another case; high school girls
in Los Angeles who were angry over

IOW grades, tossed lighted
matches at their teacher, set-
ting her hair. on fire. The

- - _. .-3,--.-".
Schools‘. I-NOTE: That's nearly 400 teachers attacked on each school-day." But as already if

teacher later suffered an
emotional collapse.

A 1985 survey by the Na-
tional Education Association
iound that 80,000 teachers
had been physically attacked
by a student within the pre-
ceding year. ‘I

- And a mind-boggling 640,-
000 teachers — 26 percent of
all teachers — had personal
property stolen or intention- .=*======~ by =M==m- . .Z?.°.f.‘.15..‘;i'i'£I.§..’.Z".?i.‘;..§l‘.i

it re,‘-iemdstudy in L08-Ar." been physically attacked
“hes, cu; mum“ gt?‘ during the preceding yearac oo sy em one, ere .were 775 assaults on team had increased 53 percent.
ers and othe o k 'th' l“*T|°NA|-

dent: found in possession of
gum, knlvu, bombs or ex-
plosives; 21,615 incidents
of vandallnn; 184 arsons;
8,028 burglaries and thefts,
and 29,827 offenses against
school property!

_ What‘: more. the problem
of crime and violence in
schools remain: I major
problem. said Klenk. He
noted that at the end of one

said, this report, like all others, excludes the many thousands of

Teachers, being somewhere near the bot-
tom of the middle class occupational
hierarchy, are often taunted by other
more snooty and ignorant members of
their class. For instance, a gibe they times only being remembered.
often use to sneer at teachers is:
‘Those who can, do. Those who can't,
teach.‘ The point is that teachers
both £22 and Q2 indoctrinate and con-

. _ _ _ _ dition working class children in the 7 gs
An 91¢!"-1V1l'-Y that 3'0" (i1511|<e d°1"Si 91‘ way described above. They can't excuse ylhllt - You

themselves; for their contribution in ‘"4; sci?"-Lto
sustaining the dominance of their class “ze’r.s$_ ta, L/
is invaluable to their class. frma

- He should no more assist teachers in
*_ such campaigns than we should assist

i5 i the police in their campaigns for
similar tllillgfl. Thflllgh HE BhOLIl(l DEB!‘ Qf any middle Q1333 ‘1jbgra]_3‘ gaying

in mind that the police are enemies of "But what are you going to put in its
thfi working C1888 lihi) RTE BEEF! B8 BUCh place?“ tfill {beg ‘Lg Jugt pig; Qff and
by large numbers of working class
people - even if, by some, only at
the times when the police are more
openly playing their main role of safe- down in that silly level of discussion.

- guarding the interests of the middle

conscious, is forgotten, the few good

\,,I'\Ci-O0 |,'I|.ev I

No working class activist who is truly
concerned with the 'emancipation' of
our class should have anything whatever
to do with teachers‘ campaigns other
than to condemn them. There is only
one way of improving the education
system, and that is to get rid of it,
lock, stock, and barrel.

If you hear the squeaky little voices

take their whimpering round to the next
meeting of the amateur dramatics society
because we're not going to get bogged

The fact is that once working class
¢1aB3 'mB"aEeT5' °f thifi B°¢i9iYi iikfi people begin on the fundamental changes
during strikes and demonstrations, or

. when things are being liberated from
supermarkets, etc. Teachers, on the
°theP hand» are Eenerally °niY 599" BB that will be changed and improved —-

, enemies when at school. Like so many
other rotten and painful experiences,

necessary, they will decide. Methods
of education where children are free
will only be one of a myriad of things

and things will go on changing, will
go on improving.
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the role of the TELEVISION
Another middle class ‘institution’ that
in ways is akin to the education system,
and that must be totally got rid of as
a priority, is the media, i.e. the med-
iums of the press‘ (newspapers, magaz- trate all their resources on the rapidLy
ines, etc.), radio, television, films,
videos. A medium, in this particular
sense, is an agency through which those one inluential finger in the government-
involved —- as well as those in control made BBC pie. For the BBC's first gov-
of it —— propagate their ideas, their
Vifififiv their '¢U1t"PE'. (Just as those none other than John Charles Reith who
in ‘education’ do) in order to reinforce

F F ..
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The formation of the Corporation freed
the cartel members from the cost of
producing and broadcasting programmes
so that they were then able to concen-

expanding market for wireless sets,
while at the same time having at least

ernment-appointed Director General was
‘I

until then had been General Manager of

memum
Reith to do ‘the right thing‘. Reith
himself later confirmed this when,
writing about the possibility of being
taken over, and about the cartel‘s role
in the General Strike, he said: "They
want to be able to any that they did
not commandoer us —— but they know that
they can trust us not to be really
impartial." (See ‘The Roith Diaries‘,

-~s_ w -¢;,@
- I‘. '.. ‘. -I

. - , . ,,:.';'--l‘ .-::* :7‘and sustain‘ the present kind of society. the cartel. - _ _ ' .__.-'I~'§;'~~'fT-P’,-‘ "§E_~_-;;;."" ‘ J:;:-as-_ =¥§§:E
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‘As we've already seen, owners of firms
and companies give orders, when it suits
them, to their company chairmen, who
give orders to their directors, who
give orders to their assistant direct-
orsl and so on. Likewise, newspaper,
owners give orders to their editors,'
who give orders to sub-editors, who....
Though rarely do newspaper owners need
to give orders, for editors generally
know exactly what the owners want.
Indeed, one of the main qualifications
for getting the job as editor is the
ability to convince the owner that his
newspaper will be broadly the sort of
paper he wants, both in politics and
financial return.|___m __

Here, however, we shall look at only
one of these media in more detail —-
that of television. Apart from school-
ing, this medium is particularly influ-
ential and effective in conditioning
people to see themselves, society, and
the world, in a certain way —— and that
way is through the eyes of the dominant
class.

The Lead-up of the Colonial Development Corporatim.

To Television
To get television and its role into
some sort of perspective, it's necess-
ary to go back a few years - to the

- - P _P S ' 8 'start of radio broadcasting. The (. t a .t t.11 .8 t d ) rdleaa
British Broadcasting Corporation which’ of the fact that all its directors arewas set up in January 1927, took over
from the British Broadcasting Company. 1 a Y Ppoln e y 8 S. '
The latter was a cartel of radio manu-
facturers who had ganged up in 1922
with two main aims: (1) to broadcast
programmes so that more people would
buy their wireless sets, and (2) to get

The whole of ‘the press‘, both local
and national, is owned and run solely
by middle class people all of whom are
totally opposed to any action which
they believe might in any way contrib-
ute to the aim of working class free-
dom. Hence, their press is used to
ensure the dominance of their class.
'The Freedom of the Press‘ we hear so
much about, is nothing more than ‘the
freedom‘ of these people —- the middle
class owners and managers of ‘the
press’ —— to run it in their way for
their ends.

NOTE: Reith got a knighthood in 1927
4 for his services to the middle class

during the General Strike. Later,
! was chairman of Imperial Airways

1938-40; Minister of Works 1940-42
| (made a ‘Lord’ in 1940); Director of

Combined Operations Material at the
* Admiralty 1942-45; Chairman of the

Commonwealth Telecommunications
Board 1946-50, then became Chairman

The Lie of 'Independence‘
The lie that the BBC is ‘independent’
was ro a ated ri ht from the start

Jus s i s 1 1 o ay rega

v'rtu ll a ' t d b th overnment
and that Reith was made a ‘Sir’ by
Baldwin's Conservative government for
his ‘good work‘ against the working
class during the 1926 General Strike.

Winston Churchill, Home Secretary at
the government to impose import con- this time, was pestering the government
trols to combat what they called‘unfair to take over the cartel’s broadcasting
competition‘ from manufacturers in the services as a government radio-station,
United States, Germany, and Austria. but Baldwin knew he could rely on
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Collins 1975, p.96). So it's not sur-
prising that he always saw the BBC as
"an instrument for educating the massesJ'
(Incidentally, another Director General
again let the cat out of the bag more
recently when he said that the BBC is
‘a powerful and efficient instrument
which has all the appearance of indep-
endence, but which the government can
control at will.’)
Of course, as was said earlier, it can-
not be otherwise -— you just can't have
a neutral, independent broadcasting
organization in a society dominated by
the middle class. Just look at some of
the rogues who were appointed to the
BBC's first board of directors: The
Earl of Clarendon —— ex-Conservative
whip in the House of Lords —— became
chairman; Lord Gainham —— a colliery
owner who, for many months in 1926, was
among those ruthlessly trying to starve
the miners back to work; Sir Gordon
Nairne-—— onetime Comptroller of the
Bank of England; Dr. Montague Rendall-—
ex-headmaster of Hinchester College,
one of the most expensive and thetfldest
public school in England; and the same
sort are on the board today.

However, the government felt that they
had to have on this particular board
somebody reliable who was connected, if
only in some vague way, with the work-
class, so they chose Ethel Snowden —-
and you couldn't get a much vaguer con-
nection than that. She was the well-off
middle class wife of Phillip Snowden,
the Labour Party's first Chancellor of
the Exchequer in 1924, and again 1929-31
Snowden was the shit who —— as Chanceflor
again in the National Government —-
introduced savage anti-working-class
financial measures, and who in 1931,
after cutting the unemployment benefit,
was made a viscount for his ‘services’.

As was said, the BBC's various boards of
directors have, to this day, contained
only these sorts of people, and it is
they who ensure that all those in the
Corporation who have any kind of influ-
ence in the producing and broadcasting
of radio and television programmes,
come from a certain kind of family and
educational background (public school,
university), have the ‘right‘ references,
and have a view of society similar to
their own.

Learning To Do
'The Right Thing‘

This ‘ensuring’ begins with an ‘initial
screening‘ where the appointments dep-
artment excludes all those who. 9"
paper, don't appear to have the above-
mentioned ‘qualifications’. The inter-
view board then questions the candidaum
in a similar way to Civil Service
boards for senior posts. Even some of
those who get through this success-
fully are later eliminated when the
board discusses whether the candidate
has a ‘qualification’ which the BBC
considers to be one of the most impor-
tant, i.e. ‘will s/he make good BBC
material?’, in other words, does s/he
show a readiness and ability to undergo
the process of institutionalization —-
of being ‘moulded’ into a BBC-person
who will always know ‘the right thing
to do‘ in any circumstance or situatuni?

However, before this ‘moulding’ starts,
there is yet another screening that the
so-far-successful candidates have to go
through, this time by the State secur-
ity services —— who, incidentally, also
investigate and report on the perform-
ers employed both by the BBC and the
IBA —— which is further proof that these
broadcasting organizations are neither
independent nor neutral. Again, it
could not be otherwise, for TV and radio
are important instruments in the arsenal
of a dominant class who will do allthey
can to ensure that they remain securely
in their hands.

Although there are non-official secrets
such as political deals between the
leaders of the political parties, and
deals between government ministers and
big commercial firms etc., about which
the class-loyalty of the programme-
makers has to be relied upon in coming
to the ‘correct’ decision on how far to
go, or whether to go at all, there is
also the so-called classified informat-
ion which can also become known to pro-
gramme-makers.

Take just one area: the BBC's (and the
lBA‘s) intricate connections with the
Ministry of Defence —— their involve-
ment with, for example, secret ‘emer-
gency propaganda arrangements’, and
the MOD's complex communications sys-
tem. My informant knows for a fact
(and it's obvious anyway) that the BBC
is an integral part of the nationwide
system of Regional Seats of Government
each headed by a Regional Commissar;
that in these ‘secret’ deep-underground
headquarters, there are elaborate and
sophisticated radio and television
broadcasting facilities; that there are
arrangements for main news-reporting to
be controlled even more strictly by the
government than it was during the

ing courses, it is also done informally
through the people they work with and
whom they meet in the canteen, their
club, even the local pub. This is the
way they learn that a particular story
or programme they think is ‘good’, is
not; why a certain piece of film is
unsuitable for a particular programme;
whether or not, in certain situations,
the Corporation will be ‘liberal’;
which people shall be referred to or
described in a hostile way, and which
in a sympathetic way; which people are
‘suitable’ for a particular interview-—-
radio or television.’

‘NOTE: Television service began from
Alexandra Palace in North London on
2nd November 1936. Virtually all
that is said here applies equally to
radio. Local radio and TV are to
some extent training grounds for the
national networks, which no doubt
accounts for the sniveling toadies
we see and hear locally.

There are many more examples of what
‘the good BBC person’ can and cannot do,
and new entrants have to learn all this
very quickly if they're not to get stuck
near the bottom rung of the shit-covered
promotion ladder. Of course, most of
them do learn quickly because. being
middl;_class, they already know their
role, and as has been said, it was en-
sured at the outset that they had the
‘qualifications’ of coming from the
‘right’ background, social and educat-
ional, and had views about society sim-
ilar to those of the people who run the
Corporation.

Their 'Common Sense‘
In

I

Thus, the ‘moulded’ personnel —— e.g.
programme-editors, sub-editors, prod-
ucers, directors —— come to make the
‘correct choices‘ without really think-
ing about it. This ‘ability’ becomes
so much a part of them that they are
able to convince themselves that their
judgements and choices are merely what
they call ‘commonsense’, that is, sound
practical judgements about politics,
morals, class —— indeed, about all that
goes on in society. So they just don't
need to be involved in what has been
described as ‘the conscious production
of propaganda statements‘. Even on
those rare occasions that a radical-
sounding statement does get made, a
little more examination will show that
it doesn't amount to anything other
than the usual pro-middle-class propa-
ganda.

These ‘commonsense’ interpretations of
what goes on in this society in partic-
ular, and the world in general —— the
I 1 ‘b o' 11‘ tn ' o-d h I . t ,- good and the a t ings, e pro

General Strike of 1926, an t e rio s
and miners’ strike of the 80s; that

lems, etc. —— are put into images and
words and transmitted to our screens.

there are plans and preparations for the ’
BBC and the commercial companies of the
IBA to work in close collaboration with
the government, the army, the police,
and the Regional Commissars, in the
case of an ‘emergency’.

So those who get through this final
screen are deemed to be ‘secure’ and
are ready for ‘moulding’. Although

We are expected not only to translate
it all ‘correctly’ -—-in the way they
want us to —- but also to agree with it
because it is ‘commonsense’, and they
are quite often dumbfounded if any of
us don't.

this is done formally by internal train-
an

I

Their Lies g
Don't Always Work

A person involved in BBC television
once said to me of his colleagues:
‘They're a bloody queer lot —— they
live in a different world, their 2:2
world. They don't really know what's
going on in the real world outside.’
This no doubt has more than a little to
do with why the propaganda doesn't work
when they most want it to. For example,
it didn't work during the wave of
strikes in the winter of 1978-79 when
flagrantly anti-working-class state-
ments were put out in the guise of
‘news’, particularly through the pro-
gramme ‘Nationwide’. Nor did it work
during the miners’ strike of 1984-B5
when middle class presenters like the
sour tight-lipped Sue Lawley and the
vicious-looking Nicholas hitchell of
‘The Six 0’Clock News’ continually
spewed out lies about the mining comm-

unities. You could actually see the
hatred in their faces when day after
day they rabbitted on about ‘the public’
who disapproved of and were against the
strike. Yet large sections of this
‘public’ excluded themselves from this
‘commonsense’ con-trick, saw clearly
through all the ‘commonsense’ lies
coming from their TV-sets, judged them _
from the logic and viewpoint of their
own experiences as workers —— i.e. in
the flood-light of their class con-
sciousness —— and carried on the fight
in the face of overwhelming odds for a
very long and painful time.

The ‘commonsense’ of television pro-
gramme-makers is the ‘sense’ common to
the middle class view, liberal or
otherwise, that this society, though it
has some faults, is run in the best way
possible, and that the faults can be
corrected by ‘democratic’ means —— so
long as these means do not interfere
with their class remaining the dominant
0118 n

NEWS —- A'Ba1ancing‘ Act

This is quite clearly demonstrated by
those involved in the selection and
preparation of the ‘News’. He are never
told what they don't want us to know.‘
Their underlying aim is to keep in
people's minds the notion of the invin-
cible power and dominance of the middle
class and their ‘values’. The occas-
ional reporting of, say, the court pro-
ceedings when a respected middle class
protector of these ‘values’ —— a vicar,
a policeman, an MP, or a Lord —— has
been caught with his hand interfering
under the blanket camouflage that these
‘values’ represent, is an essential
part of the general sleight-of-hand "
methods. It's part of the device, part
of a psychological exercise, to give the
whole dirty business of ‘News’ the _
appearance of what they call ‘balance’.
It's like, for example, the semblance of
‘balance’ they believe is provided by
giving the views of the opposing polit-
ical parties, say Labour and Tory —-
that is, the views of one middle class
party as opposed to those of another.
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CONSPIRACY or SILENCE
There is a conspiracy —— tacit though it may be -— to remain silent, not
report, about what the working classes in other countries are doing. For
instance, if we were to base our views on what the TV and press here say -
or rather, don't say —— we might be forgiven for believing that there isilg
working class in the USA; or that, if there is, they are all having such a
good time that they are peaceful and contented. ‘Yet there are many millions
of them struggling to exist on a pittance of an income, as well as millions
involved in strikes, factory sabotage, and other actions against the domin-
ant middle class every day.

And how often do we hear about the millions living in poverty in a country
where the middle class are the richest in the world? Even if we use the
July 1986 official government figure of 8.2 million people unemployed
(despite it being, like the British one, a fiddled calculation), and add a
low average of 1% dependents for each person, we see that there are over
20 mi11ion people, virtually all working class, living on a poverty-line
income. And over there, there are also many millions on 10" Pay. BB "911
as millions on low old-age pensions.

However, when it comes to interviewing; side, they are separated for dipping,
l working class people involved in a for market, or for killing. So we find

fight with their enemy, this ‘balance‘ a report of the gassing, beating, and
is ditched and the true bias sticks killing of black people by the P011¢9
out a mile. Strikers, for example, and army in South Africa is excluded,
are interviewed at the pit-head, fac- whereas high up the liflt 18 B 19h5thY
tory-gate, etc., with hand-held cameras account about a cake —— the secret
and with a lot of distracting noise and ingredients, the mixing, and so on —-
activity going on around them -— dis- being made by RAF cooks, to the ‘per-
tracting to us, the viewers, as well. sonal design‘ of Windsor and Ferguson
So these working class interviewees-are"whose unsavory get-together it is in-
in a situation of clear disadvantage, tended to celebrate. (I once saw an
in addition to the fact that they have army Staff-Sergeant cook in the offi-
no experience of speaking in front of 'cers' mess spit fluently into the meal
camera_ being prepared for the gentlemen —-

‘for luck‘ he said. who knows, perhaps
a little extra lucky flavour was added
to this cake.)

On the other hand, the middle class
representatives of the employers, the
government, nationalized industry, or
whatever, who are available for the
press and TV interviews, have had

There are, of course, reasons for TV‘s
obsession with the Royals. Those who

training to deal with such and/or run it, and those who produce the pro-
S grammes, being all middle class, dohave been chosen because they're

- 1 their damnedest to present the Royals,thought to have a particular ‘flare t erel as a ' cod‘ image of extreme
for it. The interviewers are cringing “O m 3 5 t' thand sympathetic compared to the way wealth‘ but also a? repres:n,1g$ e. . h k. 1 1 stability and the good, c ris ian sup-
thgytzeal :1tv.Hur éggrglisstzfigz i;flB eriority‘ of their class, a superiority
“" ° 1" °" ““" 5 3' P - <1 t to believe. . b h. d b. d k which they are espera e
tgtgntgfilfifiaezftgglefi lgapgrslgpefif entitles them to dominate the working

P 1 1 i
haps a vase of flowers, against a class‘
background of rows of books —— i.e. Virtually everyone who appears on our
within a phony, concocted aura of screens —— actresses, actors, present-
importance, power, and superiority. ers, etc. —— are middle class. Even
They are told in advance what questhms the audiences —— particularly in pro-
they are likely to be asked (some grammes like ‘Question Time‘ —- are
actually choose the questions, for mostly, if not all, middle class. And
they make it clear that they'll only this is why the vast majority of what
answer certain ones), and in most cases~we see ranges from the bad to the bor-
have quite some time to think about ing. The middle class are basically so
what replies to give -— at worst, it's fucking boring! Anything that dggg
the twenty minutes or so that it takes seem to be ‘good‘ is only so because it
to arrange the lighting equipment and has to be judged against this high and
cameras. . wide background of crap.

_ Talking of crap, you've probably also
The Hlerarchy of noticed how badly programmes are arran-

. d: what is selected for transmission,Or take the reporting of one of the 59 _ d t h t times_ f th 80 what films etc., an a w a _ .
most ‘“p°';9“;t”‘;"f§1°:,:ck sEuthB' Hell, it has already been said by
the_great 15 O e . . _ others, but it's worth mentioning again

d 11 ft t 1 ated people connected in various ways with
Orte at a ‘ it 0 en Se B re as television how this P.P. society goes
“ell down the hierarc:y ?f 1tem_1mpogt_ about this’planning and selection, butance —— and the repor s in many case b d k other than what class
are solely those released by the fascisttgeo ielzzwsto it's not even known

. . Y ESouth African authorities. who they are‘ ',programme planning, is

-‘fig? 1
African working class against the vic _ - . . . - F 1 _ V/_ 3
ious oppression of the middle class hale that thls 1h the Job Of o :1ddle Q! Hy‘ fa fin t /( I . “ Wgdg
hites which amid great suffering class Becr°t'B°°1ety kn°"n as t e pr°' _ ’}§@ldh » 5' 4% ~ ,r) ._”‘H ‘ _ ' gramme planners‘. I've asked several r ~y/.3}, -[ ,,,? H_ - 1-, _. p

continues day in day out. when rep- - .,f$(£lfiLh€ ,;M." ’;w#£' , _ , , I
ix ' ~ ,;_-1, 5..

Nothing ever appears on our screens
that could be truly called pro-working
class. The odd programme that seems
critical of middle class ideas and act-
ions is deliberately slipped in as
‘evidence’ of the ‘bslsnced, broadminded
liberal‘ approach of the broadcasting
organizations. Even the very few
'liberal' documentary films about some
of the ruthless trsstmont meted out to
the miners during the 1984-B5 strike,
about the provocative snd savage viol-
ence of the police (see also ‘Viewers
Criticisms‘ below), about the excellent
organization and action of women's
support-groups in the mining sress,
were shown only after the miners had
been defeated and there was consequently
no longer any ‘danger’ of such films
helping with a spread of more radical
ideas and actions. At best, these doc-
umentaries invited pity, sometimes even
sympathey; but they were,in any case,
buried in the sickening mass of pro-
middle class programmes.

Light — or Heavy?-
Entertainment

working class women and men, black and
white, are sneered at, if not directly
attacked, through‘comedy‘programmes
like ‘It Ain't Half Hot Mum‘, ‘Hind
Your Language‘, ‘On The Buses‘, ‘Citi-
zen Smith‘, and more recently, ‘Only
Fools And Horses‘, and ‘Hinder’.
They were funny in part8. hut it "35
made quite clear that the working
class characters were not really very
nice people, and certainly not ones ~
that decent middle class people would
want anything to do with-

On the other hand, there are the ‘sit-
uation comedies‘ showing how working
class and middle class people can co-
operate, yet with the inbuilt implic-
ation that somehow the middle class
character is preferable; examples are
‘Never The Twain‘ with Windsor Davies
as the working class ‘rough diamond‘
basically getting on pretty well with
the ghastly ultra-posh Donald Sinden;
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‘Three Up, Two Down‘ with the middle
whether an item getsreported at B11 dep-a secret as closely guarded as the pro- class actor Michael Elphick playing a
ends on a BBC/IBA process known as ' duction of pathogenic micro-organisms
‘gate-keeping‘. This is a term taken for germ-warfare weapons at Porton
from farming where someone operates a_ Down, and the plans of the police and
Eat!‘-' ‘-h1"°\1Sh "hihh the ahimhlfi h1"¢ h¢1hS army to deal with insurrection by the
driven; by moving the gate from side $0 working class.

L___

somewhat crude working class dad,
hitting it off with the middle class
actress Angela Thorne in the part of
a ‘frightfully refined‘ middle class
mumy.
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sit-COITIS. Soaps. and Satire

Thuithere are the sit-coms intended to
show that the ‘good‘ black middle
class are almost as ‘good‘ as the
‘good‘ white middle class, of which
‘The Cosby Show‘ is a particularly
sickening example. It's about a
black middle class family where the
humour is the usual gooey American
slush, and where they all -— including
the yukky 4-year-old kid —— sound and
behave exactly like the nurds in all
the other rubbishy American white mid-
dle class familiy sit-coms.

No wonder it's such a success among
white American middle class viewers.
No wonder it has a Harvard consultant
psychologist, Dr. Alvin Poussaint,
vetting all the scripts. No wonder
Coretta King, widow of Martin Luther
king, praises it to the heavens.
But it is perhaps something to wonder
about that multi-millionaire Bill
Cosby, star of the piece, says that
its success is because "it satisfies a
nationwide yearning for a life of com-
fort and stability." Can the reason
for saying things like that really
simply be because he is very stupid?
It satisfies none of the many millions
of working class people in the USA who
are yearning not only to get out of
the misery of poverty, but are also
yearning for freedom.

Soap operas, ‘Coronation Street‘ and
'EastEnders‘ for instance, are often
as guilty of anti-working class,
racist, and sexist ‘jokes’ as the sit-
coms. (No doubt that's why the Queen
likes Coronation Street). Whether any
such ‘Jokes’ are really funny is highly
questionable. Yet they are encouraged
by the Radio and TV Times describing
the whole of such programmes as ‘funny,
enjoyable, light entertainment‘; and
the laughter of the studio audiences
is aimed at getting viewers‘ collusion,
at manipulating them into agreement
with the underlying corrupt views on
the working class, race, and women.
(In the Lnited States, the laughter is
dubbed onto the sound-track after the
programme has been recorded, and it's
also done here in some cases.)

The so-called satirical programme,
‘Spitting Image‘. if looked at more
than superficially, will be seen to
have no real criticism of anything
that matters. what about the apparent
lampooning of the Royals? This'simply
has a strong tendency to make them
more endearing to the audience. But
then, what else can we expect? Every-
body involved in making this programme
is middle class.

VIEWERS‘ CRITICISMS?
The criticisms of viewers in programmes with silly deceptive titles like “
'Postbag', ‘Talk Back‘, ‘Right To Reply‘, etc., are carefully selected.
So you only hear those they want you to hear, and even then manipulation
comes into it. Take an example from ‘Right To Reply‘ on Channel 4 where
that phony neutral, Gus Macdonald, pretends to ensure a balanced equality
between anti- and pro-establishment opinions. In 1986, the Chief Constable~
of horthumbria complained on 'RTR‘ that, in a documentary film on the min- I
ers‘ strike made by Ken Loach where a policeman was seen belting hell out ‘
of a picket, sound had been added —— the heavy repeated thud of the weapon |
crashing down on the miner's head.

film, and is often done, it was not done in this case because it had not
been necessary since the ‘sound‘ had come over loud and clear. Throughout,‘
Ken Loach continually and persistently asked the Chief Con what action had i
been taken to punish this policeman for his clearly unprovoked GBH, and
each time the Chief Con refused to say. Still Loach persisted, until even-n
tually the CC said that the ‘incident‘ had been investigated, but no acuon
had been taken against the officer. While the Chief Con continued to ra t
on about sound being added, Loach kept asking Ehy no action had been tak n.1

Ken Loach said that although it is 'legitimate‘ for sound to be added to I

n
e

But with the crafty assistance of the ‘impartial’ Gus Hacdonald, the Chief ,
0 \Constable got away without answering.

“ I
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Take the edition of ‘Bandung File‘ that
went out from Channel 4 on 26 September
1986 where several Asian parliamentar -Y
candidates for the Labour Party were
interviewed. All were middle class,
university-educated, spoke with posh
English accents, and said almost exactly
the same things as white Labour candid-
ates —- i.e. a load of shit. And the
programme's rare criticisms of the
regime in South Africa and proposals
concerning what should be done about it,
are at best those of the Labour Left —-
proposals which, even if successfully
carried out, would ensure that black
working class people there, despite
their great suffering and heroic strug-
gle, end up by being dominated by a
middle class such as those in the lead-
ership of the African National Congress

Harking Back To Security

Black Viewsp But perhaps we can take some encourage-
ment from television's eager inclination
towards nostalgia —- a sentimental hark-

Programmes intended for Afro-Caribbeans ing back to the post in TV dramatizat-
3"“ *5i“"5~ “"¢h 38 '£h°hY'. 'B1fl¢k 0" ions of events in the Edwardian era,
B‘“¢k'~ 'B“nd“"K Pi1e'v are Prhaehled and those from World wars I and II,
by mlddle class Blacks and Asians. including the fictionalized sexual act-
Ihvush Home middle class whites are ivities of the British middle class in
lDVtIlV€£Cl ll‘! l.l'l8 DI'O(lUCllOI'l. “OHBVEF, India during the Limg of [[19 Raj, Hg
the views expressed give the impression gym, fur example, the 1if¢ of Muungbat-
that they are those of the Blacks/Asianslgen and how this 'b1ug-blggdgd‘ German
ahd are ‘h9r°f°r° 5°m@1hihK "irf9P@"l- R0 al assisted the British middle class.Y
BU! 1h@Y hr? 1h fact hh"1¢h11Y the Vi9"$ Another example was the repent in Hay
"T lhe lvfly mlddlv ¢1HHB In se"eral- lose of the dramatized -— and certainly

C

(The CC was later made a ‘sir’ - see p.3 )

i i
is-is-i

THE BEST REPLY? .

partly untrue -— version of the ‘Edward
and Mrs Simpson‘ hanky-ponky which took
up the bulk of three successive even-
ings‘ viewing. (By the way, such n95-
talgia is not confined to television.
we find it in newspaper and magazine
articles and the photographs in the
colour-supplements, in advertising, in
fashion trends, as well as in the
expensive junk of the antique shops
which have popped up in their hundreds
over recent years.)

This somewhat romantic return to the
past is perhaps less of a deliberate
and cunning plot to take our minds off
the intensive attack on the working
class that has been going on in recent
years, but is due more to the programnm-
makers‘ alarm at the situation this
attack is creating —— a situation the
outcome of which they feel most unsure
about. They see it as a hazardous
gamble that could just go the wrong
way for their class, which their per-
haps slightly more sensitive percept-
ion shows to be far more vulnerable
than it appears on the surface. So
they resort to escapism; to a past that
ignores the class struggle -— a reach-
ing back to times where they feel their
class was in a much more secure positimi

The dilemma of the 'liberal' minority
of the middle class is that really there
is "Nothing to look backward to with
pride, and nothing to look forward to
with hope." (Prom the poem by Robert
Frost ‘Death of the Hired Han'.)
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THE GREAT ‘AIDS’ (IUVER-UP
The more honest of this 'liberal' jumping On The Band-Aid
minority look back with guilt, poss-
ibly_with shame. Some may even have
felt shame at the thoroughly disgust-
ing display of hypocrisy by their
class over the nauseating ‘Aid For
Africa‘ cover-up —— a swindle which
will be seen to rank high on the list
of middle class corruption when we
look back at the true causes why many
millions of women, men, and children
in Africa were and still are dying of
starvation in some of the worst con-
ditions that human beings have ever
endured: cold, diseased, clothed in
rags, and often without the most pri-
mitive form of shelter.
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This kind of suffering has been going
on all over the world for centuries-—-
chronically in South America and Asia.
but probably worst in Africa. It
didn't just begin at the end of 1984
when a film shown on television broke
through the silence forcing shocked
attention to focus on what they called
‘the tragedy in Africa‘. But the
class of people responsible for it
was enabled to further cover up the
true causes through the resulting
Band Aid, Live Aid, Fashion Aid“ Sport
Aid, and other trendy pleasure-giving
‘charity‘ gimmicks.

So it had at last dawned on the ‘Hon-
ours Scrutiny Committee‘ that Geldof

WHQOH fitted in pretty well_', that he was
after all a member of their class,
and his activities were really to
their advantage. It wan therefore
quite unnecessary for Geldof to prove
what a good knight he'd make by thank-
ing them so ostentatiously only a few
days later (15.6.86) by publicly stat-
ing that “the IRA are among the biggest
murderers on this planet." Anyone
who makes statements like that is, say
those who defend him, merely an ignor-
ant idiot. This is not true. He is,
in fact, a scheming arse-licker who
stood to make a lot of money out of
the almost incredible amount of pub-

Hhile the whole of their news media
continually referred to the causes as
‘famine brought about by drought‘, we
saw the obscene spectacle of Thatcher,
Steele, Kinnock, Owen, the Royals,
disc-jockeys, personalities of tele-
vision, radio, theatre, press, indus-
try, pop-music, sport, the arts, and
others of similar ilk, all jumping On
the Band-Aid wagon-load of hypocrisy
which had been set rock and rolling
by a group of publicity-seeking ego-
trippers. One of these was the blat-
antly insincere and untalented rock- licity Band Aid etc. has brought him‘
singer, Bob Geldof —— an opportunist -_ as well as from the title.
who was far more s1ncerely'peeved at
not being given an OBE (Officer of ‘Oh, I say, hold on!‘ whine certain
the Order of the British Empire) inane middle class liberals, ‘It must
medal in the ‘New Year Year's Honours‘ be good even if, despite the hypocrisy
of January 1986 than he ever appears of it, Band Aid etc. enables only a
to be about the starving in Africa. few of the starving millions to live a

bit longer.‘ Let's be clear, this is
the most that Band Aid etc. does. In
fact, in 1985 alone - gold-digger
Geldof's year —— more than threetimes

middle Class gang responsible for de¢_ the total amount received by Africans
iding who gets what) eventually paid TF0" fill the Charities Pu" by "1dd1¢
off when they-made up for their def- class do-gooders (including Save The
ective vision six months later (June Children: Oxfamt Band Aid a"d its
toes) with the announcement in the successors) was slsvsd bask by Others
»Birthday Honours: that he had got 3 of the Western middle classes in debt

repayments, due to other forms of
'Aid‘ —— a subject which is looked at
in more detail further on.

However, Geldof's public sniveling
about the shortsightedness of the
‘Honours Scrutiny Committee‘ (the

knighthood —— worth much more to him,
financially, than an OBE.

In With The Scum

We need only to look at the company DRE55Ep pop THE Ngw RQLE
he was in when these knighthoods were
doled out to see further proof of
what and whom he represents. Among #£f<;“_
this scum was John Paul Getty Jnr. _ “

.who became a 'Sir‘ for being ‘gener- J ‘:1:
ous with a tiny portion of the wealth E‘-fr;/7-J, Hfixfl
he'd filched from the working class {~» ,~f """~@* *
(which in any case helped him with 5; f_ ,¢r"'TfT
his income-tax ‘problems'); Ian Mac— h‘.f"_
Gregor (fluuiChairman of British Coal) 4'
for his active hatred of miners on \\\\

i

H. \mt\

I

strike and suffering acutely in a
struggle to save their very ordinary
standard of living being reduced to E
the poverty of the.dole; Stanley 0
Bailey, Chief Constable of Northumbrna
and defender of police violence, ‘for
services rendered....‘ (need we say
to whom?); Graham Edward McCamley,
‘for services to the beef industry‘,
i.e. for the highly profitable and
efficient slaughter of billions of
animals-—- none of whom at any time
ever hurt anyone, except inadvertently
through the massive heart disease etc.
caused by devouring them. ~
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GROVELLING GOLD-DIGGER GELDOF

Geldof, lamenting the fact that he
couldn't make any big money out of the
pop-music business, said: "I wanted to
make money out of it, but I only ever
wanted the money to enable me to do
the things I want to do." (TV Times,
25-31 October 1986) Have you ever
heard of anyone wanting to make money
to do things they didn't want to do?

For years before Band Aid, Geldof's
band, The Boomtown Rats, had been a
flop. In his so-called autobiography
‘Is That It?‘ (published in October
1986) he wrote that they'd made an
album ‘In The Long Grass‘ —— but it
was no go. Tracks from it released as
singles —— "total stiffs." "He even
went out and tried to hype the second
single." They got £1,000 and "went to
all the stores we knew were ‘chart
return‘ shops and bought it ourselves,
hoping to buy it into the charts."
(p.267). But it didn't work. "We
gave away a free ticket to any one of
our concerts with every copy...."
Still no good. "He made four superb
videos.... But still nothing." (p.268)
He then writes that he was getting
desperate. "It was coming to the end
of 1984 and I could see no prospect
for the release of the album ‘In The
Long Grass‘. ... I went home in a state
of blank resignation and switched on
the television." (p.269). He saw the
BBC film on famine in Ethiopia.
Almost immediately he also saw the
opportunity of the charity-business
bringing big publicity, and a way at
last to make money ‘to enable him to
do the things he wants to do‘.

I only ever-wanted
fa make. mane;
to enable me

A to d.o the ti-\in5S
I vvanC'fb¢io
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He knew he was well on that way when
he arrived at Buckingham Palace on 24
July 1986. There, dolled up in top-
hat and morning dress —— the uniform
appropriate in receiving medals for
service to the middle class —— he was
able to bow and scrape to the queen of
parasites as she officially installed
him as Knight Commander of the Order
of the British Empire.

The squalid hypocrisy of an ‘Order of
the British Empire‘ —— the building of
which was a series of atrocities sub- -
stantially responsible for the immense
suffering of African people right up
to the present day —— no more deterred
grovelling Geldof's drooling acceptance

r

of it than it does any of the other
phony do-gooders. On the contrary,
his adulation of the Royals sometimes
gets near to extreme. In ‘ls That It?‘
(p.411) he says: "Of all the people I
have met since this (Band Aid) began,
Prince Charles is without doubt the
one I have been most impressed by. I
find myself more in agreement with him
than anybody else."

Then the money started to roll in.
One of the little things he wanted to
do was get married to Paula Yates —-
the hip, boring, middle class pop
robot. So in September 1986 out in
some exotic place, he spent over
£75,000 on a ‘quiet little wedding.‘
Only a month later, the afore-mentioned
book was published —— with his name
spread across the top of the front
cover, aptly in the largest gold lett-
ers —— amidst a welter of publicity.
This was followed by a successful
"tour to packed houses in major venues"
each gig ending with the Band Aid song
‘Don't They Know It's Christmas?‘ -— a
successful tour due, as he admits
(p.319), entirely to publicity through
Band Aid. There was then a recording
contract, an album, a rubbishy single
in the charts, a pop video, appearances
on TV chat shows (he'd earlier been on
This Is Your Life), interviews in news-
papers and magazines, and he "got rows
of honours, medals, awards, and even
honorary degrees, from all over the
world." (p.428).

In fact, the middle class, liberals to
fascists, swarmed round Geldof and his
Band-wagon like flies round shit —-and
the reasons why range from feelings of
guilt to unscrupulous exploitation.
For example, among the flies that got a
good lick of the shit were the American
multi-national companies A.T.& T. and
Kodak. The purpose of their frenzied
participation in these ‘Aids‘ was made
clear by Dan Hovicky, ‘advertising
expert‘ and Division Manager of A.T.&'L
Speaking on TV‘s Channel 4 (19 February
1987) of A.T.& T.‘s involvement with
Live Aid and Sport Aid, Hovicky said:
"It was a great opportunity to show to
all those who matter in the world, our
technical skills, abilities, and serv-
ices. It was of exceptional use to us
because it enabled us to put it all
over while at the same time giving a
clear impression that we cared."

"' in—"--*' r * ort 
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NOSTALGIA?
As was said, through much of televis-
ion drama, the middle class try to
look back only at certain events —— a
nostalgic return to times when they
felt more secure. We, however, can
look back at such times without blink-
ers, without the need for such sick-
ening sentimentality-—- without the
need to deceive ourselves. So let's
look back at some of the truths and
atrocities that have been covered up,
and in particular at the true_pauses
of the present-day sufferings of
African people. We can begin with
the slave trade.

This trade was becoming profitable
business for the British in the 16th
century. One of the earliest British
companies formed specifically for the
trade was chartered in 1588 by
Elizabeth I —- ‘Good Queen Bess’ as
some of our school history-books lie-
ingly called her. Other big companies
began to be formed. Thus, the slave
trade came to be organized as a comm-
ercial enterprise, with investors,
shares, and so on. It reached its
most vicious heights in the latter
part of the 18th century and the first
part of the 19th.

The mine and plantation owners in
South America, southern parts of the
United States, and the Caribbean
Islands, wanted large numbers of very
cheap labourers for mining copper,
tin, and silver, but particularly for
growing and harvesting crops like
cotton, sugar, coffee, and tobacco.
Heavily-armed British, French, Span-
ish, Portugese, Dutch, Swedish, and
Danish gunmen regularly swept into
Africa seizing thousands of virtually
defenceless young men and women, then
shipped them, in the most appallingly
savage and inhuman conditions, to the
Americas and the Caribbean.
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Although hundreds of thousands died
on these hell-ships, it's estimated
that at least fifteen million African
people survived the agony only to suf-
fer generations of further torment
and despair many thousands of miles
from their homeland. The people who
controlled, directed and managed this

I vile business at this time were all
middle class —- and it was all done
to satisfy the greed of Europe's
middle classes.

When the imprisoned Africans, many of
them in chains, arrived at the plant-
ation or whatever, they were housed
in hovcls, forced to work extremely
long hours, were treated worse than

32

the farm animals, and had absolutely
no protection under the law -— treat-
ment little different from that meted
out to European people by the German
fascists later.

For not working at the pace the man-
agement decreed, for objecting to the
terrible conditions, and for many
other menial ‘offences’, many were
starved, bound with ropes, chained,
beaten with clubs, whipped, tortured
—— sometimes to death. In fact, many
were killed, and nobody lifted a fin-
ger to help them. Slaves were far
better off in ancient Rome, and in
Greece several hundred years B.C.,
for the law here gave them a ‘human’
status —- for example, the right to
marry, some protection against abuse,
and an opportunity of eventually
being freed. I

The bourgeois slave-tradesmen made
fantastic profits. In fact, millions
of African people became the most
profitable commodity -— during some
years, greater than sugar —— for they
were an unpaid and self-producing
labour-force. This profit-making
involved racist atrocities that rank
with those committed by the German
fascists, principally against the
Jewish people. It was a bararous
form of racism for which the middle
classes have_not been made to pay —-
yet.

RACISM
Racism is not just the acts of indiv-
iduals, it is the result of a class
system which has, built into its
structure, discrimination, conquest,
robbery, exploitation, and the ‘right’
of one class to dominate the other.
It is the result of a system which
justifies the ‘successes’ of one class
by the ‘failures’ of the other —— a
system which ensures the ‘successes’
of one class by systematically crush-
ing the other into what it deems to
be ‘failure’.

In a depraved attempt to justify theh"
atrocities against Africans, several
of the middle class managers of the
trade widely publicised the profound
lie that Africans were sub-human hea-
thcns with an inherent inferiority —-
intellectually, morally, spiritually—-
with no culture, hence with no feel-
ings that mattered. They were backed
up by certain middle class quacks
calling themselves names like ‘anthr-
opologists’ and ‘geneticists’, who
came up with false notions based on
faked information about such things
as physiology, molecular biology,
brain structure, personality, char-
acter, and behaviour of Africans, so
as to arrive at a ‘scientific theory‘
which supported the lies of their
rich middle class fascist friends.
Other corrupt justifications were
made by middle class filth, one such
by the so-called ‘educated writer‘,
Bryan Edwards, who in ‘History of the
West Indies‘ (1794) said: "A good
mind may honestly derive some degree
of consolation in considering that
the wretched victims of the African
slave trade are being removed to a
situation more desirable than that in
their native Africa."

The yearn of the slave trade were
those of the Eurupean‘u savage brawl
for the plunder of Africa —— its
bloody ruthleaanenn muted by most
middle class writers of ‘history’
into simply ‘the scramble for Africafl
They were the years of the barbaric
brutality that went on in the build-
ing of the British Empire‘, the hist-
ory of which, according to the school
textbooks, is almost all of heroism
and glory. Even Napoleon know about
these distortions when he correctly
called history "a set of lien agreed
upon."

__J-u-_ *__f 1pn— _ '__-1- reg

‘The British Empire is said to date
from the Treaty of Utrecht (I713) y
under which the British dominant 1
class got immense loot, e.g. parts
of the Caribbean; Newfoundland and
Nova Scotia from the French; Gibrah-
ter and Minorca from the Spanish. ,
But to the British, the Treaty was I
most important in that it gave them‘
‘the right‘ to supply thousands of
African slaves to the Spanish
colonies.

These were in fact the years of Napol-
eon, and of Nelson, Wellington, the
Industrial Revolution, the French Rev-
olution, of William Pitt (founder of
the Tory Party), George Washington
(the very wealthy bourgeois 1st Pres-
ident of the USA), George III (who
went insane). They were the years of
composers such as Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven, and painters such as
Constable and Canaletto —— no prizes
for guessing what class of people
bought tickets for their concerts,
and who bought the paintings.

They were also the years of a series
of wars between the dominant classes
of Britain and France which were
fought for the control of world trade,
particularly the slave and sugar
trade ——-a control which the British
eventually secured through Hellinguurs
victory at Waterloo (1815) to become
the dominant colonial power.

Slavery Abolished
—Out Of Expediency!

The British middle class did not fin-
ally abolish slavery until 1833; not
because of the nice ‘democratic’ act-
tions of a handful of middle class
do-gooders (the legendary activities
of HP William Wilberforce amounted to
little more than sometimes speaking
against it in parliament), but because
their sugar plantations were at maxi-
mum production and were easily able to
continue without the import of more
African slaves —— consequently, the
British were then intent upon stopphm
the flow of slaves to their commer-
cial enemies, the French.

1|-

In the USA, slavery was not abolished
until after the end of the Civil War
in 1865, and even then, like the
British, their reason was due far more
to expedience than to any feelings of
guilt or concern for justice. In
other places, slaves were not released
until much later. For example, the
Portugese in Angola decreed in 1858
that Afican slaves would not be set
free until 1878; in parts of South
America (e.g. Brazil) release did not
come until near the end of the century

NOTE: Though the racism discussed
I here is that committed against

Africans by the European middle
classes in the 18th-19th centuries,
they were no more the originators
of such fascist theories and act-
ions than were the middle class

I German fascists led by refuse like
I Goebbels, Himmler and Streicher in

‘ the 1930s. For example, there was
the not-unsimilar vicious racism
by the English against the Irish
in the 15th and 16th centuries; and)
later, that of the European colon-
ists against the American Indians-
who, incidentally, had been in .

I North America for at least 20,000
I years, and possibly for as long as ,
I 35,000 years.

Greek writers who, hundreds of years
B.C., firmly declared that the black
people of Africa were the first
human beings, have today been proved
right. Africans are now known to
have had various technologies and
skills many centuries before any
such appeared in Europe. There were
highly developed societies in
Africa thousands of years B.C., and
there have been many since. They
learned how to use the often harsh
environment to master the problems
of survival and development in orda"
to satisfy their daily needs for
food, shelter, medicine, clothing,
as well as for leisure and pleasure.

Racism—A Disease
So it's clear that the particular
form of racism described here —— that
directed against black people of
African origin —— is a middle-class-
induced disease; a disease with which
they, being the_dominant class, have
infected the class they dominate.
An it still persists today —— though
the racist ‘scientists’, ‘sociologists’
and ‘psychologists’ of today put for-
ward their so-called theories about
the inferiority of black people with
a great deal more difficulty in the
face of ever-mounting and overwhelm-
ing evidence to the contrary.

There are even some middle class ‘lib-
erals’ who, although having accepted
that the idea of black people's geneth:
racial inferiority is a lie, have now
come up with another more devious,
though nonetheless fraudulent,‘theoqr:
that they are not born inferior, but
their ‘cultural values‘ have made them
inferior.

There are, of course, a few ‘liberals’
who genuinely try to counter racism.
But this few are up against more '
influential members of their class.
Examples are those who run ‘The Sun’
newspaper whose theory is that it can
help to dampen down trouble from an
oppressed class of people if they can
be persuaded to feel racially superior
to other people —— Africans, Asians,
South Americans, etc. They know that
people want to be respected, but the
middle class define respect in terms
of despising someone else.

Anyway, to the middle class, that
‘someone else‘ is not only someone of
a different race, for they believe
themselves to be superior to a major-
ity of their own race. Though their
belief that working class people are
inferior to them is promoted more

r
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implied in written and spoken state-
ments —— how they do it through the
medium of television has already been
mentioned.

But the same view can easily be det-
ected in the stuff we get from the
more libertarian middle class lefties.
They will give the impression that
they go along with the statement that
‘the emancipation of the working class
is the task of the working class them-
solves‘, but they really believe that
we can't free ourselves from the dom-
ination and oppression of their class
without help from them. Ignoring them
is.one way of dealing with them ——
exposing them is better.

Back to Africa
But to return to the question of
Africa. The slave trade vandalized a
substantial part of the country. It
was responsible, as we have seen, for
the forcible removal of more than fif-
teen million men and women by the
Europeans alone. Vast areas were de-
populated and many communities wrecked
(examples are far too numerous to be
given here), thus creating local wars
where before there had been peaceful
development; havoc in food production
was created where there had generally
been sufficiency, thus inflicting
famines. In fact, conditions were
created from which Africans have never
yet been able to recover —— in many
cases, have not been allowed to.

The Missionaries
—Do-Gooding With AGun

In the wake of the slave trade came
the missionaries. Hundreds of them
poured into the continent —— literally
with bible in one hand and gun in the
other. They were going to save these
pagans‘ souls even if they had to kill
them to do so. They were going to
change,_by force if necessary, African
belief in non-existent gods into
European belief in non-existent gods-
Catholic, Protestant, Baptist, etc.
And a great number of Africans were
battered and killed in the name of
Jesus Christ by these white, middle
class, missionary barbarians.’

I HUMANITARIAN BARBARISM
In the Belgian Congo (now Zaire), white middle class Roman Catholic 0155100-,
aries were encouraged by the administ
of Christianity produced Africans of
other brands did. The Belgians had occupied this land 80 times the size of
their own country, and containing a population of many millions of AfFlC&fl5,,
so control was difficult. It was und
(King from 1865 to 1909) that the most hideous atrocities were committed to I
bring about obedience. Thousands died as the result of floggings, torture, ,
and mutilation.—— hands were chopped
summary executions. Sir Henry Morton Stanley, though better known for find-I
ing David Livingstone, was in fact a
he worked diligently and very effecti
These foul hypocrites claimed all the while that what they did was in the
name of philanthropy and humanitarianism. It's not difficult to understand
why Africans hated even more those Europeans who claimed 'humanitarian1sm‘
as the spur to actions which were aimed at subduing them and plunderingthebs
country.

I All this directly contributed to the
Zaire following ‘independence’ in 1960 when, for example, Noise Tshombe I

I hired white fascist mercenaries to put down rebellions as ruthlessly as I
I possible —— an example of yet another decadent legacy of white middle class q

_ _ _ ideas and administration, for here too the scum still rose to the top.subtly, it is nevertheless quitetdea hrL____________________________________________________________________________

Their role though was something much
more than just beating the gospel into
the pagans. To become ‘genuine god-
fearing Christians‘, the ‘black heath-
ens’ had to become white-fearing be-
lievers in carefully-selected parts of
what Jesus Christ is said to have
taught, like the importance of being
meek and docile, turning the other
cheek and so on, but certainly not
bits like all people being equal.
To become genuine Christians, they had
to become Europeanized. They therefore
had to be indoctrinated with European
middle class ideas, one of the most
important of which was that the miss-
ionaries, themselves all middle class,
were better than the Africans, were
far superior, and that they therefore
had a god-given right to dominate
those they decided were their inferiors.

- I In-1' " 7-j H

NOTE: This attitude of racial and ,
class superiority prevails to this ;
day among virtually all the whites *

‘in South Africa, almost all of whom
;are Christians.

The fact that the African National I
ICongress, formed in 1912, for fifty
years duped black South African I

Iworking class people into believing
Ithat they could get freedom by _

peaceful means, is in no small way ,
due to several of the ANC‘s leadersI
having been ‘educated’ by mission-
aries; also that these missionaries
recorded their greatest number of ,
‘converts’ in South Africa. So I
doubt these ‘converts’ thought it I
was better to get baptized with a
gun in your back than to have a
bullet through your heart.

The way black Africans conducted then"
lives, their traditional beliefs,
customs, knowledge, and skills ——what
the sociologists would call ‘their
culture’ —— were not to the advantage
of the European middle classes in
their drive to exploit Africa and its
people. So the people were labelled as
bad, pagan, heathen, evil, anti—ChFi5l.
etc., and therefore had to be ‘educated

The form and purpose of this ‘educat-
ion’ of Africans in the latter half
of the 19th century was little diff-
erent from those in this country then
and today. Rule by the white middle
class had to be sustained by creating

ration on the grounds that this brand I
a more docile and obedient type than I

er the staunch Roman Catholic Leupold ll

off by the thousands —— as well as from

rather more posh kind of mercenary, for.
vely for Leopold II during this time. ,

further horrors suffered by Africans in

s -i- 
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among the ruled a kowtowing respect It was towards the end of that century The colonization of Africa by the
for the rulers. ‘Education’ had to be that one of the worst of British colon-Emropean middle classes was achieved
Huqh that the Pupil ‘learnt’ that B/hB.ialist filth, Cecil Rhodes, got a
was inferior, and either could never
attain the ‘superior culture‘ of the
European middle classes, or only stood
a chance of doing so provided tradit-
ional beliefs and ‘culture’ were aban-

Royal Charter for his British South
Africa Company from the Conservative
prime minister, Lord Salisbury (see
also ‘Bloodthirsty Tory Leech‘ below)
Rhodes —- whose ‘success’ was signif-

doned, thus becoming, as has been said,icant1y due to the collusion of the
Europeanized —— which, in effect,
meant economically and socially under
the heel of these European whites.

An element in the missionaries educat-
ion drive was the creation of a black
middle class, though some European
governments (e.g. Britain and France)
were indecisive in their support of
this. It was an indecision influenced
by the colonialist settlers who, since
theysaw black Africans purely as a
cheap labour-force, were strongly
opposed to such ‘ignorant meddling‘ as
they called it.

Let's be quite clear, the missionaries
did no good whatever, even unintent-
ionally. Anything which, viewed in
isolation, might appear to be ‘good‘——
like for example the introduction of
certain medicines —— was totally off-
set and invalidated by the rottenness
of the system they so effectively
heiped to introduce. It's not ‘good’
to give people aspirins while contrib-
uting to their enslavement and suffer-

1ing.

Of course, the white colonialists did
not oppose the missionaries‘ medicines.
They knew —- like those who introduced
the welfare State here —— that people
can't be exploited efficiently if they
are sick.

The Plundering Colonialists
So, the missionaries paved the way for
the European middle classes‘ coloniz-
ation —— yet another form of enslave-
ment. Just as ‘Good Queen Bess‘ gave
charters to slave-trading companies in
1586, so were colonialist companies
given charters in the 1800s. _
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Cecil Rhodes‘ Dirty Dream

missionaries —— was a ruthless middle
class tyrant motivated entirely by a
gluttonous and limitless greed for
wealth and power, in pursuit of which
no kind of action was too cruel, vic-
1998. depraved, or barbaric. In com-
parison to Rhodes, Attila the Hun and
Genghis Khan caused less suffering
and had better ideals.

- - — - — " " " — - ——(())((l)-—~—---———-----~-

, ianother cartridge into the firing
» ‘chamber. Maxim got s knighthood I

- l 1%_ ygot the ‘bright idea‘ of putting I

solely by an overwhelming supremacy in
weapons fur_killing Africans who in
any way resisted. As one English
middle class poetical hack wrote at the
time:

"Whatever happens we have got
The Maxim gun and they have not."

T‘ I-an. _ . ____-___.

1 ITHE MAXIM hHN
Invented in 1683 by an American,
Hiram Maxim, who had earlier

rsettled in London. Mass-produced I
,by Vitkers, it was.the first ,

-the recoil energy of the fired I
bullet to eject the shell and put

(for it. I
* SHHAPNEL I
‘Another ‘great invention‘ used at I
the time was the exploding shell.

Ilts middle class inventor was
iHenry Shrapnel (1?61-1842) who

‘a number of bits of sharp metal .
‘into a casing together with a I
charge of powder fired by a time- I

‘ fuse. when the shell burst, its I
contents showered into the people
around. I

Thus, by the turn of the century (1900)
the whole of Africa (except Ethiopia
and Liberia) had been eobjugated and
brought under the control of the middle
classes of seven European countries —-
Britain, France, Spain, Portugal, Germ-
any, Italy, and Belgium. This was the
essence of colonialism —— the forcible
extraction of wealth from conquered
peoples. And here originated the main
causes of the millions dying from
starvation: cash crops.

But before looking at how ‘cash crops‘
cause famines, something must be said
about the situation in South Africa.

MIDDLE CLASS BARBARISM IN

In South Africa, the white Dutch/
British middle class have violently
driven 20 million black Africans
(nearly 75% of the population) into
areas comprising only about 7% of the
land-—-land which is of poor quality,
much of it infertile, and which con-
sequently has had to be massively
over-cultivated, and which also has
no mineral wealth. The whites have
stolen the remainder —— land where
the soil is exceptionally rich for
agricultural production, and where
the mineral wealth (gold, diamonds,
coal, iron) is phenomenal.

hot content with the suffering this
robbery caused, the whites inflicted
further misery by taxing village huts,
with the nennlty of beatings and
imprisonment for not paying enforced
by the white police and army. This,
together with the impossibility of
living off the land, forced about
half the South African population to
travel, often long distances, to work
in the factories. mines, farms, and
households of this white middle class

compelled to live in ‘white’ urban
areas for long periods, in atrocious
conditions, with virtually no rights
and a pittance in wages

Gold-mining is a flagrant example oi
their total unconcern for the welfare
and safety of black workers. It was
for precisely these reasons that the
fire at the Kinross gold-mine in Sept
ember 1986 killed 172 black miners.
Next to this mine, 7,000 miners are
crammed into harshly-austere barrack-
like buildings and are forbidden by
law to have their wives and/or famil-
ies with them. Over the years, in
the gold-mines alone, many thousands
have been killed —— nearly a thousand
a year —— and many more thousands are
inJured.

trash. These millions of workers are

-' 1

The situation of black South Africans
is relatively as bad as, if not worse
than, that of the slaves 150 years
ago —— and they are kept in this hell
by a ruthless, fascist, middle class
regime.

N THE BRITISH INVOLVEMENT I

It must not be forgotten that the‘
I British middle class laid the
I foundations for all this. Alfred
I Hilner, British High Commissar, I
@then later Governor of South I
i Africa, referring to their plans ‘

for that country, said in 1906: I
"The ultimate end is a self-gov-

I erning white community supported
Isby well-treated black labour."

I

I

I

Evidence of how well this treat-
ment was to be, was seen in one

. of the first measures taken by
the new Union Parliament: the

,Land Act (finally passed in 1913)
limited the land Africans could |

I buy for their own occupation to ,
g little more than 7% of the entire

land area of the country —— and I
I the poorest land at that. Thus, _
* the white middle class ‘legalized‘

their theft of some 90% of the I
best land. I

I

I

NAMIBIA TOO!  
The South African middle class also
control Namibia to the north west of
the country. Here, 1% million Africans
are subjugated in a similar hell by
over 100,000 heavily-armed South
African troops. Namibia, as well as
South Africa, produces more wealth for
the white middle classes than any
other African country; minerals such
as diamonds, lead, and uranium are
abundant, and the vast areas of cattle
and sheep farming land are of the.»
highest quality. The great magority
of Namibians, however, live in a pov-
erty so agonizingly severe that It
ranks with the worst in the world.

The country -— originally colonized by
the German middle class and called
German South West Africa —— has been
occupied by South African regimes
since 1915. Following the end of
world Var I (1920). the r=Pr@5¢"¢e*-
ives of the world's various middle
classes who made up the so-called
League of Nations, formally took South
west Africa from Germany and gave the
British a mandate to govern it. The
British handed the country over to the
South African whites to govern on
their behalf. In 1966, the United
hations Organization ended the mandate
and ordered the South African govern-
ment to completely withdraw, but they
completely ignored the order. In 1971,
the all-middle-class International
Court of Justice at the Hague declared
the South African occupation illegal.
Again, their class-counterparts in
South Africa stuck two fingers up.

0

The British middle class support this
vicious plundering of Namibia ifl that
they are deeply involved in it. Some
fifty British compapies are Still
robbing the Namibians of their count-
ry’s wealth —~ and the taxes etc.
which these companies pour intfl the
coffers of Botha‘s fascist regime pay
for its vast army of occupation in
Namibia. This is no surprise. There
is no limit to what any of the world's
middle classes will do —— despite the
few ‘liberals’ amongst them who in any
case never do anything to effectively
impose a limit —— to sustain and
increase their economic and social
dominance.

THE AFRICAN

Together with a growing poliii¢fi1
2ElEE§—EQE—§§B!lEE—I2***41 awareness, the forcible herding of

Alfred BEPHGPG NOD91 (1833*96) Ur million“ of African‘ into the 39-
Sweden founded the Nobel Prizes callud ,vh1,e urban areas: has has
through his will. Nobel invented effect“ which may well prove to be
dynamite, and a more powerful form important factor. in bringing abqugthis
°r 5e1i$nite' "9 515° produced only way to freedom. One effect has
ballistite, one bf the first nitro- been to "fluke" the influence of the
E1Y°°rin° “m°k°1°55 p°“derB' black middle class ‘leadership’, a8\flfl1
Through the manufacture of these as that or black teacher.‘ education
he became a millionaire. orficialfl‘ councillor.‘ p011¢¢, and

businessmen A number of instances ofWhen Luthuli was banned in 1960, Nelson ‘b. - v r the last
Mandela took over. Mandela had been ho tgtzlgazi y:§£BT”‘3n: such was at a
the university college at Bert Hare, big rally in 1986 when another Nobel
and then became a lawyer with a busi- _' _ 1 B4) i wul1_k"Own, U
ness practice in which Oliver Tambo pr1’e '1n"°r ( an‘
(current ANC president) W88 hi5 Partner-

Hhen South Africa left the Commonwealfli
in Hay 1961 and became a republic,
Mandela called s general strike, but it
was a failure. This didn't mean that,
due to the influence of the ANC, black
South Africans had become ‘pacified’,
cowed, and were afraid; on the contrary.
angry demonstrations had been taking
place in various parts of the country
for some time —— earlier at Sharpville,
for example, a demonstration by a big
crowd of unarmed people had been att-
acked by police who fired on them.
killing 70 (among them B women and 10
children). and wounding nearly 200.

-q,"I'

___1\,,_-_ _..

-gj 2.-;....s.i¢ IEEE iuacii T1966
So Mandela and others of the ANC lead-
ership, to keep their positions, were
pushed into renouncing n0n-vi01@"¢¢-
Eventually (1964). Mandela —— since
the regime believed he had become a
symbol of stiffer black resistance —-
was arrested, ‘tried’, and Hen! £0
Robben Island for life. (It's renortoi
however that he is today in Pollsmuur
Prison, Capetown.)

THE ONLY WAY!
The only way the black working class

CQN can get freedom in South Africa is by

The African National Congress (ANC),
formed in 1912.to change all this, is
controlled by a black middle class —-

the complete overthrow of the whole
white middle class. In this ‘task’.
not only must no reliance be put on
any help from the black middle class-. . ‘U-

teachers, lawyers, clergymen, chiefs-—- whose main concern, no matter hflv 11
many of whom were and still are miss-
ion-educated Christians. For the
following fifty years, their policies
of non-violence and passive-FBSiBta"¢e
did not simply change nothing. but the
living conditions of the great blB¢k
majority got steadily worse.
A1b@r1 Luthuli, president of the ANC
from 1962 to 1960, was a staunch miss-
ionary-educated Christian dedicated to
non-violence, a school-teacher before
becoming a Zulu chief, and winner of
the white middle class's Nobel Brize
‘fur outstanding work in promoting
peace‘ —— in his case, for hi8 WOFBB
than ineffective pacifism, for he H68
doing a good JOU for the whites.
 

U[_,nier, in Namibia, the South U951-
Africa People's Organization (SNAFU)
was formed.

eral or revolutionary some of them may
appear to be, is to get themselves
into positions of power afterwards —-
but they too must be overthrown.

NOTE: The white middle class may 1
have caused possibly insurmount-
able problems for themselves by p
not creating a large and P°*¢ff“1l
enough black middle class - as.
for example, the British had ach- ,;Y__ _ g_, .

ill" 1' I. Q ‘ieved in India by the time Of
‘Independence’ in 1947-

‘leader‘, Bishop Desmond Tutu, was
speaking. Several sections of the crowd
openly ignored him by turning their
backs, singing and dancing.

TUTU UORRIED BY THE 'HOU‘ .1
In reference to the arrests ofbdack y
‘leaders’ that had been taking |
place, Bishop Tutu said on BBC radioi
16 June 1986: "I am worried because
they have taken away the leadership
of a community, and it could turn I
into a mob." i

At around the same time, another
‘leader’ —- Murphy Horobe, publicity,
secretary of the United Oemocratic I
Front which collaborates with the '
'liberal' white middle class —-
said: "The removal of the leaders
increases the risks of the mobs run-
ning wild."

The ‘mob’ they and the white fascist
leaders refer to with such fear is,
of course, the working class.

There have also been,an ever-increasing
number of attacks on black police- 2
informers and collaborators, as well as
black police and councillors, some hav-
ing the homes and businesses smashed
and burnt, dozens being killed. 1

Another effect has been that, due to
having to live in the ‘white areas‘ for
long periods, families have been split
up, thus undermining the bourgeois
teaching (both Christian and fascist)
about the importance of strict parental
control. This has enabled young people
more clearly to see such dogmatic teach-
ing for what it is —— a means for sus-
taining the dominance of the white (and
black!) middle class.

LIBERATION
BEFOR E EDUCATION

One of the results of this was seen at
Soweto in 1976 where, despite the hith-
erto moderating influence of the South
African Students‘ Union, the revolt of
thousands of school-children (almost as
many girls as boys) against the white-
imposed education system turned into
violent opposition to everything else-—
to the whole economic and political
system. The police of the white middle
class fascists killed 600 children and
wounded many more.- w . g.‘ - \3
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The revolt spread and exploded in town-
ships, as well as the so-called home-
lands, throughout South Africa, with
hundreds df schools, administration
buildings, courts, and shops, being
burnt to the ground. This, and the
‘school-boycott‘ under the slogan ‘Lib-
eration Before Education‘, has contin-
ued sporadically ever since.‘ In fact,
due to the radical anti-middle class
attitude and consequent actions of
young black people such as ‘The Comrade?
centred around the massive Crossroads
Squatter Camp complex on th outskirts of
Capetown, it reached a point where town-
ships were taken over, and they became
no-go areas not only for the whites‘
security forces, but also for the black
collaborators. .

Of course, the black middle class -
though treated as inferiors by the
whites —— have a vested interest in any-
thing that opposes the only way, and in
recent years some have formed themselves
into organizations of which perhaps ‘The
Fathers‘ is the best known here. Some
are nothing more than groups of thugs
hired by well-off blacks to enforce
‘protection rackets‘, and to extort
money from black working class people in
other ways, such as rent for squatting,
as in the Crossroads Camp. One ‘Fathers‘
leader, for example, is Johnson Ngxobong-
wana, a so-called ‘property baron‘, who
can often be seen driving around the
Camp in a large gold Mercedes, obviously
in collusion with the security forces.
‘The Comrades‘, who represent the mood
of the vast majority of young black
people throughout the country, were seen
by the whites for what they had become:
a serious threat, not just to the dom-
inance of their class, but to their very
survival. ‘The Comrades‘ therefore had
to be suppressed.

Early in 1986, ‘The Fathers‘ —— who had
been at loggerheads with ‘The Comrades‘
for some time -— did a deal with certain
sections of the whites‘ security forces
and, many of them armed with guns, went
on the rampage through the main camp and
the four satellite camps. with the help
of Botha‘s forces —— often quite openly
with rifles, tear-gas, and flame-
throwers‘-—— ‘The Fathers‘ gradually got
the upper hand. Seventy-two people were
killed, hundreds wounded; half the make-
shift hovels were destroyed, thus making
over 70,000 people homeless, or rather,
hovelless. All those ousted have been
warned, both by ‘The Fathers‘ and the
white authorities, that they risk their
lives if they return.
f“*ii" 
"The overwhelming proof of this on
lfilm and video, as well as from '
-everyone interviewed in the Cross-
iroads camps, forced those of TV and
,press who select and prepare news
;reports in this country to stop ref-
Ierring to the battles as ‘tribal _
Ifighting‘.

But the millions of young working class
twople of South Africa, together with
many of the older ones, have neither
been defeated,nor demoralized. And
their enemies-—— not just those in
South Africa, but the middle class
regimes, black and white, in the rest
of the world —— know this only too well.
They know that a massive violent upris-
ing is now more likely than ever before
tnfless....... unless these workingtflass
tmopie can somehow be manipulated into
believing the lie that some concessions
on Apartheid actually amount to sure
steps in the direction of real emancip-
ntion.

.__ -_1'__________

APARTHEID
Apartheid is a term first used’in 1929 to mean the separation of the domin-
ated black Africans (90% of the population) from the dominating white ex-
Europeans —— in other words, blatant racism. Hhen Daniel Malan, leader of
the Nationalist Party, became prime minister in 1948, this ‘separation' was
enforced with a far greater aggressive and ruthless violence, and has been
ever since.

It means that black South Africans have virtually no rights, and have to
live in squalor and poverty while the whites have one of the highest stan-
dards of living in the world.

Various notorious European and US representatives of the middle classes —-
such as the British Foreign Secretary, Geoffrey Howe, and the US Secretary
of State, George Schultz —— say they want ‘concessions‘ on Apartheid, by
which they mean, at most, some bait, some trick, some kind of deception,
some sort of blindfolding exercise such as the introduction of n way which
will allow a few of the black middle class into the white South African
government. We can only hope that their swindling strategy fails.

THE 'SANCTIONS‘ DRUG
So to try to get the Botha regime to
relax the Apartheid laws a bit, sev-
eral of the middle class governments
around the world, including some in
other African countries, waffle on
about applying certain economic pen-
alties against the regime ——— possible
cuts in things they buy off them, or
export to them. ‘Sanctions‘ they
call it, and they try to make it
sound as if they're serious.

‘Sanctions’ is one of the drugs in a
manipulatory formula. Many, if not all,
of these ‘sanctions‘ pushers are aware
that the fascist Botha regime —— depen-
ding as it does on ultra-fascists like
those of Eugene Terre Blanche‘s Afri-
caner Resistance Movement - is emot-
ionally, intellectually, hence polit-
ically, unstable. They also think that
the regime's backs-to-the-wall resis-
tance to any reform which might lead to
even only a few middle class blacks in
the government, may well contribute to
an insurrectionary upheaval the outcome
of which could mean not only the loss
of the great commercial value that
South Africa is to them, but also quite
possibly to the loss of their class's
dominant position in their own societies.

The Kaundas and Mugabes of Africa seem
to know this. The seven members of the
so-called Eminent Persons Group most
certainly do. They got together in
1986 to go out there in an almost des-
perate attempt to find a solution to a
situation the possible consequences of
which most of the world's middle classes
fear would seriously affect them.
Just look at who these ‘eminent‘ middle
class persons were —— and then at what
they proposed for a ‘solution’.

The Group included Archbishop Scott of
Canada —— to give it the eminent parson
touch; Malcolm Fraser -— rich, Oxford-
educated, member of a wealthy sheep-
farming family, and former prime minis-
ter of Australia; and Lord Barber —— as
plain Mr. Anthony Barber in the early
70s, was Tory Chancellor of the Exch-
equer, and is now chairman of the Stan-
dard and Chartered Bank which, together
with Barclays, controls 60% of banking
in South Africa.‘ The Group's propos-
als included the legalization of the
African National Congress (which is
really the equivalent of the Labour
Party in South Africa), and the release
of Nelson Mandela. In exchange, the
ANC would revert to a policy of non-
violence and begin peaceful negotiat-
ions with the Botha fascists. There
can be no doubt that the ANC had agreed
to this, for the Eminent Persons had
had several meetings with ANC leaders,
including Mandela whom they met in pri-

'0! the 25,000 black South Africans imprisoned without trial since the
so-called 'emergency‘ was declared in 1986, over 12,000 are children.

son in March and Hay of that year (1986L
After these meetings, they stated that
Mandela had said he was "ready to seek
a negotiated solution." Indeed, Bishop
Tutu is now (March 1987) calling for the
ANC to go back to its policy of non-
violence.

‘THE BRITISH INTEREST
- Of the 2,000 companies in South

Africa which are owned by middle
class people of other countries, over
50% are British. Direct investment
by those of other countries in things
like factories, plant, and equipment,
is in the region of £12,000 million,
of which some 40% (£5,000 million)
is British.

0n 24 November 1986, Barclays Bank
announced that they were beginning a
gradual pull-out of South Africa
‘for strictly commercial reasons.‘
It's true that one of the ‘commercial
reasons‘ is that their profits have
been declining. But whether it‘s
true or not that they are in fact
pulling out, it's useful to them to
say so. They know there's going to
be a ‘change‘. If it is the one
they all hope for —— namely, the
bringing of some middle class blacks
into the government to stabilize the
situation —- then, Barclays think,
they will be regarded in a better
light by blacks (due to the stated
‘pull-out’), and the way back into
the big profits will be made that
much easier.

Wso WILL THEY sacs?
Of course, it's still possible that
Botha and his middle class vandals may
see the light (a vision of the ‘white
areas‘ of Johannesburg, Pretoria, and
Capetown in flames maybe) and join in
the negotiating game —- for they may
well still be able to remember how
usefully the ANC served them during the
first 50 years of its existence.
Hill the apparent flies in the ointment,
Reagan and Thatcher, eventually be dug
out? who knows? The thick slimy streak
of fascism running through them is,
after all, only a reflection of the same
streak that runs through most middle
class élites. (To look at only one ref-
lection: what about his hollow holiness
the Pope giving the fascist Pinochet
‘the papal blessing‘ in Chile on 3 April
1987?). They are all, therefore, to
varying degrees, also unstable. They
believe, if not that they can always
win, that at least they can never lose.
So some of them may well stick with the
Botha hoodlums.

II ii

They are, however, all dogged by the
same dilemma that whereas the policies
and actions of the South African fas-
cists could more than likely lead to the
very insurrection they all fear, it is
nevertheless by no means certain that
the ‘leaders’ of the African National
Congress and the United Democratic Front
could restrain those they call ‘the mob‘,
the working class. But some choice has
to be made, so many of them willlumdoubt
go for those they think most likely to
succeed —— the ANC and the UDP.

Many Working Class People
Still Blinkered

No-one can really blame the black work-
ing class of South Africa if they are
conned into believing that these middle
class organizations will lead them to
freedom. ‘They've been similarly conned
in other parts of Africa -— Just as the
working classes have all over the world.
In this country, large numbers of our
class still have illusions, still remain
deceived, about several things —- the
true nature of middle class ‘democracy‘,
to name but one.

we and our black sisters and brothers
in Africa have a common enemy, but the
obstacles facing them are greater; they
must defeat the black as well as the
white middle class. For although many
have been forced to see the white middle
class for what they are, they still do
not look at things in class terms gen-
erally. Many of them still do not see
the black middle class as their enemies,
despite the often glaring examples of
this in other parts of Africa. They
still do not seem to see them as enemies
who will use —— whenever they think it
necessary for the survival of them-
selves and their dominant position —-
every conceivable means to keep it that
way, i.e. every possible means to keep
the working class suppressed.

There is also ‘the lesser of two evils‘
argument to be overcome —— in their
case, the delusion, the fallacy, that
it is better to be dominated and bossed
around by blacks rather than whites.
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Nigeria's Malor-General
Ibrahim Babangida -
(right), the country's
sixth military leader since
independencen11960.
assumed power in August
last year by staging a
coup d'état. In 25 years
the continent has seen 70
coups. and a third of
Alrican countries are now
under military rule

THE LESSER OF TWO EVILS
This ‘argument‘ —— first put forward
by Aristotle 300 years B.C. when he
said "Of evils we must choose the
least" —— is one still put forward
in this country today, often by
otherwise reasonable political act-
ivists, as grounds for voting for
the Labour Party. It's an argument
which not only causes confusion,
but worst, one that strengthens and
magnifies an illusion.

And this delusion itself is underpinned
by those elitist political manipulators
out there who say that the ‘lesser of
two evils‘ fallacy can only be exposed
by taking the black working class
through the experience of black middle
class government —— an argument similar
to that of their counterparts here such
as the Trotskyists in parties like the
Socialist workers‘ Party.

The middle class leaders of such parties
propagate the ‘theory‘ that the working
class must become involved in bourgeois
democracy and strive to get a Labour
Party government so as to ‘take them
through the experience‘ which will enable
them to sue more clearly that the crap
middle class Labour Party cannot bring
them freedom whereas their crap middle1

class ‘revolutionary’ parties can.

WORSE ENEMIESI

These people and their organizations are
as much the enemies of the working class
as are the Tories, the Labourites, the
SDP-ers, or the Liberals. In fact, they
are worse, in the sense that they claim
to be working class parties (note: today
the Labour Party itself no longer claims
to be that), yet they are controlled
mainly by middle class people who say —-
and some actually seem to believe -that
they know what is best for the working
class. This is a form of arrognntelitism
which produces bourgeois analyses and
theories - like, for examplfi. 'd@m°’
cratic centralism" —— thus contributing
to the general confusion of working class
people, but in particular to that of
could-be real revolutionary activists.

_ ,1 1 '_' "**'*rI mi a

' ‘Democratic Centralism‘ is the
management method of, for example,.
the Socialist Workers‘ Party, ,
where decisions are taken by the
middle class leadership, and only I
after they have been implemented -
can they be checked for ‘correct-
ness‘ by the rank and file —-
clearly demonstrating their cal-
culated deception that ‘the eman-
cipation of the working class‘ is
only possible with them as leaders.

famine in africa
The 'Cash-Crops‘Cause
To return to how ‘cash crops‘ cause
famine. Cash crops are the things
that people have been, and still are,
forced to grow so as to get money to
pay off loans, and pay rents to the
landlords. It was even happening in
Ireland 140 years ago. During the
famine there from 1846 to 1850, food
enough to feed double the population
of 8 million was exported while two
million people died of starvation.
The famines of 1876 to 1879 in India
caused the deaths of over 6 million
people, while at the same time the
British shipped some 4 million tons
of grain to their home country via
the recently opened Suez Canal (1869)-
These millions of people, like the
millions in Africa, died slow agoniz-
ing deaths. was the killing of 6ndl-
lion people by the German fascists
really worse?

I

In a letter to the Colonial Office of
the French government, dated 7 March
1932, even a middle class ‘Inspectcur‘
in the famine-stricken French ‘poss-
ession' of Upper Volta (now Burkina
Fnso) in N.H. Africa felt compelled to
write:

"One can only wonder how it happens
that populations whose policy had
always been to have three harvests
in reserve, and to whom it was inac-
ceptable to eat grain that had spent
less than three years in the granary,
have suddenly become ‘imprevoyant‘
(lacking in forsight). They got
through the terrible drought yearstfi

This discreet letter, ignored of course
by the French government, makes it
quite clear that the causes of famine
and starvation were not blight, locusts,
or drought —— these the people knew
about, had planned for, and could deal
with. The causes were the greed and
violence of the French middle class.
The "pqligy of giving priority to in-
dustrial cash-crops", as the Inspecumr
so politely called it, as well as that
giving priority to raw materials and
minerals, was going on all over Africa
(as well as India and South America),
consequently African people were not
able to grow enough food for themselves.

1912-1914 without hardship, now these ‘A fact well known to middle class
people are starving.

I feel morally bound to point out
that the policy giving priority to
industrial cash-crops has coincided
with an increase in the frequency of

~fiood scarcity."

‘agricultural experts‘ -— so-called
agronomists and such-like —— is that
the many large areas of good flat land
in Africa will produce 3 to 5 times as
much as the best land in the USA.

_ There are also many areas of great min-

__ 7 4*
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Grill wealth. thlfi UB5 B139" B3 gfifld was a tut-.throat Hystem in which

profitable investment by HC'Bl.L"I'n Illiddlfi each middleman could keep any |]'|()||ey L l S ‘IL?-L)-E

“I355 'b"5i""59m°"'- I" B 8r93t ""mb9T over the amount he had to pay to the one or‘ a 13 ury’ who Ru“ Secretary fur- . - - - . . India before becoming Tor rime minU! C-a1'I('H, ti} enable mill tons of HCPQB above him‘ Thla created _a drive to _ y p
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DTHIRSTY TORY LEECH

t" b* 't"k9" °*9r' by their finance extort the maximum, and this often led later‘ “aid in 1875’ "Since India
¢"mPfl"i¢5» 5fPi¢fl"B' Vi11flS°B Vere to violent conflict. It was of coursc»a. Tug? be bled‘ this should be done
"UP"! down. ind ihfi Villflfieffl f°F¢°d at system well in line with the dominant iudifiioualy’ and the lance’ dlrected

_ - , t k t t ._ . . o ose parts where the blood is?:" P91" Q “flr °" P15" 3 19"" 87°“ class's theory of ‘divide and rule’. congested or at leuflt Hurr_ _ t H
g crops like coffee, cotton, rubber, ‘clan -

as well as in the mines for minerals
such as copper, cobalt, tin, gold, and
diamonds. African easant-farmers who - * rrrco" ~-
somehow managed to Escape that, were
farced onto the smallest areas of poor-
quality land‘ "rte" °“ steep hi115ide3' Before going on to explain other aspects of the cash-crops-cause of fnmine,
Thea” are the.p°°p1e “h°" the 'a3ri‘ let's just explode the middle class argument that over-population is a cause.
cultural experts‘ accuse °f '°“°r’c“1' Lots of the silly bastards come up with this one —— and their solution?
t1vat1ng' and/or ‘over-grazing-—-thoufii |fHJ1h.control. (Some of the more fascist among them have even advocated
‘hi5 ‘hey “'9 ¢°mP“l1ed t° d" since it sterilization.) They have run campaigns for this, and even that not-so-bad
is the °"lY ‘E7 they ca" 5“r'iv”' - Imiddle class organization, the Red Cross, has been involved. Of course,
A5 the auove letter only vaguely hints *middle class businessmen of the West have muscled in on this one too —— I
at‘ the pren¢h middle class used a gmillions of inferior ‘unsafe’, and some outright dangerous, contraceptives I
slightly different kind of force __ have been dumped in underdeveloped countries, at a fat profit for the busi-
taxation. with the support of their Jne53m°"~
army, they compelled Africans to pay
taxes to work on their 2:2 land by
threatening them with imprisonment or
being put into forced-labour-gangs if
they didn't pay up. As the French
well knew, these Africans didn't have
any money, hadn't ever needed it.
The ‘clever’ French middle class col-
onialists had the answer to this
‘deficiency’. The Africans were told
to ‘stop growing things like millet
and sorghum for your own consumption,
and grow cotton and peanuts. These
we'll then buy from you, and with the
money you'll be able to pay your taxes
and buy food from us.’ The French did
buy these ‘cash-crops’, but at rock:—_
bottom prices for export to their home
industries at tip-top profits.

So with the money they got from the
trench, some Africans were able to
give it back through paying the taxes
and buying their expensive food.
Cunning, eh? The middle class, while
thev've got £23 power, are maste;;_:f
the great rip-off. In this case,
money was introduced into societies
which before hadn't needed it —— the
French printed it, the Africans forced
to ‘earn’ it, and the French got it
back through taxes an sales of food.
A very vicious vicious-circle.

But many Africans still couldn't pay
the taxes. So to survive, they had to
go in search of work for wages. In
audition to this, all men had to work
a number of days in the year (varying
from U0 to as much as 180) for the
French instead of on their own little
farms, on 'curvée' as it was called-—-
a military tern meaning ‘fatigue duty‘,
i.e. forced labour. As a result, the
Africans‘ own food stores soon got used
up and famine set in.

The British middle class had a similar
technique in some parts of their ‘poss-
essions’ for exploiting the 'natives‘,'
though often through a more hierarch-
ical system. In India, for example,
they used better-off ’natives’ as the
initial tax-collectors —— Zamindari,
as they were called. These people,
who had to hand in a fixed amount each
year, appointed subordinates to do the
collecting, who in turn also appointed
subordinates, and so on down a whole
chain of ‘middlemen’. It is a fact
that, in some areas, there were as many
as 35 middlemen between the poor farmer
at the bottom, laboriously scratching
a miserable living out of his little
plot of land, and the wealthy British
Viceroy at the top, sitting in luxury
on his throne lazily scratching histnflls.

So let's get this ‘over-population’ nonsense into perspective with somelmcts:

AFRICA “
.. NUMBER or PEOPLEI

C°”“T“Y van SQUARE MILE 1
Uganda 140 ;
Morocco 107
Zimbabwe 46
Tanzania 45
Zaire 50
Angola s 14
Congo 11
Namibia * 3

‘NOTE: In Bolivia —— centre of South America -— the great majority of people
are very poor, and the minority are very rich. Most of the poor are on the

I verge of starvation. Almost three-quarters of pregnant women suffer from
- anaemia. Over half of the children suffer from malnutrition —— 200 in every I

Masters oi the Rlp-Off I 1,000 die before the age of five, almost all from illnesses that would either
never arise, or that could easily be cured if they simply had enough food and
better treatment.‘ Yet the land could support seven times the present popul- I
ation —- a fact that even the ‘agricultural experts’ agree with. ,
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Today in Africa, less than a quarter
of the land good for cultivation is
being used. Even if the population
continues to grow at the present rate
until the year 2000, there would
still be the potential to feed one-
3"d'3"hfl1f timoo (i.e. 50% more than)
that P°Pulation —— and that's assuming
there were only very small-scale
improvements in food-production tech-
niques.

Sure. Door people in poor countries
have more children than is average in,
533» EUFODE "- they need to. Children
are essential additional labour and,
TF0" B quite young age, contribute to
the family livelihood. Later they
provide some sort of support for their
parents in old age, for there's no

I.

J

I

OTHERS I 1
NUMBER or PEUPLEI I

COUNTRY PER sqg§ns_s}t§ J
Hong Kong 11,515 I ,
Holland ‘B80
U.K. - sea I I
India 516 '
France 255
China 243
Brazil 58
Bolivia‘ 12
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‘old-age pension‘. And they have to
have more children than they actually
need for this because, due to hunger
and the diseases it causes, many chikh
ren die before they are five years old

It's a fact that population growth
goes down where people get some decent
arable land, enough to eat, and hence
better security. So the campaigners
for birth control show their true col-
our, their hypocrisy, in that they
never campaign against those members
of their class who've stolen the land
and demand that they hand it back as
a method of birth control.

Population-growth with no increase in
food production obviously makes hunger
a bit worse —— but it does not cause it.

'AID‘ EQUALS FAMINE
we hear a lot about ‘aid’ programmes
by Western middle class governments
and agencies. ‘Aid’ means help,
assistance. But not when they use the
word. whether the ‘aid’ is economic
or military, it is a loan. Countries
that get it have to pay for it, or at
least show that they are doing every-
thing possible to pay it back —— some-
times with substantial interest.

The 'aiders’ lay down certain condit-
ions for the repayments, an important
one of which is the growing of things
that can be exported for cash —— cash-
crops. These, as we've seen, severely
restrict the amount of food grown for
home consumption. One of the 'aiders'
conditions is often that their ‘aid’
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must not be used for ‘producing goods i nu. mi CROP
that coun- 1and food for the people of

try, but must be used only to produce
things for export -— so as to generate _._ ___ _
the funds for the repavment of the loans. Q.

bl l F ‘ 
l\U I I

--~""""' __

But ‘aid’ does even more damage as far _%fl_- i‘;;E;5E!$ '

cerned, for it is an essential part of

. . _ \I ‘ -I “J _ "I-I -’ J .-'\_-‘Xas the ordinary working people are con- '- ' A ‘(ii IE‘ I
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‘underdeveloped’ countries for the
products (e.g. seeds, fertilizers,
tractors, processed foods) of the Hest-
ern multi-national companies. ‘Aid’ is
used for laying the foundations for
this exploitation, since it is used to
provide things like roads, electric
power, transport systems, irrigation
systems and general methods of water
supply, training, and so on —— the
‘infrastructure’ as they like to call
it.

One of the biggest U.S. firms produc-
ing chemical pesticides and other
chemicals to put into the ground for
growing things bigger and/or more
abundant (though not nearly so good as
the chemical-less things) is Internat-
ional Minerals and Chemicals. The
Vice-president of this firm, Charles
S. Denison, said at the U.S. Congress-
ional Hearings in 1980: "I must empha-
size that there would be scarcely any
investment if it were not for the
infrastructure, the training, and sup-
port, provided by our Aid programmes.
we would certainly not be in India,
and very few investors would be in any
of the underdeveloped countries were
it not for the Aid programmes."

PESTICIDES CREATE PESTS

Pesticides are used in such great
quantities that they often actually

icreate more pests than they destroy
’ I

——I Ibecause they also destroy the nat-
ural predators. And the quantities
have to be increased each year,

.despite the fact that, over the
last decade or so, yields have either
remained the same or declined.

It should be pointed out here that
charity ‘aid’ has also been used for
building ‘infrastructures’. For inst-
ance, Band Aid/Live Aid money has gone
into it, though theirs is not much more
than a drop in the ocean and really
served another purpose, namely, cover-
up propaganda, as has already been
explained.

There are now new additional ‘cash-
crops'. For the big Western corporat-
tions now see Africa as an inexhaust-
ible supply of luxury foods for their
home markets —— fruit, vegetables,
fish, meat, even flowers, have joined
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the established ones of tea, coffee,
cocoa, etc. All this ‘development’
has meant (still does!) that in many
cases poor people -— the great major-
ity —— have to give up more of their
land and more of their labour than
ever before so as to supply luxuries
to the well-off people in their own
countries, and to those in many other
countries of the world, most of whom
have far more than.enough to satisfy
their greed, yet at the same time
the poor are becoming poorer.

So we've seen that ‘cash-crops’ have
continued to be grown in Africa —-
as well as in other ‘underdeveloped’
countries of the world, the so-called
Third World —— right through the
‘independence-gaining’ periods up to
the present day. .

All the economic systems and methods
of government in the ‘independent’
African countries are based more of
less on those of the European middle
class. In all countries of Africa
(and in India, South America, etc.),
the equivalents of the European dom-
inant classes -— equivalents created
by missionaries, by colonialism, B8
well as by ‘aid’ and its consequent
‘development’ business -— have to
protect themselves against the anger
and actions of their own struggling
and dominated classes. So they need
large police forces, and these are
often just as ruthless and violent BB
those in Europe and America. And
since none of them can trust their
counterparts in neighbouring count-
ties, they also need armies and air-
forces., All this costs a great deal
of money. ‘Cash-crops’ continue to
be a major means for getting it.

Famine Imported
The buyers of the ‘cash-crops’ also
process some of them. Processing
involves the adding of lots of sugar,
fat, and chemicals, all of which is
put into flashy eye-catching packages
designed by middle class university
graduates with an Arts degree. These
are then sent back in —— quite often

\

to precisely the same country that
grew the ‘cash-crops‘ —— along with
other processed junk-food, e.g. soft
drinks like the poisonous Coca Cola,
confectionery, breakfast cereals,
and so on. In 1976, ‘underdeveloped’
countries imported 30 million tons of
such cereals. Four years later, 1980
to 1981, it had been increased by
333% —— that is, to 100 million tons.
Yet in that year, 1981, millions of
people in the same countries were
starving und dying.

To create and boost sales of this
expensive rubbish, a heavy advertising
campaign goes on, using mostly radio
to penetrate the rural areas, and
using virtually the same techniques
that have proved so successful in the
West. Simon Jackson, a market analyst
with a university degree, wrote in on
American trade journal in June 197?:
"The principal African consumers are
women, very unsophisticated and usuafly
illiterate. But with the right adver-
tising, they can be brought to an
appreciation of your product as a sta-
tus item, particularly with the impla-
ntation of the idea that to be modern
is to be Western, and they can easily
become receptive to a degree of brand-
loyalty greater than that in the HestJ'
It doesn't matter to us whether this
processed stuff in any way adversely
affects the middle classes of these
countries —— let's hope it does, and
the worse the better. But poor peophm
that vast majority, are having false
needs created in their minds, and
though they really can't afford it,
are being manipulated into buying this
junk by international criminals like
the Vice President of Kelloggs Inter-
national Operations who in 1981 said:
"The most compelling job is to change
these people's food habits."
So we find that in Kenya, to take only
one example, a person can get up to
3,630 calories from a local meal mode
from maize and wheat flour, but only
40 to 176 calories from a meal of pro-
cessed cereal —— which wouldn't be so
bad if people could easily afford it,
but a 1 lb packet costs the equivalent
of two days agricultural labour.
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While in Africa millions of people go
on starving, Junk-food markets are
expanding fast. Coca Cola's chairman
—— praised by the Western middle class
as a great example of their class's
business wisdom —~ speaking about the
'underdeveloped‘ countries, said: "The
growth potential out there is unlimited,
and we must get the biggest slice of it
we can."

such more can be said about ‘aid‘,
‘cash-crops‘, and the truly vicious
exploitation of many millions of our
African sisters and brothers by middle
class governments and the profiteering
barbarians of the multi-national com-
panies. Here however, let's look at
just one more obscene feature of ‘aid’
and ‘cash-crops‘.

'Aid‘ As AWeapon

‘Aid’ only goes to countries whose
governments are politically in line
with the ‘aiding’ government. The
‘aiders‘ do all they can to wreck a
country whose government they consider
is Qgi in line. A case in point was
Salvador Allende's Popular Unity gov-
ernment in Chile, South America. As
is the case with the Sandinistas in
Nicaragua today, Allende's government
was Qgi attempting to dispossess and
neutralize the dominant middle class
because as usual —— like any other
government which on rare occasions
appears to want to help the poor, dom-
inated majority —— they were themselves
mostly middle class. But they were
carrying out a certain number of ref-
orms, like that of land-ownership,
which generally were improving the
conditions of the great, acutely—suff-
ering mayority of people —¥ the very
poor.

Of course, this sort of activity is
seen by all the middle class adminis-
trations in every country of the
totally-misnamed ‘Free borld‘ as a
threat to their stability. But the
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Not helping to eliminate hunger,
but helping to eliminate the hungry.
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Chilean governmentkiprogramme of ref-
orms was seen as particularly so by
that of the USA. No doubt they feared
that success of such 'socialist' ref-
ormism could catch on; that it would
encourage something similar in other
South American countries. This, they
believe, would then increase the
threat to their own ‘security‘ —— by
which is meant a threat, not only to
the continued profiteering of their
massive industrial companies such as
the crap food producers, but also a
threat to the ‘security' of powerful
sections of their own dominant middle
class.

In their paranoiac fear, they have
decreed that South America is their
patch —- the basic theory of the
Monroe Doctrine lives on. So in Chile
—— as in several other South American
countries —— the United States, using
the Central lntelligence Agency (CIA)
and billions of dollars for things‘
like bribes and arms, engineered and
supported a military coup. Allende
and hundreds of his supporters were "
murdered, thousands were imprisoned
(1973), and a ruthless anti-working
class dictatorship led by the fascist
Pinochet has been in power ever since
—— much to the satisfaction of the
bulk of the US middle class.

Cash-Crop Blackmail

Thus, ‘aid‘ is not only a means for
creating and exploiting markets, it
can also be used as a weapon to compel
another country's dominant class to
toe the ‘aid’ supplier‘: line. Nor
can the dominant classes of these
‘aided’ countries rely on their ‘cash-
crops‘ allowing them more space for
manoeuvre. The buyers (i.e. the big
multi-national corporations) themselves
determine the price in that they will
only pay prices that ensure n high
rate of profit. It's a form of black-
mail; for they've already got contin-
gency plans to deal with any increase
in ‘cash-crop‘ prices —— or any other
situation, such as ‘political instab-
ility‘ caused by, say, a coup or an
uprising —— that would interfere with
this rate of profit.

Substitutes
Research chemists have developed sub-
stitutes for many kinds of ‘cash-crops‘
In fact, business people and their
government in Tanzania discovered this
in the 60s when the price of sisal,
their main export and centre of the
whole economy, slumped on the world
market due to the introduction from
the ‘Free Horld‘ of an efficient
substitute. Substitutes like super-

C OP‘.'l'tsweet syrup made fromhinstead of cane-
sugar, have been in production for
some years now. Big combines such as
Unilever are able to replace tropical
products, such as the oils from palm
and coconut used in the manufacture of
margarine and soap, with others (e.g.
from soybean) of equal quality. The
chemists have also concocted the exact
‘natural‘ taste of coffee and choco-
late in products made from peanuts,
barley, or other crops easily grown in
non-tropical areas —— and there are
others ready to be used when necessary.
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All this —— all that's been said above
about Africa in particular-—— is the
situation which Geldof and all those
involved with him, even those—who con-
tributed to the various 'aids', are
guilty of trying to cover up. Talking
of his smoke-screen ‘aid campaign‘ in
the TV programme ‘Pebble Hill At One‘
(BBC1, 7.3.86.1. Geldof said that it
"puts an intolerable pressure on gov-
ernments to act." An intolerable
pressure? Apart from their deathly
silence on all the causes of famine
described above, neither Geldof nor
any of his cohorts have even mentioned
another middle class crime, namely,
that while all the Band Aid cover-up
was going on, there was a ‘food moun-
tain‘ stored by the countries of the
so-called European Economic Community
valued at £8,700 million —— and still
mounting; that even Just the cost of

tons of grain, and 35,000 tons of
butter) is near £19 million per year.
Andthe same storing of massive amounts
of food has been going on in the USA
and Japan. Some ‘intolerable pressure‘
Not only was it no pressure at all,
but it was a vehicle which they accepted
gratefully and used with well-oiled
ease to their own advantage. It was a
dirty, squalid, hypocritical crime,
and one made no less so by any of those
who plead ignorance of what they were
actually involved in by in any way
supporting it —— for they were in fact
accomplices.

Geldof Only An 'Aid‘
It ought to be clear that Geldof has
only been used by me as a symbol, as
an example -_ not because he's nec-
essarily as bad or worse than any
other middle class opportunists, but
because the media puppeteers tried
to turn him into a puppet saviour,
which not only was lapped up by the
majority of his class, but also made
him well known to most people, hence
an ‘aid’ in highlighting the sordid
behaviour of his class. '

we saw the sickening spectacle of

s o w h a t?
:80 what exactly \ ’No ya bers of our class attracted or
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~i<;=>.storing some of the food in this Geldof ,fact_finding, in Ethiopia rtherefore contributed to the struggle
country (which included 15 million L t‘ b _t 1

e s e u t t

No doubt the question will still be
asked, ‘But aren't you nevertheless

rather, distracted —— into middle...
V, ,-~.._..t~:--.,.¢_ h class styled and mititilc-class-run

,:\,_ "2-\’“,é‘-.‘ro""nI(",}_‘ organizations or parties like Milit-
ant. SUP, URI‘, and the others? How
else can we account for them believ-
ing that, through such organizations
they are moving in the direction of
‘the emancipation of the working
class‘? Why else are they not able
to see that to go into such organiz-
ations is not merely a way of aband-
°"i"S the struggle, but is also add-
ing weight to an illusion, thus con-
tributing to ensuring failure? If
they are unable to overcome this
fear, it would be less damaging to
the struggle if they went for the
attraction of ‘the quiet life‘, of
doing nothing, of becoming a politi-
cal cabbage. Some have done so —-

i-

and, though in a negative way, have

q 1 e c ear, we mus pu no
reliance whatever on any kind of mid-
dle class people helping us to break
out of the prison. The few middle

6°1"E 3 bit °V@P'thE“t°P "b°ut 3 Per" class 'liberals‘ who, as was said
son who is no more than an absolute (p.29), "have nothing to look back-
"°"n°. 3 "Urdu 3 V311Y?' V911: th95° ward to with pride, and nothing to
descriptions fit a large number of look forward to with hope," may
middle class people, not least many arouse pity_ OK‘ pity thum_ Bu, 3
°f th°5° in their 't°P Pa"k5'- But group/organization that is really,
P°"9Pf"1_b"ff°°nB are "0 1°99 °uT unequivocally, and determinedly con-
enemies. They and their class have earned with lthe emancipation of the
m3"3SBd t° k°°P 9"? @1553 imPFiB°"9d working class‘, if it is to have any
thrflughuut ita hi9t°rY- And a1th°"Sh chance of success, must only allow
"9 £22 break °"t "5 the PPi3°". the middle class people to do purely
PP°b1°m9 i"Y°1V°d are SP°flt- The mechanical jobs, like ‘technical-
Vafit m§J°PitY 9f V°Pki"8 91333 P°°P1E, adviser‘, ‘computer-programming‘,
have known nothing else other than etc_ __ and evcn then‘ a very strict
being the underdogs. the losers. watch should be kept on them - in 1
b°3B9d aP°""d. $015 What t0 d°1 made other words, use them like you would
to think themselves inferior. It's use‘ for example, a textbook or com-
therefore going to be no simple thing hutcr_ Better still. tolerate them
to overcome and shake off such con- only to make the tea and clean the
ditioning. to11et3_

Being a dominated class, many among
us are racist, sexist, believe that
there must be ‘leaders’, believe in
the hierarchical way of organizing
things, have illusions about the
need for political parties, parlia-
ment, general elections, and so on.
All this is part of the prison.
And I must repeat, it cannot be

Look Back With Pride
—And Anger‘

He, however, Q2 have something to
look backward to with pride. The
working classes everywhere have,
throughout their existence, struggled
and fought against oppression, have

"made some gains, and lost many battws,
the case, we would not be a domin- but have "ever give" "P. ha“? "Ever
ated class, and the middle class been t9ta11Y d9f°flt°d-
would not be the dominant one.

virtually the whole Establishment
flinging its arms around him. We
saw politicians, churchmen, indust-
rialists, royalty, the show-biz mob,
and of course the Press gang, all
using The Great ‘Aids’ Cover-up to
their own particular advantage —-

otherwise —— for if this were not

But we should also ‘look back in angerfl
All this also contributes to a fear th°"$h “"1? briefli ““ Jufit 1°"8 °"°"Eh
22 freed0m_ why else are some mem_ to see what has been done to our class,

from easing their feelings of guilt » and what class of people did it‘ Look
to Outright mercenary exploitation. ' ,-.y back Just long enough to see that, des-
It's already been mentioned how Dan “Z I pltg éecades of Intensive polltlcal
Hovicky, Division Manager of the big l activity by working class people‘ we
American multi-national A.T.& T., ‘ are no nearer 'emancipation' Fhan ever
blew the-gaff (P 3,) __ and there we were; look back in anger Just long
were many more who kept quiet about enough to realize that there mgst be a

very fundamental reason for this; looktheir real reasons for involvement back in anger at all the pulitical
There were those near-fascist news- . ¢—— ,

h . h parties and groupings who have said
papers t E Dally star and t E Daily they are concerned with ‘the emancipatEx r s h 1 ‘Lb t

.phe S.“ 0' a ?ng W1 an ex.reme ion of the working class'—— at therig t-wing American organization I f _
called Horld Vision, financed Geldofs ° “S? ° P°°P1° ?h° '“"' ““d_“'° 5“‘1
trips to Ethiopia and the Sudan __ . running, these kinds of parties and
.fact_finding, they called it_ But organizations; look back in anger and
it was nothing more than persona, see how we have been blidiolded and
publicity for Geldof‘ and a Ba,eB_ H’ duped into believing that middle class

' or help us to free ourselves; look back
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